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Abstract
Book designers and manuscript artists have inserted illustrations into
narrative works for centuries now. This practice is an intelligent behaviour that
requires specialised knowledge of the text and the external parameters affecting
the selection and placement criteria. This thesis offers a model for automation
of illustration insertion into a narrative discourse. The model presented here is
a significant improvement to the crudest method of dividing the text into equal
parts and inserting one illustration into each part.
This study starts from the position that narratives are expressions of mental
representations of a sequence of events in various modes of discourse. Here, this
mental representation is referred to as ‘the story’. When coupled with a mode
of discourse, the story becomes a narrative. Thus, a story can be expressed as
oral, written, pictorial, or film narratives. If they all express the same sequence
of events, they are telling the same story. In an illustrated narrative, while
the written discourse expresses the event sequence in the form of sentences,
illustrations depict them using pictorial elements.
The insertion of illustration into written narrative is analogous to collating
two texts into one, based on their event content. In this process, sentential
representation of events are collated against the pictorial expressions of the
same events. Thus, for the purposes of automation, this study claims that an
investigation into the locations of events can lead to potential locations for
illustration insertions. However, the list of potential illustration locations can be
improved further through eliminating the events that are not depictable.
This model is also able to further improve on the insertion policy by
incorporating event constraints as parameters for event priorities. If a set of
event types is given preference in the illustration policy, the model is able to
prioritise the list accordingly. Furthermore, the model is able to allow the same
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degree of customisation for preferred characters, locations, or time in the story.
The prioritisation can be applied to the entire narrative, or smaller chunks of the
narrative text such as chapters or sections.
The model is developed via the study of the verb roots of sentences – denoting
the event types – in the discourse of Mohl’s critical edition of the Shāhnāma, the
Persian epic composed by Abu al_Qāsium Firdausī in 400/1010. A collection
of 109 illustrated manuscripts of the Shāhnāma was considered in this study.
These manuscripts come from various traditions of Persian paintings and cover a
long period from the early 14th century to the late 19th century. A population of
nearly 6,000 Shāhnāma illustrations were annotated. Each illustration is linked
to a sentence in the narrative. The bottom-up approach to the study of verb
distribution in the written discourse against the illustration location distribution
indicates that illustration distribution follows the same trend as that of the
depictable event distribution in the discourse. Particular event tokens displayed a
high rate of illustration rendering them as all time favourite events.
In summary, this study claims that investigation into the distribution of
events in a narrative discourse provides a model for the insertion of illustrations
into a narrative work.
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This thesis is interdisciplinary in nature. It is intended as a contribution
to the fields of cognitive science and Persian art history. The research is an
empirical study applied to the corpus of Shāhnāma illustrations, which is of

Chapter 1:
Introduction

prime interest to researchers in the field of Persian paintings. However, this
thesis does not take as its starting point the specialist discussions surrounding
the Shāhnāma and its paintings. While the entire thesis revolves around the data
collected from 109 Shāhnāma manuscripts, it is an empirical experiment which is
designed to established a data-driven model for narrative illustrations. Therefore,
any contribution made to the field of art history in this study has to be viewed as
a by-product of a quantitative method applied to a specific collection of Persian
paintings, namely that of the Shāhnāma’s.
The substantial stylistic differences between scientific reports and humanities
articles and books places this thesis in an unusual position. In particular, the
language used here, at times, necessarily draws on specialised terminology
anchored in the fields of linguistics, cognitive science, informatics and statistics.
For the benefit of the readers whose interest lies primarily in the Persian painting,
most of the specialised terms are glossed in the notes.
Similarly, there is a rich literature surrounding the Shāhnāma illustrations
in the field of art history which attempts to explain an array of topics ranging
from iconography, historical significance, a survey of earliest paintings, and
comparative studies, to more specialised topics on the function of each illustration
and how they contribute to the historical context in which these manuscripts were
produced. Iraj Afshar has compiled an extensive bibliography on the Shāhnāma
which covers a range of sociological, literary, philosophical, political, historical,
and linguistic debates surrounding the Shāhnāma (Afshar 1975). Despite the
insightful discussions in art historical literature surrounding the text and the
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Chapter 1

illustrations of the Shāhnāma (Simpson 1978; Hillenbrand 1996), references are
made only to the individual works that contribute most directly to the discussions
in each chapter. Thus, for the benefit of the readers who are primarily interested
in the quantitative method presented in this thesis, the references to the art
historical materials are focused on the most relevant works.

1.1 Stating the problem
This thesis seeks a solution to a specific problem. The problem is whether
a narrative illustration model can be constructed based purely on the text of the
narrative. In other words, without relying on any knowledge that is external
to the text, can a model suggest place-holders for illustrations resorting only to
the written words in the narrative? Therefore, the focus of this study is shifted
away from goals such as providing reasons as to why certain types of illustrations
are likely to be more salient than others. Similarly, explanations concerning
the historical significance of individual popular illustrations, are intentionally
omitted from the scope of this thesis.
The premise here is that illustrations tend to depict the same abstract
concepts as stretches of text the narrative describes; hence, their presence in
a document is always in context. This study focuses on whether a quantitative
model can be presented to capture illustration distribution based on existing
examples. Such a model is sought as a way of improving on the crudest method
of uniformly distributing illustrations throughout a narrative document. In a
uniform distribution, one expects to find illustrations spaced at equal distances
throughout the text. However, in the real world, illustrations are not inserted with
a uniform distribution. Therefore, this model sets out to improve on the simple
uniform distribution model by exploiting data collected from one such illustrated
narrative, namely the illustrated copies of the Shāhnāma of Firdausī.
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The underlying hypothesis in this study is that narrative illustration can
be presented as a phenomenon whose distribution pattern can be understood in
linguistic terms. This hypothesis can also be rephrased so as to state that there
is a linguistic phenomenon that is responsible for the illustration distribution in
a narrative. The specific linguistic phenomenon investigated in this study is the
distribution of verbs that describe depictable eventualities. Therefore, this thesis
is designed to study the distribution pattern of verbs in narrative and compare it
with the distribution of illustrations in a population of illustrated manuscripts.
The outcome is a model that suggests a distribution scheme for a narrative.

1.2 Defining the parameters
The model in this study is intended to accept the text of a narrative along
with a set of constraints as input and to generate a list of illustration locations.
The study was initially conducted on the assumption that it would only be
necessary to investigate the textual components that may impact the illustration
distribution scheme. However, it became evident that the design constraints such
as layout specifications also impact the illustration pattern. Moreover, the output
of the model had to be specified in terms of some visual and textual parameters.
To specify these parameters, the practice of text illustration was viewed from
the perspective of how illustrations are placed and referred to in similar types
of literature. Through close examination of art catalogues and art historical
literature, it became obvious that each illustration can be identified in three
ways: 1) by its physical location in the folio sequence, 2) by its logical location
in the text in terms of relevant chapter and line, 3) by the critical moment in the
story being depicted. Therefore, the output list of illustrations would have to be
presented in terms of these three parameters.
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While the location of an illustration with respect to the logical structure of
the narrative is abstract, the physical location of the illustration is a layout issue;
hence, controlled by various design factors. Determining the folio location
demands that the model have access to information about the design of the
document to be able to compute the location of the illustrations. Knowing what
to illustrate in a narrative text is not enough. It is also important to know where
to place the illustration. Discussions surrounding the presentation of illustrations
in a document are presented in chapter 5.

1.3 The narrative
Narrative theories cover various aspects such as the discourse structure,
cognitive, sociological, and psychological contents of a narrative. In recent years,
computational narratology has made significant contributions to the understanding
of narrative processing. The aim of this thesis is to apply techniques developed
in corpus linguistics to narrative processing. Thus, the current thesis does not
contribute to narrative theories. Instead, it draws on them, and as such, it must
start from a working definition for narrative in the available literature.
Herman et al.. (forthcoming) makes an important

distinction between

a narrative and a story (Ryan, 2005). This distinction states that a narrative is
a combination of a story and a discourse. A ‘story’ according to this view, is an
abstract mental representation of some events. Therefore, it can exist in the mind
without words, symbols or icons. However, when a ‘story’ is presented in terms
of a discourse that has a plot, it forms the ‘narrative’. “Narrative, in this view,
is the textual actualisation of a story, while story is narrative in a virtual form”
(Ryan, 2005).
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This distinction is in line with the Kantian view which has informed the
current research. Consider the opening paragraph from Kant’s essay entitled
“What does it mean to orient oneself in thinking?”
“However exalted the application of our concepts, and
however far up from sensibility we may abstract them,
still they will always be appended to image representation,
whose proper function is to make these concepts, which
are not otherwise derived from experience, serviceable for
experiential use. For how would we procure sense and
significance for our concepts if we did not underpin them with
some intuition (which ultimately must always be an example
from some possible experience)? If from this concrete act of
the understanding we leave out the association of the image
– in the first place an accidental perception through the senses
– then what is left over is the pure concept of understanding,
whose range is now enlarged and contains a rule for thinking
in general. …” (Kant, 1996)
This notion of a ‘mental image’ provides this thesis with the impetus to
presuppose that illustrations and the written discourse of a narrative are linked
at an abstract level: at the story level. In other words, the illustration paints the
same abstract mental image that the discourse describes. Obviously, a story can
be told (illustrated, written, or uttered) in many different ways. This makes the
story fluid. However, once the story is told in a mode, that version of the story
– i.e. the discourse – ceases to be dynamic. This is also true when a story is told
concurrently in more than one mode as in illustrated documents. An illustrated
document is only one realisation of a story. Although multiple illustrated copies
of a single literary work may seem as if the narrative is intrinsically dynamic,
it is the story – underpinning the narrative – that lends itself to a multitude of
representational realisations. On this, it has to be mentioned that point of view
is discussed extensively in the narrative literature. Different combinations of the
written narrative along with its illustrations are only various surface realisations
of the same story.
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Illustrations are special in that they alone have a potential to tell the story
independent of the written words. Indeed, an animation is essentially a sequence
of such illustrations, which captures a sequence of moments in the story world.
However, this thesis is concerned with documents that use illustrations and
written words together to tell a story. In the case of this study, the Shāhnāma is
chosen as an example; a literary work that was initially composed by Firdausī in
1010 AD in Iran without illustrations. However, illustrations were subsequently
inserted into the narrative making it an illustrated narrative.
Therefore, this thesis is founded on the premise that there is an inherent link
between illustrations and words in an illustrated narrative at a story level. So
although it is commonly stated that an illustration depicts a stretch of words in
a written narrative, here an illustration is viewed as depicting the same part of a
story as that described by a stretch of text.

1.4 Content
In spite of the fact that the link between illustrations and the narrative text
is considered here to be mediated by the story, the abstract mental image of the
story is not accessible to the illustration placement model in this study. The only
concrete piece of information available to the model is the text of the narrative.
Illustration content follows a complex set of syntactic and semantic rules peculiar
to the visual language. No attempts has been made in this study to offer a formal
language to represent the content of an illustration. Although there are various
areas of research that focus on the development of a formal scene description
language such as the Manchester Scene Description Language (MSDL), an
illustration is viewed here as only a flag to denote whether a state, event, or
action is depicted. The knowledge about whether an event is depictable or not
is relegated to the manual annotation. In other words, this study hopes to reveal
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what concepts have so far been depicted through a bottom-up approach. Thus,
the model would assign a value of 1 to the stretch if it is depicted. Figuratively,
the primary challenge in this research is to find the smallest unit of text that can
be flagged as depictable. In this respect, this thesis is less ambitious than similar
text and image research carried out that rely heavily on the image content (e.g.
La Cascia et. al. 1998). Text-to-scene research, for instance, is an approach
which is primarily concerned with the ways in which spatial information can
be extracted from the narrative to construct the scene described by the narrative
(Sproat 2001). Work on Story Picturing Engine is another approach in narrative
research that focuses on the matching the best fit picture from a picture database
to appropriate parts of the narrative (Joshi et. al... forthcoming). This thesis,
however, is determined to establish a model through which event depictability
and event interestingness for depiction can be assessed. Therefore, the presence
of an illustration in the already illustrated document is recorded as a flag denoting
the depictability of a text stretch.

1.5 The case study
The quantitative methods to be pursued in this study require a very large
pool of data.

Ideally, the corpus chosen should consist of multiple richly

illustrated narratives. However, due to the limited availability of this kind of
data, this study focuses on a single literary work for which a large collection
of illustrations is available. Two important criteria in selecting an illustrated
narrative are considered. The work has to be richly illustrated to provide an
adequate population for quantitative methods to be applicable. It also has to be
lengthy to allow for pattern recognition based on a large number of events. It is
very rare to find a literary work that possesses both these characteristics. One
such rarity is an influential and renowned Persian epic, the Shāhnāma, composed
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by Abu al-Qāsim Firdausī around 404 A.H./1010 A.D. in 60,000 couplets.1 Each
couplet in Shāhnāma is made of two half-lines that rhyme.
Despite variations in the text of existing manuscripts caused by clerical
changes, scribal errors, and editorial replacements, the general flow of events in
the Shāhnāma has remained relatively unchanged. The entire poem is a narrative
that covers the story of pre-Islamic Persian kings and princes. The poem starts
with the beginning of creation and ends with the emergence of Islam in the region.
Due to its literary value as well as its pseudo-historical and political significance,
the Shāhnāma has been given a special place in Persian culture. As a result, a rich
treasury of hand-written copies of this poem remains available in various libraries
and museums across the world. Many of these copies are illustrated.
There are philological challenges in achieving a fixed text for the poem.
However, there are about seven versions of well-researched critical editions of
the work available in print, of which Mohl’s critical edition is used as the standard
text in this study.
Given the sheer volume of data available for investigation, the illustrated
copies of the Shāhnāma recommended this work as an extremely suitable case
study for this research. Chapter 4 of this thesis is dedicated to discussing the
choice of narrative for this study.

1.6 Corpus linguistics
Corpus linguistics is the study of linguistic phenomena revealed through
ordinary uses of language in a corpus (McEnery 1996, 2001; Biber 1998).
Corpus linguistics research now relies on the availability of a large collection
of electronic text which represents the ordinary occurrences of the languages.
Examples of such large collections are the British National Corpus, Oxford text
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archive, American National Corpus, and the International Corpus of English.
The documents included in a corpus are generally annotated for various aspects
of the text such as authorship, genre, and part of speech (POS). The annotation
schemes, however, are devised according to the research objectives. Corpus
linguistics methodology uses tagged corpora to investigate certain linguistic
phenomena or test hypotheses about various linguistic phenomena.
For the purposes or this thesis, an illustrated corpus could not be found that
could suit the needs of this study. Instead, the electronic text had to be prepared
in a fashion that best resembles a large corpus. Technically, a corpus is referred
to a collection of various texts. In the case of this study, there is only one text,
namely that of the Mohl’s critical edition of the Shāhnāma. However, techniques
developed in corpus linguistics can still be applied to the long narrative of the
Shāhnāma.
There is, however, a second notion of corpus that is associated with
the collection of manuscripts incorporated in this study. Although all of the
manuscripts are supposedly those of the Shāhnāma, the extent of variation among
these manuscripts renders them different from each other. Therefore, these
manuscripts form a pseudo-corpus. However, as it will be explained in chapter
2, forming a standard text based on the text of all manuscripts requires years of
research. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, Mohl’s critical edition of the
Shāhnāma is chosen as the standard text,2 while the illustrations are chosen from
the manuscripts. Given this, corpus linguistic techniques can be applied safely
to this study.
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1.6.1 Methodology
There are two common approaches in numerical methods: bottom-up and
top-down. In a top-down approach, the study begins with a hypothesis or a
theory. The methodology is therefore devised to test the hypotheses and theories
set out in the study. The bottom-up approach, on the other hand, is aimed at
learning from the data. Therefore, the bottom-up approach does not assume a
fixed set of hypotheses to be tested.
The current study is primarily based on the bottom-up approach. It assumes
no knowledge of narrative at the onset. However, in various sections of data
analysis, it poses specific research questions and applies a top-down approach to
test the hypotheses formed. In other words, at the first run through the narrative
and its illustrations, the study gathers data. At a second step, a pattern is detected
in the dataset. A hypothesis is then formed to capture the pattern. At the last stage
a statistical test is performed to accept or reject the hypothesis.
The patterns detected in this study are formulated in terms of a model.
Obviously, the application of the model, developed in this study, may require a
top-down approach for processing narratives in future studies. However, on the
whole, the study is a bottom-up approach designed to report on the illustration
distribution patterns. The research in this study does not assume preconceived
hypotheses or theories. It simply states, given the text of a narrative, what steps
are required to suggest an illustration distribution scheme, based primarily on the
linguistic knowledge of the text. This linguistic knowledge is the distribution of
verbs in the narrative.
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1.6.2 Annotation
There is a rich set of annotation schemes in corpus linguistics covering
a wide range of purposes. In each case, the annotation choice is determined
by the research strategy. In this study, it is assumed that the building block of
a narrative is an event. At a linguistic level the smallest unit that reports events
is the clause or sentence. The main verb in this study is taken as the word in the
sentence that describes the event. Therefore, the annotation is focused on the
verbs in sentences.
Above the sentence, there is a higher level structure that is imposed on
the narrative of the Shāhnāma: the poetic structure. The poetic structure in
the Shāhnāma does not follow the linguistic demarcation of sentences. Poetic
lines and half-lines are determined based on the poetic meter. Each half-line
may contain one or more sentences. Moreover, each sentence may also run
across more than one half-line. To simplify the annotation scheme, rather than
annotating sentences, half-lines are annotated. Each half-line may thus contain
zero or more verbs. Every main verb in the narrative is annotated with its root.
The root of the main verb is treated as the event type in this study. The reasons for
this selective annotation becomes clear in sections 3.5 to 3.7.
Ideally, it is also desirable to take into account the actors involved in the
event as well as the spatial and temporal information about where and when an
event has occurred. Further studies would have to be devised to study the impact
of actors, locations, and event times on illustration distribution. The scope
of this thesis does not allow for detailed annotation of these additional event
components. Thus, this study focuses entirely on the event type represented by
the verb used in the narrative.
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The tools used in this study to achieve the annotations are relational
databases implemented in MS-Access. The choice of MS-Access was entirely
based on its support for the Arabic font and its ease of use for novice annotators.
There are two databases in this study. One is the text database which contains
the narrative annotations. The other database is an illustration database which
provides illustration annotations.
Illustrations are annotated for the collection name (where they are being
held), folio information, physical properties such as dimensions, and external
evidence about dating and origins of the manuscripts. Illustrations in this database
are linked to half-line addresses in the text database to indicate the passage in the
narrative being depicted. These two components of data collection are used to
generate reports, run queries, and graph the results.

1.7 Objectives
As already stated, this project is designed with specific tasks in mind. The
primary objective in this project is to construct a model of illustration placement
for narratives. The aim of the model is to suggest where to place an illustration in
a document. In other words, it seeks to link an illustration to the narrative using
a set of contextual information. In the absence of existing resources, a secondary
aim of this project emerged to standardise the practice of digital cataloguing of
illustrations in the context of illustrated manuscripts.

1.7.1 Where is an illustration placed?
A requirement in the proposed model is to refer to the position of an
illustration in a structured manner. This requirement implies that there has
to be a standard way to link an illustration to a position within an illustrated
document. After surveying the art historical literature, it was found that there are
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two distinct ways to refer to a position within the document. The first position
in an illustrated document is the physical location where an illustration has to be
placed. This placement depends on various factors, some involving the physical
properties of the layout. The art historical sources reveal a standard practice for
reporting this physical location. The initial step in this research is to formalise the
visual relationship between illustrations and the visual structure of a document, in
this case, illustrated manuscripts. This is done in chapter 2.
The second way to refer to the position of an illustration in a document is
to anchor it to a position within the literary structure of the narrative. In other
words, the model has to link an illustration to a conceptual position such as
a logical chapter or a logical section in the narrative. This link provides the
first contextual relationship between illustrations and the verbal narrative.
Such links allow illustrations to be categorised in the context of a smaller and
more manageable segment within the narrative. However, this study suggests
a more precise location within the text of the narrative to capture the moment in
the narrative being depicted by the illustration. This is the ‘cut-off line’. The
cut-off line refers to the line of poetry that captures the ‘cut-off event’ depicted
by the illustration. Every illustration may contain one or more ‘critical events’. A
‘critical event’ is an event in the narrative that is depicted by a given illustration.
For any given illustration, the ‘cut-off event’ is the last ‘critical event’ in the
narrative which is being depicted by that illustration.

1.7.2 What does an illustration contain?
As discussed earlier, the primary assumption is that the content of an
illustration is informed by the written narrative. Based on the working definition
of a narrative, provided here, it is important to anchor the content of an illustration
onto specific events in the narrative. Provisions for such links in the current
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literature are not extensive. As part of its secondary objective, this thesis set out
to standardise this practice. Such standard practice allows researchers to study
illustrations outside the context of the manuscript. It therefore provides useful
resources to study independent variables that may affect illustration policies.

1.8 Subsidiary outcomes
It is not the primary objective of this project to provide tools for the research
community. However, a series of tools had to be developed to facilitate the
current research. As a result, one of the major contributions of this project to
the broader research community is the development of a rich set of resources
that covers various aspects of textual and visual research in manuscript studies,
specifically, the field of Shāhnāma studies.
This project has produced a narrative database in which the logical structures
of the Shāhnāma are captured. It provides an electronic concordance to the text of
four critical editions of the Shāhnāma, namely, Mohl’s, Bertels’, Dabir-Siyaqi’s,
and Khaleghi-Motlagh’s. However, providing a hard copy of this database is a
task beyond the word limits of this thesis. A hard copy of only a portion of the
data is provided in two volumes of appendices.
A second database is developed to capture the contextual information for
illustrations and manuscripts. Although the database was developed based on
the existing Edinburgh-Cambridge Shāhnāma database – to accommodate the
ease of access to illustration data – the design rationale is substantially different
from that developed at the Shāhnāma project. This database too is a substantial
contribution to the field of illustration studies; specifically, Shāhnāma illustration
studies.
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Notes
1

This figure is claimed by the author of the Shāhnāma. However, the critical
edition of Mohl, used in this study, only reports 52,628 lines of poetry.

2

The justification for this choice is presented in chapter 2.
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This study focuses on examining the behaviour of book artists, in an attempt
to discover a pattern that can be used as a model for illustrating narratives. The
objective of this exercise is to provide a data intensive model. Hence, by default, a
very large collection of illustrations will have to be obtained before a data-driven
model can be studied and presented. In the ideal case, this study would have to

Chapter 2: The
Shāhnāma
Narrative: A Case
Study

be an experiment, carried out from scratch, involving a team of expert manuscript
designers, calligraphers, illumination artists, and illustrators. This means the
activities of a scriptorium would have to be simulated. In such an ideal situation,
the team would have to be divided into different groups. Each group would be
provided a fixed text and would be asked to produce manuscripts according to
a well-defined set of parameters, such as a fixed number of illustrations, a range
for illustration size, and layout specification. The book designers would be asked
however, to derive their own criteria for selecting scenes to be illustrated. In
essence, the only variable would be the rationale for scene selection. The groups
would have to be organised into sub-groups according to the free variables such
as illustration count, and illustration size. The group activities would also have
to be mutually exclusive. Consultation would have to be allowed only between
members of the same group.

The ideal situation described above requires resources that are far beyond
a PhD thesis. The alternative is to tap into existing resources. One area that
can provide rich resources is the collection of illustrated manuscripts. Although
manuscript collections do not provide the desired level of controlled environment,
they do provide real examples of illustration scenarios in a historical context.
The challenge however, is to locate a narrative that has been richly illustrated;
one that can provide a very large collection of illustrations spread over several
manuscripts. This is an enormous amount of data to expect from the manuscript
tradition. With the exception of the religious literature such as the illustrated
Gospels, there are perhaps only a handful of literary works in the world for which
a vast collection of illustrated manuscripts has survived. In the secular literary
traditions, the corpus of illustrated Persian manuscripts offer a rich set of such
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illustrated literary works. Among Persian literary works, the short-list for such
manuscript sets immediately drops to a handful number of candidate works.

In the tradition of illustrated Persian manuscripts, two works of literature
immediately shine through; namely, the Khamsa of Nizāmī, and the Shāhnāma
of Firdausī. These two works of poetry are perhaps the most illustrated works
of Persian literature. The number of surviving illustrated manuscripts of these
works reaches over a thousand each covering a variety of schools of illustration,
produced over a period of centuries and in various localities.

Given the need to study narrative illustration, the Shāhnāma provides a
richer environment than Khamsa. The Khamsa is a collection of five distinct
works, whereas the Shāhnāma is a single work. The language of the Shāhnāma
is that of an epic which contains a rich set of events covering heroism, chivalry,
sacrifice, battle, combat, love, death, war, jubilation, hunting, as well as dayto-day activities. It also covers a range of mythical characters such as Sīmurgh
and dragons. The Shāhnāma contains a combination of elaborate descriptions
of densely eventful periods as well as periods that are uneventful but full of
dialogues and didactic monologues. The Khamsa, on the other hand, is comprised
of five stories focused on the life of two lovers. In light of the lack of an educated
estimate of total illustration count for the Khamsa, it is likely that the number of
surviving illustrations of the Shāhnāma would surpass those of the Khamsa. This
is due to the important role the Shāhnāma has played in the culture and language
of Persian-speaking people throughout history. Therefore, the Shāhnāma presents
itself as the best alternative to a well-controlled illustration experiment.

The choice of the Shāhnāma as the niche text for this study is feasible thanks
to the Shāhnāma Project – a joint project between Cambridge University and
the University of Edinburgh – over the last four years. The Shāhnāma Project
is an AHRB funded project aimed at cataloguing the entire corpus of surviving
Shāhnāma illustrations. My involvement with the project provided this thesis
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with the impetus for an empirical study of illustration content. It is serendipitous
to have access to such a wealth of illustrations. On the practical side of things
however, this study was constantly challenged by the exigencies of data
collection. The data collection process soon became the bottle-neck, dictating
the overall rate of progress.

The data collection for the Shahnama project did not entirely overlap with
the needs of this thesis. The data collected for the Shahnama project provided
this thesis with the illustrations needed for annotation. Additional data points
borrowed from the Shahnama project were the identification fields and, whenever
available, the dating and production origin. My personal contribution to the
data collection of the Shahanama project amounted to over 7,500 illustrations.
However, the subset used for this thesis does not necessarily contain all of the
illustrations that I collected personally. The subset also contains illustrations that
were collected by my colleagues. However, the data points required for this
thesis were entirely annotated by myself. There were not contributions from the
Shahnama project except for the images and their identifications.

It has already been mentioned that this study seeks to observe the behaviour
of manuscript artists, when they are presented with the task of illustrating a fixed
text. However, one of the peculiarities of manuscripts is the fluidity with which
the text is copied from one generation to another. This poses an immediate
challenge. Standardising the text of over a hundred copies of the Shāhnāma is an
almost impossible task. This chapter is dedicated to highlighting this phenomenon
in the illustrated copies of the Shāhnāma, and introducing a solution.

2.1 The Shāhnāma
The term Shāhnāma is a compound word in Persian made up of the words
‘Shāh’ meaning the king and ‘nāma’ meaning book, journal, correspondence,
letter, or memo. It is often translated literally as ‘the Book of Kings’. Generally,
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it is a book that documents the events of life and rule of a king. The Shāhnāma
composed in 120,000 half lines of Persian poetry by Firdausī is the longest
poem ever written in any language. While Firdausī reveals sporadic pieces
of information on the circumstance of the composition, the exact dates of the
commencement and completion of the Shāhnāma are still disputed amongst
historians. Firdausī claims, at some point in his composition, that he has dedicated
thirty years of his life to revive the Persian language. However, scholars estimate
that the composition project took Firdausī around thirty five years to complete.
The dates of birth and death of Firdausī are also not documented accurately.
The reliable estimates based on textual evidence place the dates of birth and
death of Firdausī around 329 AH/941 CE and 411/1021. The completion date
of the Shāhnāma is estimated to be around 400/1010, although it is possible that
Firdausī might have made occasional changes in his poem after this date. The
estimate of thirty five years for the length of the project place the commencement
date around 365/976.

The composition of the Shāhnāma emerges in the context of a historical period
when the genre of ‘Shāhnāma’ had already gained prominence under the Sāmānid
dynasty. The founders of the Sāmānids traced their genealogy to the Sassanians,
the pre-Islamic Persian dynasty. Despite their conversion to Islam, the Sāmānid
claimed legitimacy to rule over Iran based on their pre-Islamic Persian ancestry.
Following a period of economic success, they established Bukhara (in modern
Afghanistan) as their capital. In addition to being a centre of excellence in Arabic
learning, Bukhara became the cradle of an emerging renaissance in New Persian
literature and culture. It is in this context that the Shāhnāma emerges as a serious
(and perhaps the most important) contribution to this renaissance movement.

The Shāhnāma claims to report on the history of the Persian kings from the
dawn of time to Muslim conquest in the seventh century. A successful Persian
emperor, Farīdun divides his kingdom into three regions of East, Iran, and West.
Farīdun decides to install his three sons as the governors of these regions. He
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appoints his oldest son, Salm, in charge of the West (the Greco-Roman land).
His second son, Tūr, is appointed to rule over the East (land of the Turks beyond
the Oxus River). Finally, he appoints his youngest son, Īraj to rule over Iran.
This division ignites the sense of jealousy in the two older sons, which leads
to the murder of the youngest brother. The murder of Īraj marks the schism in
the kingdom and hence leads to the formation of two nations at constant war
throughout the Shāhnāma, namely the Iranians and the Turanians. The exact
sources used by Firdausī are not known. However, it is believed that by the
time of Firdausī, sporadic works of epics and myth existed in various forms
of compilation such as the Report Card of Ardshīr Bābakān, the Legacy of
Zarīr, Bahrām Chūbīn, the Tale of Rustam and Isfandīyār, the Tale of Pīrān
son of Vīsa, the Book of Battles, Anecdotes of Buzurgmihr, Wisdom of Khusraw
son of Qubābd, the Origins of Chess, the Book of Conducts and Zodiacs. The
most comprehensive of such accounts appears to have been the Book of Lords
(Khudāynāma). The Introduction added to the edition commissioned by Prince
Bāysunghur reports that Yazdgird, the Sassanian monarch, commissioned one
of his subjects to compile a history of the ancient Persian kings and that became
known as Khudāynāma. Although, Ibn Muqaffa is reported to have translated
Khudāynāma into Arabic, there is no evidence that Firdausī has had direct access
to the original work or its Arabic translation for his project. What is certain
however is that Firdausī was in possession of another Shāhnāma commissioned
by the governor of Khurāsān, Abū Mansūr Abd al-Razzāq and compiled by his
vizier Abū Mansūr Ma’marī.

Firdausī committed himself to the composition of the Shāhnāma following a
misfortune that befell on his predecessor, the original composer of the Shāhnāma.
Daqīqī is reportedly the first poet who attempted to turn the existing prose of the
Shāhnāma into poetry. However, he did not manage to complete his composition:
He was murdered by one of his servants. Firdausī included the two thousand
surviving half-lines composed by Daqīqī in the Shāhnāma. This is either a gesture
of professional courtesy to give the credit that is due, or he intentionally included
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the work of Daqīqī to convince his reader of the superiority of the quality of his
composition over that of Daqīqī’s.

Whatever the circumstances, Firdausī was fully aware of the implications
of his poem and claims that he made himself eternal for he has sown the
seed of literature. More importantly, he left behind a glorified account of the
pre-Islamic Iran that was invoked by subsequent rulers of Persia who either
identified themselves with a character in the Shāhnāma or needed to legitimise
their authority based on a non-Islamic model of power. This lasting feature of the
Shāhnāma has given impetus to many rulers and patrons of literature and culture
to commission scribes and painters to copy and illuminate this poem.

When the Sāmānids were overthrown by the Turkic dynasty of the
Ghaznavids, Firdausī lost the patronage of the court. Ironically, Firdausī dedicates
the Shāhnāma to Sultān Mahmūd whose ancestry is traced back to the Turkic
tribes beyond the Oxus River, a nation that is demonised in the Shāhnāma.

2.1.1 The Literary Structure
The Shāhnāma is in the poetic form known as mathnavī. Mathnavī is a
flexible poetic form that is conducive to the genre of narrative; particularly,
when the narrative length tends to run into tens, hundreds, and thousands of
couplets. The classical poetic forms in Persian are sequences of couplets.
Each couplet consists of two half-lines where each half-line follows a
metre. In the case of mathnavī, the half-lines in each couplet must also
rhyme. The rhyme ending changes from one couplet to another. While the
rhyming scheme may vary from one couplet to another, the meter remains
the same throughout the poem. In other words, every half-line in a poem
fits the same meter.
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Poetic metres in Persian are constructed using a combination of short and
long syllables. Syllables in Persian words are in one of the following forms: V,
VC, VCC, CV, CVC, CVCC, where C is a consonant and V is either a long vowel
(ā, ī, ū) or a short vowel (a, i, u). It has to be noted that if a syllable consists
of solely a vowel, that vowel must be a long vowel. Poetic metre in Persian is a
sophisticated science which is commonly referred to as the system of Arūz. In the
system of Arūz, every metre structure has a name which follows a well-formed
nomenclature. The metre in which the Shāhnāma is written is called Mutiqārib
Muthamman Mahdhūf. It is characterised by the sequence of [S L L | S L L | S L
L | S L] syllables, where S is a short syllable and L is a long syllable. In other
words, the entire 120,000 half-lines of the Shāhnāma follow this poetic meter
pattern. This consistency in meter ensures relatively consistent visual word spans
throughout the half-lines. This gives rise to a relatively consistent visual design
amongst manuscripts.

2.1.2 Surviving Manuscripts and their structure
The Shāhnāma is perhaps the most highly illustrated literary work. All
together (including the illustrated and non-illustrated copies), it is the most
copied literary work in Persian language. With over 2000 copies of manuscripts
kept at museums, libraries, and various other collections across the world, it
signifies one of the most received texts of all time in Persian language. Its rich
source of illustration has provided this study with the primary data needed to
carry out the research.

The illustrations examined for this thesis come from manuscripts,
anthologies, albums, and detached sheets. In a typical Shāhnāma folio face, the
text is spread over a few columns and several rows. The order of text spread
in these manuscripts is across the row from right to left and down the column
(see Figure 2.1). In the case of works that possess a poetic form, because of the
affinity between two half-lines of a couplet, the text frame is normally divided
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into multiples of two columns (Also Figure 2.1). In other words, books of poetry
are normally laid out in two, four, six, and very rarely in eight columns. The
number of columns is usually determined based on the size of the pen and the
average length of the half-line. The discretion is based on the fact that a higher
number of columns translates to fewer number of folios. Therefore, if a literary
work is relatively long, it is practical to increase the number of columns so that
the total number of folios used for the manuscript is within a reasonable range.
In the case of the Shāhnāma, the manuscripts found in this study are all four and
six column text frames. An odd number of columns is not used with the exception
of when there is a marginal frame that wraps around the central text frame (see
Figure 2.2). This is commonly used for anthologies that intend to capture two
different works in parallel. This is the only time when a single column is used.
The number of rows is strictly based on the design of the page layout. The most
common layout encountered in this study is 25 rows by 4 column layout giving
rise to 100 cells. Each cell can be used to either accommodate one half-line or can
be occupied by the extra-textual elements on a folio surface.

The extra-textual elements of a folio are examined in great length in chapter 5.
However, the most common elements encountered in a Shāhnāma manuscript are
usually illuminations (see Figure 2.3), decorations (see Figure 2.4), illuminated
chapter headings (also Figure 2.4), section headings (see Figure 2.5), marginal
decorations (also Figure 2.5), ruling, and of course the illustration. A folio face
may contain any combination of these elements (e.g Figure 2.4). The general
placement of these elements is in such a way that each element spans over one or
more cells in a tabulated text frame. With the exception of the illustrations, all
other extra-textual elements on a manuscript folio have a rectangular outline. In
the case of illustrations, this outline (referred to as the contour in chapter 5) can
vary from rectangular to multi-sided polygons. Illustration contours are discussed
in detail in chapter 5.
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One particular element which functions both as extra-textual and textual in
a Shāhnāma manuscript is the headings. As mentioned earlier, the Shāhnāma in
its entirety is a single poem. However, manuscripts display visible demarcations
that break the poem into sections and chapters. What is not clear is whether these
section headings have been placed by the author. The inconsistencies in the
content and number of the headings as well as their position in the text suggest
that, to a certain degree, these headings are arbitrary headings. For this reason
perhaps, one may consider them as extra-textual elements that are placed by
manuscript producers rather than by the author.

The general literary structure that is agreed by most critical editions divides
the poem into chapters, sections, and lines (i.e. couplets). Most critical editions
use chapter divisions to cover the period of a king’s reign. Each chapter contains
sections that essentially group couplets into smaller episodes. The manner in
which scholars refer to a particular couplet in the Shāhnāma is by reporting the
chapter name and the line number within that chapter; sections are not reported.
In addition to this traditional method of reporting, this study uses an offset
number to report the distance of a particular half-line from the beginning of the
poem based on the standard text used for annotation. The standard edition is
discussed in the next section.

2.2 Standard text
A true study of these illustrations would require them to be considered in the
context of their own respective manuscript texts. However, the enormous task of
cataloguing every illustration with respect to a distinct text is not only counter
productive, it would also require years of research into comparing the variants
in texts of these manuscripts. In the absence of a multi-text, representing the
manuscript set, as a standard text, a decision has to be made regarding the use of
a single text against which all illustrations can be studied.
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The closest choice to a standard canonical text would be a critical edition.
The immediate question would be, “which critical text should one use for this
study?” There are various critical editions of the Shāhnāma that have been
published over the course of the last two hundred years. All versions of the
critical editions have one thing in common. They tend to eliminate suspect lines
from the pool of manuscript copies, based on internal and external evidence.
The text needed for such study would have to, by contrast, account for a larger
set of lines. In other words, if a critical edition can roughly be described as the
intersection of most common variants of texts, the version needed for this study
would have to be the union of all variants found in the set of manuscripts under
study. It is only then that one can ensure that every line of poetry found in these
manuscripts is accounted for in the standard text. Production of such a standard
text is however a task that must be carried out independent of this research.

Instead, during the first two years of this study, an attempt was made to
prepare such standard text based on the existing critical editions; i.e. produce a
union of critical editions. While this method provided a useful concordance to
the critical editions of the Shāhnāma, it failed to serve as a standard text. While
a union set of line variants gathered from the critical editions published by Mohl
(1838), Bertels (1963), Khaleghi-Motlagh (1998-2001), and Dabir Siyaqi (1956)
provided a richer compendium of lines attributed to being genuine Shāhnāma
lines, they failed to represent a unifying text for the manuscripts under study. In
other words, a union set increases the probability of overlap between the lines of
the manuscripts and the lines in the standard text. However, the price for this is
that the union of all lines can give rise to a text that is at least 10% to 20% longer
than any given manuscript under study.

For the purpose of this study, it is important to choose a text that is relatively
of the same size as the average-sized Shāhnāmas in the set. This is to ensure that
the placement trend based on the folio count can be studied. In othere words, if
one were to copy the standard text based on the layput found in the manuscript
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set, the number of folios in this copy should be roughly the same as the average
folio count of the manuscript set. It should also have good recall: a relatively high
rate of hits for the critical lines found in the illustrated manuscripts under study.
This is to say, that a standard text would have to ensure at least 90% to 95%
overlap with the text of any manuscripts being studied. The matching lines do not
necessarily have to be precisely identical. So long as the hit is between variants
of the same lines in the text, it will satisfy the overlap condition.

There are two critical editions that fit those requirements: the critical
editions of Dabir Siyaqi and that of Mohl. The differences between these two
critical editions are almost insignificant compared to other critical editions. For
the purposes of this study, the Mohl’s edition is taken as the standard text. The
main reason for this decision is that this edition is very-well known in the circle
of scholars. Indeed, the majority of researchers have used this edition in their
textual study of the Shāhnāma. Dabir-Siyaqi’s edition however is not as easily
accessible as Mohl’s edition. Compared to Dabir-Siyaqi’s and other critical
editions, Mohl’s edition is readily available in most research libraries. But most
importantly, it provides a higher rate of recall compared to the critical editions of
Bertles’ and Khaleghi-Motlagh.

In the context of seeking a standard text, it is fitting to give a brief historical
background of the existing critical editions. This helps to underline the fact that,
despite the amount of work done in this study to collect a concordance for the
critical editions of the Shāhnāma, it is futile to introduce yet another critical
edition which will only contaminate the pool of existing variants. Unless a
multi-text is achieved where all variants of the text of the Shāhnāma are gathered
in their respective context, the practice of producing new critical editions would
arguably be better abandoned.1
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2.3 The history of the critical editions
Outside the realm of religious literature among Muslims, the process of
copying has perhaps not received a sufficiently rigorous scrutiny to ensure an errorfree copying process. The end result is a critical mass of copied material that has
not been fully authenticated. There are well over a thousand copies of Shāhnāma
manuscripts in existence; the oldest known copy2 dates back 614/1217, almost
210 years after the reported date for the composition of the original Shāhnāma by
Firdausī himself. Some of these manuscripts are illustrated. Melikian-Chirvani
has unearthed a literary reference to an early illustrated Shāhnāma dating back
to the time of the Qarakhānids around the end of the 12th century which has not
survived (Milikian-Chirvani, 1988). The level of variation among surviving
Shāhnāmas has created a rich pool of resources for a philologist to work with. In
his introductory remarks on his edition of the Shāhnāma, Turner Macan asserts
that “it would be difficult to discover two copies of the Shah Nameh, which agree
in the order of the verses or in phraseology for twenty couplets together” (Macan,
1829). Sorting through this massive collection and collating the contents is a
monumental task that requires years of research.

The first known attempt to compile a corrected edition of the Shāhnāma was
commissioned by Prince Bāysunghur, grandson of Tīmūr. His introduction to
the Shāhnāma is often found in subsequent manuscript copies. This introduction
states that Prince Bāysunghur found the text to be corrupt and filled with errors;
hence, he ordered all copies of the Shāhnāma in his library to be collated and a
correct edition to be produced from them.3

The first modern systematic attempt at a critical edition of the Shāhnāma
was begun in 1808 by Mathew Lumsden, a professor of Arabic and Persian in the
college of Fort William, and was based on 4 manuscripts. However, owing to the
withdrawal of government funding, the work halted after only one-eighth of the
edition had been printed. Under the patronage of the King of Oudh, Nasīr al-Dīn
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Haydar, Turner Macan continued Lumsden’s work on the critical edition of the
Shāhnāma. Although Macan disagrees with some of the choices made earlier
by Lumsden in the first volumes4, he continued the work on this critical edition
only from where Lumsden had left off (Macan, 1829, iv). Macan managed to
publish his critical edition by 1829, setting a benchmark on which the majority
of subsequent Shāhnāma editions were based. He reports “seventeen complete
copies, and four fragments, containing the greater part of the poem,” (Macan,
1829, xii) as his set of collated manuscripts for this edition. Since then, various
versions of the Shāhnāma corpus have been introduced as critical editions. The
large amount of variation between these critical editions begs the question ‘which
one is to be trusted?’ To outline some of the problematic issues surrounding these
editions, it may be helpful to give an overview of each of these versions.

Although the Macan Calcutta edition enumerates the source manuscripts
used, it fails to identify the variants in the text. Macan follows the general rule
of preferring the oldest copy over the recent copies. However, his choices are
not logged in the footnotes so as to offer variants. On his own admission, “the
reader who expects to find more than a partial accomplishment of this object,
will be disappointed” (Macan, 1829, xii). Nine years after the publication of the
Calcutta edition by Macan, Jules Mohl embarked on the publication of his critical
edition of the Shāhnāma accompanied by the French translation of the text. Mohl
published the first volume of his edition in 1838, where the Persian text faces the
French translation on the opposite page – the Persian text is on the left and the
French translation is on the right (Mohl, 1838). Mohl has a rather fuller set of
manuscripts for his critical edition. He reports 35 manuscripts in his list, which
is a significantly larger collection of manuscripts than that used by Macan in the
Calcutta edition. Nonetheless, like Macan, Mohl fails to report on variants and
the reader therefore has to trust the editor’s judgement.

Johann Vullers attempted to reconcile the differences between Mohl’s edition
and the Calcutta edition. He published volumes one and two in 1877 and 1879
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respectively. He adopted the methodology of somewhat personal judgement
based only on the extant critical editions (Nafīsī, 1936, 1). Vullers’ death left
the publication of his edition incomplete. Samuel Landauer, however, published
the third volume in 1884. Vullers’ edition logs the line numbering in the two
editions with “C” representing the Calcutta edition and with “P” denoting the
Paris edition. Vullers’ methodology is later – for the first time by native speakers
of Persian5 – applied by Iranian scholars namely, Mujtabā Mīnovī (who revised
volume 1 of Vullers), Abbās Iqbāl (who revised volumes 2 to 5), Sulaymān
Hayyim (who revised volume 6), and Sa’īd Nafīsī (who completed volumes 7 to
9, which were not successfully finished by Vullers, with the addition of volume
10 to cover the appendix of the Calcutta edition along with a table of contents
and a glossary). The resulting volumes were published by Broukhim Publishing.
In its 10 volumes, the Vullers edition suffers similar shortcomings. Given that it
attempts to reconcile two existing critical editions, it lacks a full explanation of
the original manuscripts and also fails to outline the variants amongst the original
copies.

Among many printed editions produced in Iran, Dabīr-Siyāqī’s edition (DabīrSiyāqī, 1956), in 5 volumes, is also one of the most frequently used; possibly this
is because his edition is accompanied by a concordance (Dabīr-Siyāqī, 1969, 71)
in two separate volumes that lists the first half of each misra in alphabetical
order. Dabīr-Siyāqī’s edition too does not justify the line selections.

The first critical edition that has endeavoured to capture in detail the
variations and nuances of text at hemistich (misra) level is the Moscow edition
by Bertels’ (Bertels 1936). Bertels’ edition – published in 9 volumes between
1960 and 1971 – is the collaboration of a team of literary scholars, philologists
and linguists. This edition moves the suspect lines to the footnote and accounts
for variants at the level of each word in the footnotes of every line. While a more
reliable set of manuscripts has been used for this edition, to the admission of
the compilers, the rules of inclusion and exclusion are not consistently applied
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by all team members. Unlike the previous editions where a single editor was
responsible for line selection, the Moscow edition reports a difference of opinion
among the editorial group – some voting for what they regard as the more correct
version against the oldest version. Nonetheless, the Moscow edition marks the
first attempt to capture variants of the text in the history of the critical study of
the Shāhnāma. However, soon after the publication of Bertels’ multi-volume
book, an attempt was made to rectify the mistakes of the edition in a separate
publication. Under the patronage of the Pahlavi Library, R. Aliov and M. N.
Osmanov managed to publish the first volume of the corrected edition in 1971.
Aliov and A. Tabatabayi published the second volume in 1973, after which the
work was abandoned.

Still another comprehensive attempt to produce a more “accurate” version of
the text of the Shāhnāma was made by Djalal Khaleghi-Motlagh. This follows
the rigorous methodology of the Moscow edition and five volumes have so far
been published (Khaleghi-Motlagh, 1988-2000). A dedicated Volume in two
parts has been published and is devoted to the editorial notes. Khaleghi-Motlagh
has applied a different set of justifications for identifying the suspect verses. In
his introductory notes, he deals at great length with the reasons for his choice of
copies as the basis for his edition. In the text, he often gives detailed explanations
of his decisions in his footnotes. The result is that the volume of footnotes is
greater than that of the actual critical text, for he also accounts in detail for the
variants as well as giving such editorial notes as are relevant to each verse.

2.4 Contextualising the critical edition
For nearly two centuries, the earliest printed Shāhnāma critical editions,
namely those of Calcutta and Mohl, served as the prime text for the reproduction
of subsequent printed and lithograph editions.

With the exception of the

Khaleghi-Motlagh edition, the rest have their roots in a literary movement that
flourished around the turn of the 19th century and eventually led to the discipline
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of modern linguistics.

Philology gained prominence in the 19th century as it applied scientific
methodology – for the first time – to the study of ancient languages. The interest
of philology in ancient languages soon spread to other languages that were
considered as “exotic” languages during the 19th century. Persian was among
the many languages that provided a subject of study for European orientalists.
Henry Rawlinson, a British officer and an orientalist, became famous for his
decipherment of the languages on the inscriptions of Bīsitūn while stationed in
Iran during the 1830s (Encyclopedia Britannica, Dec 2003). While in Europe the
study of critical editions of the Bible was proceeding, orientalists were applying
the same methodologies to the “exotic” languages of their choice. Turner
Macan was also a British army officer – translator to the commander in chief
of the British army (Macan, 1829) – and his interest in the Shāhnāma provided
him with an opportunity to apply the new philological techniques. The French
soon followed with their version of the critical edition, while the Vullers edition
was an attempt on the part of German scholarship to reconcile the differences
between the English and the French versions of the text. Although a team of
Iranian scholars saw the Vullers edition to its completion, the methodology was
that which Vullers had intended.

Almost one and a half centuries after Macan, Russian orientalists took
the critical study of the Shāhnāma one step forward and produced a more
elaborate edition. Although the Moscow edition was intended to incorporate
internal evidence based on the text to the set of rules already used in earlier
versions based on external evidence, there is an inconsistent application of the
two rules of “correct first” vs. “oldest first”. Khaleghi-Motlagh, coming from
a Persian tradition, tipped the balance toward the internal evidence and applied a
comprehensive set of rules – based on the textual content – to resolve variants.
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Although nearly two centuries have elapsed since the first philological study
of the Shāhnāma, the textual analysis of the Shāhnāma is still far behind in what
might be termed the higher criticism.6 Textual criticism, too, is still following the
paradigm of trying to reconstruct the original text, the autograph. For instance,
Khaleghi-Motlagh alludes to the issue of manuscript lineage in vague terms.7
However, there is still room for a systematic enquiry to be launched into the
stemmatic study of Shāhnāma manuscripts (see Mahdavi, 2004 for a more detailed
account of stemmatics). There are no systematic studies of manuscript lineage,
text types, archetypes, and missing links between various archetypes of the text.
There is still a comprehensive study to be made which would include smaller
fragments of the text as reported in earlier literary anthologies and collections.
Shāhnāma studies so far have not produced a significant annotated catalogue
of existing manuscripts. The location of all intact, dispersed and fragmentary
Shāhnāma manuscripts is still unknown. It is not just the lack of information on
the whereabouts of the Shāhnāma manuscripts that is disconcerting; the condition
in which they are kept, the prospects for their survival, and ease of access to these
manuscripts for research purposes are also of great concern.

A concerted and systematic Shāhnāma textual study has great potential, for
it can provide a comprehensive model for other literary texts. The sheer volume
of surviving manuscripts and variants provides an invaluable opportunity to test
hypotheses about texts and about the dissemination of knowledge through the
process of duplication. However, it is very important to bear in mind that textual
studies do not necessarily have to be limited to producing critical editions. On the
contrary, there is a greater need to preserve information about each manuscript,
yet to facilitate extra-textual commentaries on the origins of the manuscripts as
well as on their textual content.
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2.5 Challenges posed by multiple critical editions
The existence of multiple critical editions emphasises the challenge of
getting the text right. In other words, no matter how rigorous the methodology,
it is almost impossible to reduce such a vast pool of variants into one bound
volume. There is always that element of ambiguity that cannot be resolved into
one choice out of many. There is always the element of permutation of choices
and the lack of proper tools to enable the editor to reduce the selection to a single
version.

To demonstrate the sheer volume of information about variants to consider
for a Shāhnāma critical edition, it is fitting to compare some figures from
Robert O’Hara and Peter Robinson on the collation of the manuscripts of an
incomparably shorter text, namely Chaucer’s Wife of Bath’s Prologue.
“Collation of transcripts of the Wife of the Bath’s
Prologue manuscripts by the computer collation program
Collate, during preliminary studies for the Canterbury Tales
Project, supplied 13,000 separate substantive variant readings
among the forty-six manuscripts collated. With each variant
occurring in an average of fifteen manuscripts, this gives
about two hundred thousand separate items of information
to be examined. Multiply this by all manuscripts, then by all
the parts of the Canterbury Tales, and we have a quantity of
data far beyond the capacity of manual sorting techniques”
(O’Hara et. al, 1993).
A similar analysis of the various stories and episodes of the Shānāma is
bound to yield a colossal amount of data to sort through, all the more so when one
takes into consideration the much larger set of manuscripts to work with – larger
than the set used by all the critical editions of the Shāhnāma mentioned above.
It is likely that without the help of modern technology, the lifetime of an editor
would hardly be enough to complete such a monumental task. Using traditional
manual methods, many of the editors mentioned in the previous section did not
live long enough to see their work completed. Adding yet a larger number of
manuscripts to the collation set would definitely call for a new approach.
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It is common knowledge that to reconstitute the autograph copy – finding
that copy being the dream of a text critic – is an impossible task however long
one scrutinises the text using the external and internal evidence. It is therefore
naïve to assume that scrutinising a collection of up to 45 manuscripts is enough
to yield the original text of the Shāhnāma in its original form produced by
Firdausī himself. The result of the critical editions listed so far is that, at best,
different critical editions will agree broadly on the order of lines in the text but
that they will also differ in the choice of suspect lines, words, and occasionally
in the order of half-lines.8 However, in general, the critical editions mentioned
in the previous section do not agree broadly on the content of the text. Some
important and immediately visible differences among them are, for instance,
in the chapter and section divisions, the exclusion and inclusion of verses, and
the line numbering. The degree of variation is so great that a comprehensive
concordance is needed to guide researchers through the existing critical editions
of the Shāhnāma.9 As described before, the impetus for the Vullers edition was
precisely the nuances in the two previous critical editions. In other words, the
Vullers edition is a testament to how difficult it is to achieve a standard text close
to what the author originally intended.

The irony is that for the purposes of this study a standard text must be secured
to be able to contextualise the events revealed by illustration content. Simply
recording the text of the contextual lines would not, however, provide an overall
picture of where in the text of the Shāhnāma illustrations occur. In the cases of
common lines that repeat themselves several times in the corpus, there needs to
be another mechanism to place the image accurately within a specific chapter or
section in the collection of stories in the Shāhnāma.

The immediate challenge was to report a line number within a chapter
and section in a critical edition. Some lines in these illustrated copies are not
captured by any of the current critical editions. The reason for this is perhaps
because they did not figure in the original set of manuscripts from which the
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critical editions were generated. There are also lines which are captured in some
critical editions and not in others. The puzzling question, then, arises – which
critical edition should one use to give a uniform and consistent picture of where
these illustrations are placed within the text of the Shāhnāma? The answer to this
question, paradoxically, is both simple and complex. Unless there is a method
that will allow one to capture the multi-textual nature of these manuscripts, it
is virtually impossible to arrive at a single critical edition which will facilitate
modern critical research on the text. In the absence of such single standard text,
it is decided here that only one critical edition should be used as the standard text.
It has already been mentioned earlier in this chapter that Mohl’s edition of the
Shāhnāma is a reasonable standard text for the purposes of this study.

The use of Mohl’s edition hopefully provides the researchers with an easily
accessible standard edition. It is however to be expected that the study will
encounter a small proportion of illustrations which depict events that are not
figured in the text of Mohl. These illustrations are clearly marked as “not found
in Mohl’s text”. For future studies – if this model is to be replicated for other
literary works – by far the most important step of the process is to establish a
standard text.

Notes
1

I have defended my opinion in a separate publication in the 2004 edition of
Persica, entitled ‘Genetically Modified Texts?’ or ‘Critical Editions?’: The
Shāhnāma Genome Project.”

2

This manuscript is known as the Florence 614 copy. The manuscript is also
incomplete.

3

The result is the Shāhnāma, copied by Ja’far Baysunghuri, dated 5 Jumādā
I, 833/8 February 1430 (Gulistan Palace Museum, Tehran, Ms. 716). For
a sample copy of this introduction see manuscript Additional 27257, folio
4a, The Shāhnāma at the British Library, London, UK.
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4

Already – not long after the initial attempt at a critical edition of the Shāhnāma
– the first signs of dispute over a critical edition of the Shāhnāma begins
to surface.

5

Although, Macan admits that both Lumsden and himself sought assistance
from native speakers in collating the text of the Shāhnāma. However, the
decisions about which lines should be included in the final version of the
edition were apparently made by Lumsden and Macan.

6

Higher criticism is concerned with external evidence such as the authorship,
date, and provenance of the text.

7

See Khaleghi-Motlagh’s introduction, p.21, where he comments on the
genealogy of two groups of manuscripts. The first group consists of the
Istanbul 731/1331, Cairo 796/1394, and Berlin 894/1489. The second
group consists of St. Petersburg 733/1333 and Paris 844/1440.

8

For example, the difference between Mohl and Bertels’’ editions is of the
order of 2000-3000 hemstitches; lines which in Mohl’s edition are in the
main text and in Bertels’ edition are relegated to the footnotes. Similarly,
there are lines that Bertels’ edition has included in the footnotes but are
omitted in Mohl’s text. Occasionally, there are instances of different line
order.

9

The author of this paper hopes to publish a comprehensive line concordance
between 4 critical editions, namely Bertels, Mohl, Dabīr- Siyāqī, and
Khaleghi-Motlagh.
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The content of an illustration is inspired by a deep semantic structure;
a structure that reveals information about the narrative world. In order to
understand what aspects of the narrative give rise to illustration content, it is
important to know how the narrative is processed.

Chapter 3:
Processing the
Narrative

Technically, a narrative unfolds in two ways. Linguistically, the narrative
unfolds one word at a time. However, in terms of the units of meaning, the
smallest linguistic unit that a reader discerns in a narrative is the clause or
sentence (see Allen 1984). Therefore, the content of a manuscript narrative can
be seen as a sequence of sentences. However, in the case of Shāhnāma, there is
another visible demarcation that takes precedence over the sentence boundary.
This demarcation is caused by the half-line boundaries in the poem. The
Shāhnāma is epic poetry. The words are arranged, according to a specific meter,
into half-lines (misra) of poetry which are coupled two at a time to form a couplet
(bayt). Couplets can be further grouped into sections, chapters, and volumes.
This is only one hierarchy that can be applied to the Shāhnāma narrative. For our
purposes, this structure will be referred to as the literary structure.
There is a second way in which a narrative unfolds and that is one location
at a time and one moment at a time. In other words, at any given point, the
narrative can only talk about events or the state of the world in one place and at
one moment in time (Kintsch and Van Dijk 1978). The narrative can pause over
a location and describe the state of the world in that location for a period of time
which is made of different moments. Alternatively, the narrative can jump to a
different location in the world at any given moment. Here the smallest unit is an
eventuality (see section 3.5) that occurs – in other words, hold true – at a given
location at a given moment. For our purposes, this structure will be referred to as
the event structure of the narrative.
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The underlying assumption in this study is that there is a mapping that links
the literary content of the narrative to the event content of the narrative. That is,
in linguistic terms, every sentence describes an eventuality in the narrative (Van
Dijk 1975; Allen 1984). Linguistically, the discourse of a narrative progresses in a
linear fashion. Here, the progression time is the time it takes to advance from one
sentence in the narrative to the next. However, the word cannot be chosen as the
smallest building block in the event structure. This is because the sense of time
and space in the narrative is not incremented by words. The reader advances in
the narrative by witnessing the state of the narrative world and the events that take
place. The sense of progression in the narrative is perceived through a sentence
rather than a single word. The notion of time is created through the perception of
events. Thus, every time a word is read, the linguistic clock ticks once while the
event clock only ticks when an event is completed.

3.1 Literary structure
Most narratives are commonly broken into volumes, parts, chapters,
sections, paragraph, sentences, words, and letters. The poetic form of the
Shāhnāma however, imposes the general division of poem into a sequence of
lines (bayts) and half-lines (misra). The Mohl edition of the Shāhnāma reports
over 105,250 half-lines. The entire narrative of the Shāhnāma seems like a very
long poem which only breaks down into bayts and misras and words. Other
divisions such as sentences and paragraphs are not clearly marked in the poetic
genre. The sentence boundaries and half-line boundaries do not coincide all the
time. In other words, a sentence may begin at any given word in a half-line and
may stretch over one or more half-lines. Therefore, the notion of sentence is not
intrinsic to the literary structure of the Shāhnāma.
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In its existing form, the Shāhnāma is currently divided into smaller chapters
dedicated to the events during the reign of different Persian kings. This is a
chronological approach to grouping the events of the narrative. As mentioned
previously, the title and content of these chapters are not consistent in the
surviving copies of the Shāhnāma manuscripts. Nonetheless, there is a visible
demarcation in these manuscripts. Every chapter is broken down further into
smaller episode-size sections. Section divisions are done based on a thematic
approach and may not necessarily follow a chronological order of the events.
The unifying theme in these sections is the set of events that occur during an
independent episode. In other words, the events in these episodes are mutually
exclusive of other stories and episodes. Each of these episodes has the tendency
to form a complete, comprehensible, and closed set of events whose coherence
is not necessarily dependent on distant information in other episodes; with the
obvious assumption that the reader knows all of the characters in the story.
There is an intuitive link between the literary structure and the event
structure. Linguistically, an event is expressed using a sentence. The events
occurring in the same physical location can be grouped together as a paragraph.
Such paragraphs can potentially correspond to scenes. Similarly, sections can be
groups of scenes that are grouped thematically such as episodes. A sequence of
sections can be pooled together as episodes that fall within a given time frame.
However, the current literary division of the Shāhnāma clearly do not follow such
mapping.
How does literary structure affect illustration content? The answer to this
question leads to more specific questions such as ‘can a chapter be illustrated by
one illustration?’, ‘can a section be illustrated at once by one illustration?’, ‘can
smaller divisions of the literary structure such as a bayt, or a misra be illustrated?
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The short answer to all of the questions above is: ‘not really’. The closest link
to the illustration content is perhaps a sentence that unravels the critical event
(to coin the phrase) marking the cut-off moment depicted by the illustration.
Therefore, the content of an illustration cannot be determined in terms of literary
structure. However, the literary structure does provide the contextual information
about the stretch of text that contains the critical line – the cut-off event. For the
purposes of the model under study, the literary structure will only be used as
a contextual address. In other words, the combination of the chapter and line
number is used to identify the critical line which contains the cut-off event. The
relationship between events and sentences become clearer in section 3.3.

3.2 Narrative comprehension
Computational linguists are constantly faced with challenges to be able to
parse and generate text. The success of parsing and generating narratives depends
on how well we understand the text of a narrative; be it a simple narrative such
as a fairytale or more complex genres such as technical and specialised articles.
While simple sentences can be parsed with a great deal of success, processing a
long sequence of sentences in a discourse is still a significant challenge. Jurafsky
et. al. (2000) explores a catalogue of challenges faced in automatic discourse
processing. There are various approaches that attempt to capture the semantic
structure of narratives.
Theoretically, if the knowledge about the world of a narrative can be
represented, it is possible to present a model of its structure.

Two major

formalisms that have been influential in narrative processing are situation
calculus and event calculus. Both formalisms seek a formal representation of the
narrative at a semantic level (Kowalski 1979; Kakas et. al. 1997; Giunchiglia et.
al. 1998).
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Generally, the structure of the narrative can be studied either at a micro level
– where the smallest components of the narrative such as the event, time, location,
and actors can be analysed – or the macro structure that gives the narrative its
coherence. At a macro level, the relationship between various parts of the text
is explored. Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) is an example of discourse
representation at a macro level. In an RST model of discourse, chunks of text are
presented with respect to the role and function they play in the overall structure of
the discourse (Mann et. al. 1988). Every span is therefore connected to other spans
through a rhetorical relation. For instance, WIP/PPP is an automatic generation
system that partially utilises RST to produce multimedia presentations (André et.
al. 1996). Similarly, narrative discourse can be organised into functional parts
(Kintsch and Van Dijk 1978). The decomposition of the narrative can be done in
terms of cause and effect, consequence, implication, reason, outcome, and so on
(Christian and Young 2004). Cognitive models of narrative, furthermore, focus
on the mental representation of the discourse structure (Fauconnier 1994). Some
cognitive models deal with the way in which various components of a narrative
are perceived and stored by the users of the language (Emmott 1999). The
theory of ‘deictic centres’ is one example of a cognitive model that explores the
perception of time, place, and persons (Duchan et. al. 1995).
With respect to the RST approach, there are three possibilities that can be
explored here. The first possibility is to break down the text of the narrative
according to the RST relations that hold between its text spans. Once rhetorical
relations are identified in the narrative text, annotate the each relation with a flag
to indicate that the relation is depicted by an illustration. This method would
assume that the relation <<RHETORICAL RELATION> is <DEPICTED>>
can be annotated successfully. However, the set of rhetorical relations are very
subjective and without a clear visual clue it is very difficult to ascertain whether a
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relation is depicted by an illustration or not. This leads to the second possibility.
The second method in which RST could be applied would be to derive a set
of rhetorical relations within the image parts. These rhetorical relations between
illustration parts would have to correspond to the rhetorical relations chosen
for text annotation. Once the set of rhetorical relations is derived, illustrations
would have to be annotated using these relations. The last step in this method
is to map individual rhetorical relations in the narrative text to those identified
for the illustrations. However, this raises a great challenge. The challenge is to
find an image part that corresponds to text span. It is difficult to identify a visual
span so that rhetorical relations can be identified between them. This method is
particularly much too difficult to achieve for such a large set of illustrations and
such a long narrative. It is simply impractical for the scope of this thesis.
The third possibility is to identify rhetorical relations that can link an image
in its entirety – without dissecting it to smaller parts – to spans of text. In this
method, the text of narrative is not required to be annotated with rhetorical
relations. The image, too, is not needed to be annotated with visual rhetorical
relations. However, text spans have to be identified for which there exist a
rhetorical relation between the image and the text span. Of the three methods, this
is perhaps the most workable approach. However, there are still two significant
challenges facing this method; 1) a text span has to be identified, 2) a set of
rhetorical relations has to be introduced. Examples of such rhetorical relations
would be <depicts a spatial relation>, <depicts a cause-effect relation>, <depicts a
dialogue>, <depicts a belief>, <depicts exposition>, and so on. For the purposes
of this thesis, it is not practical to implement this method. This is because these
rhetorical relations are highly subjective. In other words, zero or more rhetorical
relations may exist between an illustration and a given text span. It is difficult to
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ensure that annotators would assign these relations consistently and exhaustively.
Moreover, text span identification is also a challenging task here. The problem
with identifying text spans is that, it is possible to apply rhetorical relations to
overlapping text spans. Therefore, it is hard to achieve non-overlapping and
exhaustive annotation between images and text spans. However, this method
signals an adaptation that can be employed for this study.
The aim is to find a non-ambiguous set of rhetorical relations that can be
agreed on by annotators. Similarly, a system of identifying a text span structure
that is non-overlapping and non-ambiguous would have to be devised. The most
general – and possibly most desirable – relation that can link an illustration and
a text span is <depicts>. The focus has to be on finding textual components that
can be depicted. This adaptation is also discussed in section 3.3. However, at the
first glance, it is useful to explore examples of illustrated genres to find out if
such a paradigm already exists. This will help to narrow the search for a working
definition of a text span. It will also help to identify the kind of depiction relation
that exist between illustration and the text. This study therefore needed to look
to discussion in other modes of narrative such as film narrative, comics and
children’s illustrated stories for the relationship between the text and images.
There is already an established area of research in visual language and
visualisation which focuses on how images can carry information. On a syntactic
and semantic formalism, for instance, Robert Horn explores categories and
classes of images that can yield a grammar for image generation (Horn 1998).
Similarly, Edward Tufte presents an account of how quantitative information
can be captured through visual displays (Tufte 1983). Like the text, image
too has been the subject of investigation into the cognitive dimensions of how
images and the information they carry are perceived. The debate surrounding the
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cognitive dimensions of the image is as active as its counterparts in the textual
cognitive models (Kosslyn 1994). The study of semiotics is a prime example
of how the semantics of images can be exploited in various contexts to impose
specific interpretations (Danesi 1994). This line of inquiry too, focuses solely on
the models of the image structure. This study needed to look further into areas of
inquiry that bridge the study of textual narrative with that of the image.
One such relevant area is the study of narrative comprehension in film. In the
world of film, there is an interest to render a textual narrative in form of motion
pictures. Thus, most of the literature in cinematography focuses on narrative
structures that lend themselves to the practice of film narrative. The models
relevant to narrative text resurface in film narrative discourse. Only in the case
of film discourse, the functional categories of narrative division are expressed in
terms of plots, sequences, episodes, scenes, frames, actions, and characters. For
instance, Branigan suggests a schematic approach to the film narrative whose
elements are ‘initiating event’, ‘goal’, ‘orientation and exposition’, ‘complicating
action’, and ‘resolution and exposition’ (Branigan 1992:17). While theories of
film narrative offer a mapping to link areas of the written narrative to spans in
the motion picture, they are highly specific to the genre of film where the efforts
are concentrated to tell a story through only a sequence of seamless pictures
and sounds. An illustrated narrative is considerably less populated with images
than a motion picture. There are, however, other aspects of the filmmaking that
act as transitions from the narrative text to the motion picture. The practice of
storyboarding is part of the formative stages of filmmaking where the narrative
text is converted into possible scenes, shots, or sequences. The literature in this
field focuses mostly on the practical skills in the trade, rather than theoretical
frameworks (Begleiter 2001).
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The last two areas of illustrated discourse that were explored in this study
for their theoretical groundwork content are the studies of children’s illustrated
stories, graphic novels and comics. The search for a theoretical framework that
focuses on the depictable aspects of the narrative has not been exhaustive in this
study. However, from the little evidence found so far, it seems that techniques to
convert parts of a narrative to illustrations are either well guarded secrets of the
trade or they have been viewed as art rather than an empirical approach.

3.2.1 Exploring the comic paradigm
Upon close examination of the comic literature and comparing it with the
illustrations of the Shāhnāma, it was found in the early stages of this study that
there is a close resemblance between the two. When the transition of frame
content was studied in the comic works, it was found that the progression of the
story followed a predictable trend. As the frames advance in the comic, the shift
in content of the frame displayed one of the following behaviours. The pictorial
content of adjacent frames can either signal coherent and related shifts or they
may signal punctuation in the story.

Ø

The shift is sometimes meant to signal the progression of the

story from one scene to another, when a change of location is introduced.
For instance in figure 3.1 and 3.2, the frame content shifts from images
inside a car (Figure 3.1) to outdoor scene (Figure 3.2).

Ø

The content shift can signal the end of one episode and beginning

of another. For instance, in Figure 3.3, a full page frame is dedicated to
mark the beginning of a new episode in the story.
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Ø

Frames can be used to introduce monologues, dialogues, or

thoughts. For example, Figure 3.4 is entirely dedicated to highlight various
thoughts that run through the mind of the characters. Figure 3.5, on the
other hand, offers a mixture of thought along with a monologue. Examples
of dialogue are not rare occasions in comics. In fact, dialogues are integral
to the progression of the story in comics. An example of dialogue is found
in Figure 3.6. An example of monologue is shown in figure 3.7.

Ø

The advancing of a frame is not necessarily contributing to the

progression of the story. In this case, the frames are used as means to
convey the expositions in the narrative. For example, a sequence of frames
can be used to allow the reader to scan various parts of the scene. One such
example is found in figure 3.8 where the progression of frames is virtually
a sequence of different camera angles of the same location so that the
context of the tree, the horse, the girl, the bridge, and the castle is revealed
to reader. This allows the reader to complete a mental image of the scene.

Ø

Comics may use sequences of frames to follow a continuous

action. For instance, in Figure 3.9, the top three frames follow the girl on
the bridge as she runs. The middle frame culminated the running and also
introduces a monologue. The bottom frame is the next event where the girl
is kneeling down to touch the bridge.

Ø

Frames can also act as a window to zoom on a specific part of the

scene. For instance, in Figure 3.10, several frames are used to zoom in and
out of the small ditch where the octopod creature seems to be trapped.
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Ø

Each frame may also introduce a new action. For instance, in

Figure 3.7, the multi-handed half-human fish finds the boy; he slaps the
boy in an effort to wake him up. Here, consecutive actions fill consecutive
frames where each action follows another action signalling the completion
of the previous one. These new actions do not necessarily have to be the
sequence of consecutive action events that involve identical actors. They
can be the actions that involve different actors each time.
It soon became obvious that since the frequency of illustration frames is far
lower in illustrated manuscripts than in comics, not all frame content progression
were relevant to the illustrated copies of the Shāhnāma. It seemed that every
illustration was an independent frame that did not depend on the previous
illustrations for its comprehension. Instead, each illustration frame depicted an
independent action. However, the actions that are captured may lend themselves
to the type that would need several more illustrations to depict their culmination.
With respect to the type of frame progression explored in the comics, the
illustrated manuscripts of the Shāhnāma tend to relegate scenes that contain
thoughts, monologues, and dialogues to the text; hence only few dialogue scenes
are found in the illustration population. Unlike comics, illustrated Shāhnāmas do
not display sequential event depiction in consecutive frames. Instead, only one
of them is selected if the sequence deems worthy of depictions. The rest are left
not-depicted and the reader would have to only read about them. For obvious
reasons, zooming in and out of a scene part to explore details is also left out of the
depiction choices in illustrated manuscripts. As will be mentioned in section 3.7,
expositions are also not depicted by illustrated manuscript; at least painters have
not been consistent with spatial and property descriptions.
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From this ad hoc comparative study it became obvious that the content of
the illustrations being studied almost consistently captured only a selected set of
actions. Among all the illustrations inspected for this study, there was no evidence
to show that illustrations may be used as a vehicle to explore the expositional
content of the narrative. However, this may not be true in the case of children’s
illustrated stories, where illustrations may be used as means to communicate
emphasis on peculiarities, features, or properties of objects and characters in the
story world. In the case of the Shāhnāma illustrations, such details are almost
always presented in the context of an action.
This rather serendipitous finding narrowed the scope of the search for the
right theory down to models that deal directly with action events. This study aims
to answer specific questions such as, ‘what aspects of text can be illustrated?’
The findings of this comparative study suggest that the most salient aspect of a
narrative text that gets depicted is its description of action events. This is not to
suggest that non-action events are not depicted. Instead it should be noted that the
scope of this research is set to provide the groundwork necessary for subsequent
research in a narrower band of Persian narrative illustrations. The data in this
project are focused on only one work, the Shāhnāma of Firdausī. Nonetheless,
although the procedures, algorithms, and pseudo-codes in this study are devised
specifically for the study of Shāhnāma illustrations, they are general enough to be
applied to other works of narrative with little modification.

3.3 Decoding the narrative
At the onset of this study, the starting assumption was that the narrative
text can be grouped into spans that are either connected to other spans through
a relation such as ‘cause’ and ‘effect’, or they fulfill a role in the overall
comprehension of the narrative such as introducing a new character, describing
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properties, or the occurrence of an action. However, the boundaries of some
situations were quite debatable. For instance, the battle between Iranians and
Turnians in the story of the Shāhnāma can be argued to have begun in different
places within the narratives, depending on the reader’s point of view. Similarly,
the start of a hunting scene may be interpreted as the time when the protagonist
reaches the hunting field, while the reading of another annotator may mark this
beginning to be the moment when the protagonist sets out for hunting.
It was initially hoped that following the RST approach would allow an
adaptation of EVENT99 categories to be used for the annotation of illustrations
in this study. The EVENT99 task was initially proposed to index news stories
(Hirschman et. al. 1999). However, the annotation scheme of EVENT99 were
aimed to act as information extraction technique where templates about specific
events (such as company take over, revolution, bankrupcy, so on), locations
(such as country, town, continent, regions, son on), people (president, the White
House, London, Chinese, and so on), and specific dates when they occur. Since
EVENT99 was devised with indexing of events in mind, a sentence may be
annotated in a variety of ways depending on the interpretations of the annotator.
For instance, in the sentence, "the man who survived the car crash, which
killed 20 passengers of a bus, is remembering the details of the accident" can
be interpreted as a sentence that relates the event of ‘the death of 20 passengers
in a bus’, ‘a man remembering an accident’, and ‘a man surviving a car crash’.
Although from this sentence it may be inferred that a car crash has taken place
in which 20 passengers have died and a man has survived the accident, the
actual event being reported here is that a man is remembering the details of an
accident because the main verb of the sentence is ‘to remember’. Therefore, the
annotation scheme had to ensure that only the actions reported by the sentences
are marked as the events. Inference of event based on the evidence of cause or
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effect had to be avoided.
As mentioned in the last section, through an ad hoc comparative study
between illustrated manuscripts and the comic books, it became obvious that
almost all manuscript illustrations displayed the depiction of moments of
actions in the story. This finding signalled the need for a scheme that focused on
capturing actions and events. The immediate choices were event calculus and
situation calculus formalisms. However, there was a need to adapt a combination
of cognitive models of film narrative and the event formalism to the needs of
illustration annotation task in this project.
The assumption on which this study was based was that the <‘text span’,
‘image’> mapping does exist. The value for the ‘image’ element is either a 0 or a
1. If the ‘text span’ is observed to be depicted in a manuscript, the value of ‘image’
is 1 in the mapping pair. Otherwise, ‘image’ value is set to zero stating that the
‘text span’ was not depicted in that manuscript. Therefore, the primary challenge
was to refine the scope of the ‘text span’ so that it refers to an unambiguous, and
possibly well-structured, stretch of text in the narrative.
For the reasons outlined above, the ‘text span’ would have to meet certain
criteria. The most important criterion is that the proposed narrative structure
should be linear rather than hierarchical. Hierarchical structures lead to subjective
interpretations depending on the resolution and granularity of the annotation
level. Linear structures on the other hand maintain a consistent interpretation
throughout the annotation task. The ‘text span’ also has to either describe a state
or a change of state (an event). Semantically, the ‘text span’ has to be a complete
linguistic unit. The smallest linguistic unit that meets these criteria is a sentence.
While the sentences build up sequentially in the narrative, the information about
the story world is revealed through verbs.
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Three main categories of verbs are encountered in the narrative. Verbs that
describe a state, verbs that report a change in the state of the world, and verbs
that report actions. As the narrative progresses, the reader keeps track of the
information in a mental store. This mental web of information connects the
characters of the story to events, time, and places through a set of relations. One
of the characteristics of this mental web is that it is dynamically updated as new
information is encountered. A mental representation holds information about the
actors involved in the story, events, significant places, and time.
Every time a new sentence is parsed in a narrative, new information is
encountered about the state of the narrative world. In fact, the cumulative
information at any point is similar to a mental snapshot of what the world looks
like at that point. An illustration is not dissimilar to this. An illustration provides
a snapshot of the story world at a given point in narrative time.
Assuming a linear progression on the time axis, the narrative tends to unravel
a sequence of events that involve some actors. Avoiding sophisticated structures
such as flashback and other non-linear techniques for traversing the event tree in a
narrative, the author is likely to continuously reveal information in a predictable
manner. In fact, there are only limited types of sentences that can be used in a
narrative. These are discussed in the next section.
The discourse paints a mental picture using a finite set of sentences. This
view forms the basis for this investigation. Every narrative has a discourse layer
that sits on top of a core – the story. The story core is presented here as the abstract
mental representation of a set of states and events. These mental representations
are then expressed through the language of the discourse layer. Therefore, the
discourse together with the story forms the narrative. Depending on the mode of
discourse, the nature of narrative may change. For example, if the story is uttered
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orally, the discourse is an oral discourse; hence oral narrative. Similarly, if the
story is told through written words, images, and film, the narrative is expected to
be those of written, pictorial and film narratives respectively.
Different modes of the narrative can tell the same story – the mental
representation of a sequence of events and states – using different languages that
possess different conventions of syntax and grammar. However, the common
denominator in all of the varieties of narrative modes is the abstract representation
of the story. Multimodal discourse is still the layer that expresses the sequence of
events and states in a story. However, different modes are used to express these
states and events.
When illustrations are inserted into a manuscript, the purely written
discourse is transformed to a multimodal discourse, where events of the story
are told in two languages of words and images. If the sentence is taken as the
unit of expressing events and states in the written discourse and the illustration
as the unit of their depiction, one would expect the coherence of the illustrated
discourse to depend on presenting the corresponding sentences and illustrations
together in the same visual field.
It is possible to analyse an illustrated discourse for its structure, function,
effectiveness, techniques, coherence, cohesion of structure, iconography,
semiotics, and many other factors. However, this study is only interested in
finding a scheme to insert illustrations that are not part of an original written
discourse into a written narrative to transform it to an illustrated narrative. In
this regard, this study is similar to the work done by Joshi et. al. (forthcoming
2004), where a database of images are searched to find the best fit picture that
depicts various aspects of the story. However, the difference in this study is that
the model does not begin the search from a set of pre-existing images. The aim of
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this project is to identify areas of the narrative that can potentially be depicted.
It has to be noted here that since the choice of illustrations and their positions
in the discourse is not chosen by the author, illustrations would have to be treated
as extra-textual elements. Choosing illustration content is a subjective exercise.
The model developed in this study is not intended to determine these subjective
possibilities. Instead, it is intended to assist with the selection of the event for
illustration. Therefore, the model treats illustrations as extra-textual elements
that have to be inserted into the discourse.

3.4 Illustration as an extra-text
When illustrations are added to a narrative, new pieces of extra-textual
information are introduced to the content of the narrative. An illustrator is not
a silent reader of the text. A silent reader reads the text and forms a mental
representation of the narrative world.

However, an illustrator presents yet

another pictorial representation of the reconstructed narrative world. The skills
of a painter may determine how close the picture is to the reconstructed mental
representation. However, as with sentences, the painting can only provide one
possibility from among many possibilities of pictorial manifestations for a mental
representation.
By virtue of the fact that the content of an illustration deals directly with
the subject matter of the narrative world, it is a reconstruction of the mental
representation of a section in the narrative world. In other words, an illustration
is a pictorial description of a mental snapshot of the story at a given time point
in the narrative. Undoubtedly, an illustration contains ‘visual text’, so to speak.
This textual information in an illustration is in the form of a visual language
rather than a written one. Inserting an illustration in between the written words
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of a narrative therefore alters the overall nature of the narrative. It is now
a bimodal discourse. The produced work is nothing short of a critical edition,
where the editor collates the text of various editions. Except here, not all the
texts are in written form. And the striking difference here is that the collation
is done based on the events rather than stretches of words. Hence, it has to be
argued that inadequate insertions of illustrations can have detrimental impact on
the coherence of the narrative. This is to say that, if the information carried by
an inserted illustration is in contradiction with that carried by the surrounding
written words, it will render the comprehension of the surrounding passages more
difficult. The disparity in context is also likely to compromise the comprehension
of the illustration content itself.
From the perspective of a reader, the state of the world revealed by the text
– at a given stretch of text – will have to correspond to that contained in its
depiction. Otherwise, the state of the world described by the written statements
cannot be reconciled with the state of the world painted in an illustration. Perhaps
for an advanced reader who has had a few passes through the text, the task of
image identification may be easier, compared with that of a novice reader who
has just started to read the story. A novice may never be able to identify the
misplaced illustration.
This notion of contextualisation also supports the incremental process of
reconstructing the mental representation of the narrative world. As discussed
earlier, a linear progression in the text of narrative allows for a modular
reconstruction of the narrative world. When the text is read in a linear fashion,
the information about the narrative world is revealed in a sequential manner. It
is this carefully planned step-by-step procedure that establishes the coherence
of the narrative. Inserting an irrelevant image at random in the text is similar to
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inserting passages from another text. It is therefore posited here that the insertion
of illustrations in a narrative cannot be a random act, for it can interrupt the flow
of text and render the narrative incoherent.
The step-by-step instructions for preparing an illustration come from events.
It has already been mentioned that one way in which the narrative unfolds is an
event at a time. But surely, not every event is depictable! However, the event
structure holds the clues about what aspects of the narrative get illustrated.

3.5 Event structure
An event is an abstract frame in which change of state takes place (Van Dijk
1975); a piece of ‘process stuff’. However, this definition is not uncontroversial.
Since the definition of event is fundamental in the design of the annotation effort,
this section will attempt to present a view of event that forms the framework for
annotation in this study. As mentioned in section 3.3, a deliberate attempt is made
to only focus on the linear chain of events in the story (as reported by sentences)
in order to avoid subjective categories that may arise from an RST approach to
the narrative. However, this is not to suggest that narrative events are necessarily
structured in a linear fashion.
It is endeavoured here to establish some sort of a link between events and
sentences in general and between events and verbs in particular. There are
extensive philosophical debates surrounding event as a metaphysical category.
However, in order to avoid complicated arguments in our discussion, we resort
to a standard definition for events. The definition used to establish a frame work
for annotation in this study was that of the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
(see “event” entry in the online edition). Although it, too, fails to establish an
uncontroversial characterisation of events, it provides a commonly agreed upon
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typology for events. According to this typology, events are sorted into four
groups of activity, accomplishment, achievement and states.
An activity is characterised as an event whose sub-events are described as the
event itself. For instance, "the marching of the Iranian army" is a homogeneous
event whose sub-events are also those of "the marching of the Iranian army"; it
has no marked ending or culmination. Conversely, the event described as "the
Iranian army’s winning of the battle" is an accomplishment whose sub-events are
characterised differently as it progresses. There might be an anticipated point
of culmination when the Iranian army wins the battle decisively. However, it
does not ensure that the Iranian army has won the battle. On the other hand, "the
Iranian army reaching the land of Tūrān” is an achievement that is momentary
and instantaneous. While a notion of time is essential in characterising an
achievement, it is much harder to contextualise a ‘state’ in time. For instance, "the
greenness of leaves on the tree" or "the knowledge of the Iranian army of where
the land of Tūrān is” may extend considerably over time. It may be very difficult
to characterise the length of time or the culmination of this knowledge.
The definition of event given by Van Dijk in the opening sentence of this
section may suggest that ‘states’ are not ‘events’. However, this is not the
case. In fact, there are linguistic examples that may suggest their overlap. For
example, the sentence, "In an event of red light, you should cross the road" may
suggest that the ‘state’ of ‘light being red’ is an event. Similarly, the sentence
"The state of breathing heavily may indicate asthma" may suggest that the
breathing event is a state. The terminology used by Van Dijk is also used by some
authors to differentiate between ‘achievements’ and ‘states’. Some authors use
the term ‘event’ to simply refer to an achievement event. The taxonomy adhered
to in this study also follows this usage. The term ‘process’ is used here to refer
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to ‘events’ that are either ‘activities’, ‘accomplishments’, or ‘states’. ‘Processes’
and ‘events’ are grouped further to form eventualities.
The entry for ‘event’ in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy introduces
the efforts of various authors to formulate a linguistic characterisation for each
type of event. This linguistic characterisation is based on the notion that each
verb may describe a different type of event, when its different aspects are
examined carefully. For instance, verbs that have no continuous form, such
as ‘know’ correspond to ‘states’; verbs whose present continuous form entails
its past perfect corresponds to an ‘activity’; conversely, verbs whose present
continuous entails negation of their past perfect describes an ‘accomplishment’.
In the case of the examples presented earlier, it can be noted that "the Iranian
army is marching" entails "the Iranian army marched". On the other hand, "the
Iranian army is winning the battle" entails "the Iranian army has not yet won the
battle."
It is this correspondence between a verb and an event that forms the
framework for the annotation scheme. The assumption in this thesis is that every
verb in a sentence corresponds to at least one of the four types of events described
here. Therefore, it is theoretically sound to investigate the depiction of verbs as
a measure of the presence of an eventuality in an illustration. These changes are
regarded as events (Van Dijk 1975). In this study, the events are grouped into
‘action events’ -- based on Davidson’s classification (Davidson 1967) -- and
‘non-action events’. Action events (otherwise ‘actions’) are achievement events
that are performed with a degree of agency. Such as ‘Rustam shoots Ashkabus’.
All other events are simply treated as those reporting a change in the state of the
world. The early stages of this study indicated that only action events are salient
in the manuscript illustrations. Therefore, the annotation effort in this study
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focuses on sentences that report action events; i.e. sentences with action verbs.
At an early stage in this study the span was defined as a half-line. The
poetic metre imposes fixed positions in the run of text demarcating the half-line
intervals. However, half-line boundaries are not necessarily the start and finish
marks of the sentences in the poems. A sentence may begin half way through
one half-line and carry on to the middle of the subsequent half-lines. In this case,
a sentence stretches over multiple half-lines. In some cases the demarcation
of half-lines and sentences coincide, i.e. one half-line contains exactly one
sentence. There are also cases where one half-line of poetry contains more than
one sentence. In future efforts the design of the study has to be modified so that
half-lines containing more than one sentence can be annotated accurately.
In this study the smallest linguistic unit considered for event annotation
is chosen to be a sentence. However, this does not suggest that a sentence is
the smallest linguistic unit that corresponds to an event. In fact a one-to-one
relation cannot be assumed between sentences and events in a narrative. At
a sentence level, embedded clauses may also report events. For instance, the
sentence, "the man who broke the glass paid for the damages" reports at least two
events explicitly: 1) a man broke the glass and 2) the man paid for the damages.
Therefore, it makes sense to annotate an embedded clause as well. However, the
text of the Shāhnāma is such that half-lines hardly contain embedded clauses.
This rarity ensured that ignoring embedded clauses in a sentence does not impact
the overall success rate of the illustration scheme.
Sometimes noun-adjective constructs in a sentence may reveal information
about a ‘state’. For example, in the sentence, "the slim red-headed man broke
the glass" entails "the man is red-headed", "the man is slim" and "the man broke
the glass". Thus, one might expect the presence of an adjective to impact the
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amount of visual information available to the painters. However, a large sample
of illustrations was examined for the depiction of adjectives. The examination
revealed that, almost always, illustrations were inconsistent with the adjectival
descriptions revealed by the text. This inconsistency formed the basis for
disregarding the adjectives in a sentence.
One other area that is not supported by the linear sequence of sentences is
when events are implied by other events instead of being explicitly reported by
the text. One such example is the sentence “Tūr beheads Īraj.” In this sentence,
the verb ‘behead’ entails ‘killing’ and ‘murder’. Although ‘beheading’ is more
specific than ‘murder’ and ‘killing’, it does entail both. Most of the time, this
level of inference can be tolerated. The assumption in this study is that the
depiction of ‘beheading’ can also be interpreted as the depiction of ‘killing’ and
‘murder’. Therefore, it is sound to ignore inferences.
Similarly, a sequence of several events can be grouped to be interpreted as
the sub-events of a super-event that is not explicitly mentioned in the narrative.
In this case, the super-event is not annotated in this study because it is not
explicitly mentioned in the text. When illustration samples were examined for
this phenomenon, it was observed that only sub-events were depicted. This was
reassuring because the initial assumption in this study was that an illustration is
a depiction of a moment in the story. If an illustration were to depict a superevent as well as its sub-events concurrently, it would seriously reject the initial
assumption.
This hierarchy of super-event in relation to its sub-events is not always
implicit. It is not uncommon to find super-events and its sub-events to appear
in a narrative. For example, in the passage “Tūr murdered Īraj. He reached
for his dagger and planted the dagger in his side. Īraj lost consciousness. Tūr
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beheaded his brother Īraj while he was unconscious.” The first sentence is the
super-event whose sub-events follow immediately. Here too illustration samples
have revealed that only sub-events are depicted leaving the super-event to the
interpretation of the viewer. In other words, the first sentence is subsumed by
following sentences. A problem arises when a super-event is separated from
its sub-events by a long-distance in the narrative. Most narratives that employ
flash-backs and other techniques, by means of which the author returns to reveal
sub-events of previously reported super-event, display such distant dependencies.
The Shāhnāma discourse does not display such behaviour in the super-narrative.
But such distant dependencies do often occur as part of a dialogue between two
characters in the Shāhnāma. Because such sub-events are part of the dialogue,
the illustrator would either have to depict the act of dialogue between characters
or has to depict the dialogue content. In the case of the Shāhnāma, the content
of a dialogue is almost never depicted. Therefore, it is sound to assume that the
linear sequence of sentences in a narrative may provide a rich ground for shallow
techniques to identify possible place-holders for illustrations in the narrative.
Such interdependencies between super-events and sub-events signal the need for
more in-depth methods that may incorporate higher event structures. Hopefully,
future studies will shed light on the impact of such structures on the depiction
process.

3.6 Event
In general, a narrative is either building a description of the static state of the
story world or it describes the change from one state to another. Written discourse
provides a rich set of conventions to express the mental representation of the story.
Illustrations are not equally equipped to depict every state and event expressed
by the written discourse. For example, depicting the sentence, “John believes in
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God.” may prove rather challenging for an illustrator. Similarly sentences like
“Peter has a rare genetic disease” may not be depictable at all. Therefore, it is
safe to say that some events and states are not depicted in an illustrated narrative.
This study does not seek to identify the criteria for depictability of verbs. Instead
it only flags the depiction of verbs in illustrations.
It is already stated that every sentence in a narrative does one of two things.
1) A sentence describes the state of the world at a given moment and a given
location in the narrative. 2) A sentence describes the changes in the state of the
world within a time frame.
The states in a narrative world are described in one of the two major ways.
A sentence either describes the properties of the entities or it reveals the relation
that hold between the entities at any given time in the narrative. Generally, the
properties are described using the verb ‘is’ in the narrative. The relations, on the
other hand, can be described using ‘is’ as well as other verbs such as ‘has’.
Properties and relations are not all depicted.

Non-physical properties,

for instance, are not depicted in illustrations. Similarly, only certain types of
relations are depicted. Generally, some non-spatial relations are not depicted.
For example, ‘Rustam is the father of Suhrab’ is not depicted. One may infer
such relation through a sentence and its depiction. However, for our purposes,
inference is not an explicit depiction. It must be mentioned here that some spatial
relations are also not depicted.
Although some spatial relations are depicted and potentially very important
for the comprehension of the illustrations, close inspection of a large sample of
illustrations revealed that spatial relations are almost always depicted in the context
of an action event. It is plausible, however, that some narrative illustrations may
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serve the purpose of exploring the properties and relations between entities in
the narrative world. It is certainly the case that more descriptive genres such
as an encyclopedic illustrations ignore the action events and focus primarily
on properties and relations. However, in this study spatial information are not
chosen as a primary factor for the depiction of a sentence. This is because most
illustrations have been inconsistent in depicting the spatial information or have
ignored it completely. Furthermore, there are numerous cases in the narrative
where the sentences do not contain spatial information while some illustrations
depict a spatial context for the event. As a result, depictions of spatial information
are disregarded in this study.
The depictability of events is not assumed at the start of the study. Instead,
it is hoped that a data-driven method may reveal the kinds of events that are
depictable. A full report on the depictability of verb classes would have to be
carried out independently. There is a significant literature that explores the
semantic representation of verbs (Richardson et. al. 2001, Richardson and Spivey
2002). In this thesis, depictability is only measured by the recognition ability of
the annotators.

3.7 Event components
Although hierarchies are avoided in this study, decomposition of the
sentences into their functional components helps to identify the parts that
potentially contribute to the depiction of an event. This section intends to explore
these event components and the assumptions made about them in this study.

3.7.1 Time
There is an extensive literature on time and event (Partee 1984, Moens and
Steedman 1987). However, the concept of time, in relation to illustrations, is
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effectively ignored in this study. The notion of time as a measure of progress in a
narrative is embedded in the verb tense. In other words, sentences that describe
states do not increment the narrative time. The time in sentences describing
states denotes the time for which that sentence holds true.
Events and actions, on the other hand, report the progression in the narrative
because they describe a change. In illustrations that depict actions, the moment
being captured is sometimes during the time when the event is being completed.
However, there are cases where the action has already been completed. For
instance, ‘Rustam shoots Isfandiyar in the eye with his tamarisk arrow’ is an
action that is usually depicted when the forked arrow has already landed in the
eye of Isfandiyar. Although, the time of depiction can be argued to be long after
the shooting is completed, for the purpose of annotation, the last action being
depicted in this case is in fact when the shooting occurs.
Although specifics of time affect the comprehension of the narrative text,
hardly any of the miniatures examined in this study displayed concordance with
the temporal values reported by the narrative. In fact, in depicting the time of
the day, many of them tend to use colours other than blue to depict the sky. Even
instances of night attacks are depicted as if they occurred in bright daylight.
Thus, temporality hardly contributed to the mapping between sentences and their
depiction.

3.7.2 Location
The study of spatial information is also another well-researched area of
narrative studies. There are various models that offer formalisms about space in
narrative. As mentioned earlier, some visualisation studies focus on automation
of scene layout based on the spatial informaiton revealed by the text (Stoakley
et. al. 1995, Sproat et. al. 2001). Since illustrations under study here are not
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photo-realistic presentations, the extent of imagination exerted by the painter
makes them almost incongruent with the narrative. In fact, some painters have
had a minimalist approach to their work where only the action is depicted without
any elaborations on the spatial context.
Such low resolution of spatial information also provided the persuasion
needed to abandon the incorporation of spatial information in the depictability
criteria.

3.7.3 Actors
The verbs associated with events in the narrative are assumed to involve
entities of objects that participate in the events that occur in the world. These
entities are referred to as the ‘actors’ here. While time and space are ignored in
this study for practical reasons, there is compelling evidence that actors play a
major role in whether an event sentence is depicted or not.
Depending on the popularity and interestingness of the actors in a narrative,
there is an increased chance of event depiction. While the current study only
focuses on verbs as a measure of depiction, future extensions are recommended
to help to incorporate actors as potential cues for the occurrence of an illustration
after a sentence.
When nominalised, events can also play the role of actors. In such cases, it is
highly unlikely to be able to depict them. This is becuase nominalised events are
concepts that do not have physical form. They may refer to a physical state of the
world. However, when they participate in an eventuality described by the main
verb of the sentences, In this thesis, nominalised events are grouped together
with actors. In future researches, they might have to be treated differently from
actors.
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3.7.4 Event types
As mentioned above, verbs capture events and states. For the reasons that
were outlined above, the most important component of a sentence that may lend
itself to depiction is the verb. In this study, the infinitive form of the verb is
chosen to represent the event type. Every time a sentence is marked as depicted,
the infinitive form of the verb is annotated to represent the event type. For
instance, ‘to kick’, ‘to kill’, ‘to poison’, and ‘to kiss’ are all event types.
This study hopes to explore the likelihood of the presence of an illustration
after a sentence containing a given main verb (i.e. event type). The generic
structure that is assumed for the event in this study is in the form of EVENT
(<event type>, [<actor>], <time>, <location>, depicted). However, the simplified
form adapted for the data collection phase is EVENT(<event type>, depicted),
where <event type> is the infinitive form of the verb and ‘depicted’ is a flag
indicating the presence of the depiction (of the event type) in the illustration.
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It was established in the last chapter that the semantic link between
illustrations and the text in an illustrated discourse is the event being expressed. It
was also suggested that the insertion process is similar to the process of collation
in critical studies of texts. In a collation process, the content of two or more
manuscripts are compared and similar text spans are aligned. The only difference
is that, here, events are aligned with their depiction. Therefore, the semantic link
between illustrations and sentences is best served when the events described by

Chapter 4:
Choosing
a Placement
Strategy for
Inserting
Illustrations

sentences are presented next to their depictions.
Illustrated narratives are multi-modal documents which rely extensively on
effective design rationales to maintain the semantic link between the images and
the text. The GeM Project (‘Genre and Multimodality: a computer model of
document layout’) identifies five levels of stucture for representing multimodal
documents; namely, ‘content structure’, ‘rhetorical structure’, ‘navigation
structure’, ‘layout structure’, and ‘linguistic structure’ (Delin et. al. 1999, 2002).
In the context of the Shāhnāma manuscripts, there are various ways in which
matters relating to layout and insertion location may affect the presentation of the
illustrations.
While the layouts of the medieval Persian manuscripts examined here are not
as complex as modern newspapers, illustrated books, and magazines, they can
inform a practical layout model for illustrated narrative documents. This chapter
explores placement strategies in various bimodal documents; especially in the
Shāhnāma manuscripts, where the illustrations for this study come from.

4.1 Referring to an illustration
The model in this study has to refer to illustration positions in a document
in a non-ambiguous way. There are two ways to refer to an illustration. The
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first way is to refer to tags, labels, and captions used in the document to qualify
each illustration. Some works are composed originally as illustrated narratives;
the author inserts illustrations into the narrative. In such illustrated works, the
narrative contains explicit references to the illustrations.
However, the vast majority of literary works – for example, from the medieval
time – are in purely written form. Therefore, the original narratives do not contain
illustrations. This is certainly the case for the Shāhnāma manuscripts. The
Shāhnāma was not composed as an illustrated work; illustrations were inserted
into the Shāhnāma at later stages of manuscript production. However, these
illustrations are not inserted into the same locations in the text of the Shāhnāma
in every manuscript. The positions of illustrations vary across manuscripts based
on a policy envisaged by the manuscript designers. This raises the question as
to “how can a model refer to illustrations that are not inserted by the author of
the work, but inserted afterward by manuscript producers?” Yet a more general
question is, “how can a model refer to illustrations that are not explicitly marked
by the document regardless of the placement policy?” To answer these questions,
it helps to examine common practices in various fields.

4.2 Tagged illustrations
A practice that is extremely common in modern printing is to tag an
illustration. Some illustrated documents such as scientific journals use verbal
tags to refer to various visual components. Verbal tags are phrases that are used
for identification of a visual element such as ‘figure 1’, ‘table 1’, or ‘plate 1’. Use
of tags allows for a relaxed placement of illustrations. However, these types of
documents are composed to include the verbal tags. That is, the author composed
the document using tags. These verbal tags are not therefore extra-textual
elements that are added at some later time. In such cases, illustrations are also
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inserted upon composition by the author. Therefore, the placement of illustrations
is contemporaneous to the composition of the written text. By contrast, in the
case of the Shāhnāma, Firdausī has not anticipated a fixed illustration placement
scheme. The content of the Shāhnāma does not have any verbal tags to refer to
specific illustrations and their content. Therefore, in the absence of such verbal
tags in the written text of the narrative, an illustration insertion model will have to
find alternative ways to optimise the most effective placement scheme.
It is possible to devise a scheme through which the model can use conventions
to insert extra-textual tags into the document. Perhaps parenthesising is one
method. The model can suggest a discourse location where a verbal tag can
be inserted in a parenthesis. Obviously, suggested illustrations can therefore be
labelled with similar verbal tags. The same effect can also be achieved through
non-verbal symbolic tags; something similar to what manuscript designers use
as layout markers for non-illustration elements. However, the use of verbal tags
introduces foreign elements into the discourse. Moreover, poetic discourses
follow strict metre rules. Insertion of verbal tags interrupts the rhythm of the
poem. Besides, the aim of this study is to find a model that will not disturb the
content of the written narrative. The model will have to be able to link illustrations
to the written narrative based on purely visual arrangements of manuscript
elements. Even non-verbal symbolic tags require semantic interpretations. These
visual constraints are explored in Chapter 5.

4.3 Untagged illustrations
It is possible that the author (or a group of book designers and book producers)
decide to insert illustrations into the document and yet not to use tags to refer
to them in the narrative. The most common examples of this approach are in
magazines and newspapers. Photographs, drawing, graphs, and illustrations can
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be inserted in a document – by the author – to substantiate the written narrative
without symbolic references. Although this model of illustration implies that the
author has asserted an illustration placement policy, the general method is not
dissimilar to that in illustrated literary works such as the Shāhnāma, where the
author/editor may have not had the intention to insert illustrations at all. In other
words, unlike modern age magazines and newspapers, the original work of the
Shāhnāma does not include illustrations. This seems to be a potential candidate
for developing a placement model. However, the question remains as to “how do
these documents link the illustration to the written narrative?”
There are generally two types of untagged illustrations. Some documents
use captions to describe the illustration. However, the run of text does not use
verbal tags to refer to them. The caption tends to make specific references to
certain passages of the written narrative. This reference can be used as a way of
mapping the content of the illustration onto specific entities, locations and events
in the narrative. In essence, the caption provides the semantic link between the
illustration and the narrative words. The second type of untagged illustration
relies purely on visual perception to create the cognitive link between the
illustration and the written words.
The Shāhnāma manuscripts will be explored for traces of caption.

If

captions are found, it is possible to implement a captioning strategy as part of
the placement model. The reason for this is that a caption is an extra-textual
element that is attached to an illustration only. Therefore, the caption is as much
foreign to the original narrative as the illustration is. The caption thus becomes
part of the illustration insersion policy. Together with the principle of proximity,1
a caption can prove more effective in linking the illustration content to the written
words of the narrative.
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4.4 Captioned illustration
In modern illustrated documents, captions are used to describe the content
of an image. Sometimes, a caption allows the reader to interpret an illustration
independent of the main written text in the narrative. In other words, captioning
renders the illustration as a complete and independent unit within the document,
even though the captioned illustration still maintains a close semantic tie with the
overall content of the narrative.
Captioning is done in various ways. The text of the caption can be an excerpt
from within the written narrative. Alternatively, the caption text may be a summary
of a passage from the written narrative. Illustration placement using captioning
is a method that is more flexible to post-composition placement. Captions can
be incorporated with the production of manuscript whose written text has been
composed as an independent and non-illustrated work. The Shāhnāma is an
example of such composition. However, there are two ways in which a vague
notion of captioning is observed in medieval Persian manuscripts.
The first method is found where a marginal text is inserted near the
illustration, sometimes in different colours. An example of this type of caption is
observed on folio 64a of a Shāhnāma manuscript kept at the British Library with
the shelf mark Additional 6610 (Figure 4.1). In this example, a caption in red ink
is written vertically just above the illustration in the margin. The caption, which
reads “The sixth feat, the killing of Arzhang, the daemon, by Rustam”, together
with the illustration, form an independent unit on the folio surface. In such cases,
the illustration can be linked to specific passages in the written narrative.
The second method is observed in some manuscripts which display a clever
use of section headings to provide a functional caption for illustrations. This type
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of dual use is readily found in illustrated manuscripts where the section heading
occurs directly above the illustration. By contrast, it is very rare to find a section
heading that acts as a caption for an illustration which is positioned directly
above it. This has to do with the fact the section heading normally refers to the
passages following the heading. Therefore, placing an illustration above the
section heading semantically detaches the illustration from the relevant passage
in the narrative. Cases where this happens display an obvious scribal error. Let
us give an example from the previous Shāhnāma manuscript, Additional 6610.
As mentioned above, the process of captioning has taken place at a later stage in
the manuscript production. In this case, whenever an empty space – intended for
placing a section heading – has been found around the illustration at a later stage,
a caption is inserted in red ink.
On folio 62a (Figure 4.2), the scribe fills the empty space reserved for a
section heading with a caption that refers to the content of the illustration just
above it. However, the scribe has soon realised that the section heading was
initially reserved for the passages that follow it. Therefore, a scribal correction
is done by crossing out a word and replacing it with another noun phrase. In the
section heading space, the scribe has initially written “The third feat, Rustam
kills the dragon.” This section heading refers to the illustration depicted right
above it. However, the scribe recovers from the mistake and realises that the
section heading should in fact refer to the following passages which describe the
killing of the witch woman in the hands of Rustam. So, the scribe alters the text
by crossing the word dragon and replacing it with the phrase “the witch woman.”
Nonetheless, the scribe has still not recovered from one major factual error. The
killing of the witch woman by Rustam is usually described as the fourth feat
of Rustam rather than the third feat. The third feat is in fact the killing of the
dragon.
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The case above demonstrates a common practice by scribes in subsequent
periods to revisit the manuscript and appropriate empty spaces that were
originally reserved for section headings. These empty spaces present themselves
as ideal candidates for inserting pseudo-captions for illustrations. Folio 51b
(Figure 4.3) of the Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. 1946 kept at
Gulistan Museum in Tehran is an example where some of the section headings
are not filled.
However, there are no provisions for such scenarios in the illustration
placement model under development. It is assumed that either the model will
have to specifically suggest captioning placement or it has to rely purely on
principles of visual design and perception. Appropriation of empty spaces as
illustration caption will not be discussed in this model.
There is an abundance of cases where section headings are used as captions
for illustrations placed immediately below them. One such example is from folio
159b (Figure 4.4) in a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. 1549 kept
at the Trinity College, Dublin. In this example, the section heading, which reads
“Rustam lassoes Khāqān of Chīn”, describes both the content of the illustration
and the sequence of events revealed by the following passages in the written
narrative. Therefore, the section heading serves a dual purpose.
Finding a section heading that can also act as a caption for an illustration
seems like an enhancement to the model. It limits the possible suggestions to
a very small set that only occur in the visual proximity of the sections headings.
Moreover, there is an important consideration to keep in mind. It has already
been mentioned above that captions are foreign elements that are introduced to
the text of the narrative. Captions are only auxiliary elements to enhance the
semantic interpretation and the linking property of an illustration. Captions, like
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illustrations themselves, are extra-textual elements. Section headings on the
other hand are not totally independent of the written narrative. In the case of the
Shāhnāma, it is hard to estimate how many section headings are composed by the
author and how many are added during the subsequent copying of the manuscript.
Section headings are meta-textual rather than extra-textual because they are
placed by the author as part of the original text to assert a structure. Therefore,
the use of section headings as captions for illustrations will not be considered as a
constraint for the model in this study. In other words, illustration positions in the
text are not constrained by the position of the section headings because they are
not used as potential captions for illustrations.

4.5 Uncaptioned illustration
The vast majority of illustrations in this study prove to be uncaptioned
illustrations.

The manuscript designers have relied heavily on inserting

illustrations into the narrative based on visual principles to achieve the cognitive
link between the illustration content and the narrative text. As mentioned in
chapter five, the principle of proximity is one way to ensure the most effective
placement of an illustration. Although there is a strong case for illustration
captioning, the placement scheme must still follow the principle of proximity
to establish a strong semantic association between the illustration and the
narrative.
Therefore, two methods can be considered for linking an illustration to the
content of a narrative. The first method is to apply captioning. Captions will
allow the use of explicit verbal references to specific moments in the narrative.
The second method is to rely on visual perception as means of linking an
illustration to the stretches of words in a narrative. However, the challenge of
reporting the visual position of an illustration within a manuscript has not yet
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been addressed. In other words, “how would the model tell the designer where to
put the illustration in a manuscript?”

4.6 Citing an illustration
The most obvious place to look for ways by which an illustration is referred
to is to examine the way art historians report an illustration. Art historians have
various methods to identify an illustration in a manuscript. One common practice
is to identify the image by its physical address: the folio marks. For instance,
an image can be identified as “British Library, Additional 5600, f. 12v”, which
means that the illustration is placed on the verso side of folio 12 in a manuscript
with a shelf mark of Additional 5600 kept at the British Library. This may be an
appropriate address to the physical location of the illustration. However, it fails
to describe the content of the image.
Another common practice is to anchor an illustration to a position in the text
of a critical edition. For instance, the illustration above can also be identified
as “Hushang encounters the army of demons,” which corresponds to line 65 of
Chapter 1 (the reign of Gayumarth) in Mohl’s critical edition of the Shāhnāma.
This method allows a researcher to locate the corresponding text stretch in the
written narrative.
Both references techniques described above are necessary and sufficient for
a reader to make a mental link between the written narrative and the illustration.
That is, so long as there is enough information to link the illustration to its location
in the discourse, and the kind of eventuality being depicted, the reader is able
to map the visual information onto the correct context in the written narrative.
However, there are some scene descriptions that are far more elaborate than these
two examples mentioned here. There are different ways in which illustrations
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are described in the Persian painting literature. The variation with which art
historians describe the content of an illustration signals a non-structured and nonstandard practice. The term ‘content’ seems to have been applied ambiguously.
In one sense of the term, illustration content is described independently of
the corresponding passages in the text of the narrative. This type of description
is a set of written passages describing the visual elements of an image. This can
vary from physical characteristics of the painting to more technical description of
compositions and illustrated entities. Sometimes external evidence surrounding
the dating or even school of painting is also included in the description.
In another sense, ‘content’ refers to specific events in the story which are
depicted by the illustration. Art historians have interchangeably used these two
methods to describe the content of an illustration.
In current descriptive catalogues, a combination of both senses of the word
is used to commonly refer to ‘scene description’. However, it is not a standard
practice to associate an illustration to some events in a narrative. Furthermore,
scene descriptions in common literature such as descriptive catalogues and art
sources do not use the exact words of the narrative to refer to the content of
an illustration. In a way, the verbal descriptions provided by art historians are
meta-narratives that sit on top of the illustration. They are often detached from
the manuscript text. As mentioned previously, one of the ways to address an
illustration in a manuscript is to link it to a stretch of text in the narrative. The
intention of this study is to suggest these stretches of text as possible illustration
captions.
Traditionally, scene descriptions refer to the composition and visual content
of the illustration. For example, Basil Robinson, a significant contributor to
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the catalogues of Persian painting describes an illustration from the Khamsa as
follows.
“f 318a Iskandar and his quarrelling birds. The birds are
shown at the base of a towering mass of rock painted in this
artist’s characteristic manner, with a hawk hovering overhead.
Iskandar, mounted, observes them with astonishment. Two
spectators on the horizon. The very effective greyish-green
of the background hillside is often found in Turkman court
painting, but seldom elsewhere. Painter B. 10.5 x 11 cm.”
(Robinson 1976: 35)
This description is applied to folio 318a of Manuscript 387 kept at the
British Library. In this description the only reference to the text of the Khamsa
is the mention of ‘Iskandar and his quarrelling birds.’ This statement is not even
a sentence. It fails to describe an event. It merely states the presence of Iskandar
before the quarrelling birds. The rest of the description is a description of the
image elements and bears no link to the text of the surrounding Khamsa lines.
On the other hand, one may describe the events in the context of the temporal
and spatial relationships between these elements. One such example is again
presented by Robinson. The description reads as follows.
“Fol. 376a. 5.1 x 5.9 in. The dying Dārā supported by
Iskandar while his captured murderers are led on for
punishment. This is clearly the work of a different artist. An
attempt has been made to distinguish the two races by making
the Persians (Dārā and his murderers) brown skinned, while
the Macedonians are of the normal pale pink complexion.”
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(Robinson 1958: 117)
This description addresses Folio 376a in Ms. Ouseley 344, at the Bodleian
Library. Although the statements are not directly extracted from the text of the
Shāhnāma, it makes specific references to the stretches of text in the Shāhnāma;
hence, placing the events of the painting within the story of Iskandar at the
moment when Dārā dies before Iskandar. This description, like the previous one,
dwells in the realm of meta-narrative to describe the illustration.
There is a highly structured language that is used in the world of animation
to capture the composition and physical description of the frames. However,
this study totally ignores the descriptions of image components and their relative
composition in an illustration. The rationale for this is that not all illustrators are
consistent in their depictions of entities and their relative compositions. Moreover,
the narrative often lacks such detailed information about actors, locations, and
precise timings of the events. Furthermore, because of the varying points of
view (e.g. different camera angles), there is no such thing as one universal set
of conventions for depicting entities and actions. Outlining depicted events,
however, helps the reader to realign the illustration position within the text of the
narrative; thus, providing an anchor in the text for the illustration.
Both of these description types are meta-structures that are imposed upon
the illustration. The first description is usually used to describe the physical
entities depicted by (or present in) the illustration. It can be viewed as a set of
commentaries on the artistic impressions embedded in the illustration. This type
of content description is also conducive to theatrical stage setting in order to
prepare the stage for a particular scene. On the other hand, the second description
captures the relationship between entities and the events in which entities are
involved by providing specific anchorage points in the narrative as mental guides
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to the correspondence between text and image.
The interest in this study is essentially geared towards a description that
captures events in a narrative. Effectively, caption descriptions direct the reader
to the corresponding areas in the narrative. For the purposes of this study, such
description is used as an indicator for the position of illustration in the run of
text. Furthermore, external information such as remarks about the quality of
painting, physical dimensions, artistic impressions, and school of painting are
not included in the illustration caption. The caption will only serve as a verbal
bookmark indicating a moment (or a short period) in the story. The preference in
this study is given to descriptions of single events rather than processes or scenes.
This is because event instances are the smallest units in the event structure of the
narrative. They represent a moment or an uninterrupted action in the narrative.
Most importantly, because they are the exact words of the discourse, they
are non-interpretive and avoid adding an extra level of meta-narrative to the
illustrated work.
In conclusion, this chapter discusses various methods to insert illustrations
into a narrative. In modern publishing, extra-textual verbal tags are used to
refer to labelled illustrations. In this case, verbal tags are inserted into the text
of the narrative. These verbal tags are essentially references to the location of
illustrations in the document. The illustration placement strategies in Persian
manuscripts indicate that verbal tags are not used to refer to illustrations. Instead,
illustrations are placed in the proximity of the sentences they tend to depict. This
is incidentally in line with the strategy described earlier.
There is also an indication that some manuscripts have traces of a pseudocaption associated with illustrations. This strategy is also adopted by some
modern print documents. The event-driven model being suggested in this study
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is flexible enough to also suggest captions. Captions suggested by the model will
be the last sentence that is depicted by the illustration. The event described by
this sentence is the cut-off event. Temporally, the cut-off event is the moment in
the story that is being depicted. Therefore, the strategy for placing an illustration
into a narrative is to place an illustration in the same visual domain as the sentence
describing the cut-off event. This visual domain could be described by a folio or
a double page spread.

Notes
1

This is also known as Gestalt principle of proximity which states when
things are in proximity of each other, they are perceived to be related.
Gestalt principles are explored in more detail in Chapter 5.
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So far, Chapter 3 has provided the mechanism for identifying sentences
that can potentially be depicted. Chapter 4 outlines the strategies for inserting
illustrations into a narrative. However, the physical and visual characteristics

Chapter 5: The
visual constraints

of a document pose new challenges. An illustration can only be inserted in a
document if there is room for it on the surface of a page. The possibility of fitting
an event sentence on the same surface as the illustration depends on the visual
shape and size of the illustration, as well as the location of the cut-off event on
the page. This chapter outlines these challenges and explores the ways in which
manuscripts have overcome these challenges. The techniques used by manuscript
designers to successfully insert illustrations into a document are incorporated into
the model as a set of visual constraint parameters.
Even though an illustration model can identify sentences that can be
illustrated, it is unable to determine the foliation pattern unless design
specifications are provided. Delin et. al. (1999) refers to this as the layout level
of document structure. In the case of the Shāhnāma manuscripts, for instance,
the text of the narrative may yield various foliation schemes depending on the
number of columns and rows in a text frame on each folio. Unless a model
is informed about how many half-lines can be accommodated on each folio
face, it is unable to compute the foliation pattern for the suggested illustrations.
Additionally, there are extra-textual elements, such as illuminations and section
headings, on each page that affect the foliation format. Every time an extratextual element is inserted on a page, the text of the narrative may be displaced.
For instance, every section heading occupies a certain number of cells on the
folio face. Therefore, every section heading displaces the narrative text. Other
elements such as illumination boxes also displace the narrative text. Depending
on the number of extra-textual elements and their respective size, the location of
subsequent illustrations is postponed further. The most important extra-textual
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element in an illustrated narrative is obviously the illustration itself. Every time
an illustration is inserted, depending on the size of the illustration, the narrative
text is displaced. This affects the position of the subsequent illustrations in the
document. This is because insertion of extra-textural elements displaces the
position of subsequent critical events.
For accurate computation of the foliation scheme, the model requires the
specifications of each extra-textual element in the document that displaces
narrative text. While allowance is made for section headings in this study, other
non-illustration extra-textual elements are deemed insignificant to this model.
Illustration specifications are fundamentally relevant to the computation of the
foliation scheme because they affect the position of illustrations in the document.
The folio mark of an illustration is one of the three ways in which the model
refers to an illustration in a document. Therefore, any parameter that changes
the folio mark of an illustration from one manuscript to the next is an important
constraint on the model and needs to be addressed.
Illustration placement is a presentational issue; however, it is crucial to the
model. It is not enough to simply process the text of a narrative and present
passages that can be illustrated. A model also has to suggest a form in which
narrative text and illustrations are presented together. This presents a challenge.
Achieving a presentational form is more of an art than science. There is no
formulaic way to suggest a form. In fact, it is a problem very similar to adding
extra-textual notes in modern day documents. One solution is to postpone the
extra-textual notes to the end of the document and refer to them using a numbering
scheme. However, when it is desired to place extra-textual notes at the foot of
the same page (i.e. a footnote) where the referent occurs, the problem no longer
has an algorithmic solution. The problem arises when the number of lines in the
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note exceeds the space limit on the page to co-occur with the referent position
on the page. In fact, automatic footnoting cannont be achieved algorithmically.
This means one would have to resort to heuristics for solving specific cases of
the problem.1
Similarly to inserting extra-textual notes, illustration can also be presented in
two presentational forms. The first form is to treat illustrations like endnotes and
postpone them to the end of the document. This is readily practiced in modern
illustrated publications where all illustration plates are presented together at the
end of the document. Each illustration plate is thus referred to using numbered
labels. However, the challenge is greater when illustration has to be presented
on the same visual plane as the stretch of narrative it depicts. This parallels the
footnote problem where the referent position on the page and the footnote size can
potentially pose a misfit. If the position of the narrative stretch on the page does
not leave enough room for the intended illustration size, illustration placement
is jeopardised. This chapter explores those aspects of the visual form that affect
the illustration placement scheme: namely, illustration size and illustration shape
or contour. Additionally, the techniques used by manuscript designers to present
illustrations are explored in this chapter as a set of design principles.

5.1 Visual form in illustrations
There is an underlying reciprocity between illustration form and manuscript
form. Regardless of the semantic relations between illustrations and the narrative
content at a sentence level, illustrations also interact with the narrative at a visual
level. There are some aspects of the visual form that usually remain constant in
an illustrated manuscript such as number of column and rows in a text frame.
However, there are some aspects of the visual form that are more flexible, such
as illustration size and illustration contour. Illustration contour is the shape fo the
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outline of the frame that contains the illustration. As mentioned above, the size
and shape of an illustration affects the way text is placed on the folio surface.
Effectively, the position of a half-line on a folio surface can vary depending on
illustration shape and illustration position. Examples of these will be presented
throughout this chapter. This chapter explores those aspects of illustration shape
and size that affect the illustration placement model.
Every time an illustration is inserted into a document, the written surface
is displaced to create room for it. Thus, the size of illustration impacts the
amount of written text that has to be displaced. This displacement alters the
physical location of the subsequent illustrations in the document. The bigger the
illustration size, the more text has to be displaced.
As regards to the illustration contours, a general survey of the paintings
collected for this study reveals that illustration contour is sometimes informed
by the content of the illustration. It is also observed that contour falls under a
tightly controlled set of design principles. An illustration placement model has to
either be provided in advance with the contour specifications of each illustration,
or it has to derive them, based on the content of the illustration. The model in
this study assumes the former. A full account of how design elements impact the
way an illustration is presented will be discussed under the heading of ‘layout
constraints’ in this chapter.

5.1.1 Illustration Size
The size can be viewed as a salient factor in illustrations. The size of an
illustration is driven by a range of financial and extra-textual factors such as
demonstration of power and authority, artistic prowess, and prosperity. The
underlying question is whether the model can suggest illustration size. This
section explores the mechanics of how illustration size impacts the visual
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presentation and distribution of illustrations in a document.
Sometimes, illustration size is decided based on the content of the
illustration. In other words, the height or the width of an illustration may
vary depending on what the painter is going to depict in it. The following two
illustrations are presented from a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms.
1915 kept at Gulistān Museum in Tehran. The first illustration (Figure 5.1) is on
folio 119a which is a full page depiction of the moment when Afrāsīyāb faces
his brother Aghrīrath. During this encounter Afrāsīyāb finds out that his brother
colluded with the Iranians and has freed the Iranian prisoners. The content of this
illustration depicts two armies confronting each other. The second illustration
(Figure 5.2) comes from folio 167b of the same manuscript, which depicts
Rustam, the hero of the Shāhnāma, standing over the head of Ashkābūs whom he
has shot with an arrow.
As can be seen in this example, the relative size of the illustration is affected
by the amount of information that each illustration carries. The first illustration
occupies the entire text frame whilst the second illustration has left room for
60 half-lines on the folio face. This example also demonstrates the impact of
illustration size on illustration distribution. The illustration on folio 119a (Figure
5.1) has displaced 100 half-lines. This means that the area which could have
been used for spreading 100 written half-lines is now occupied by the illustration.
The written words are therefore postponed to the next folio face. Having said
this, the model being presented in this study does not suggest a relative size for
an illustration.

Instead, the size of illustration has to be provided as an input

parameter.
It has to be noted that the absolute surface area of the illustration does not
always impact the amount of text that can fit on the folio surface. In other words,
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it is not true that the absolute surface area of the illustration determines the area
left for the written text on the folio. In the following two illustrations (figures 5.3
and 5.4), the same amount of written text is placed on the folio while one image
is visually more dominant than the other because it is appropriating some of the
marginal space. These illustrations are both taken from a Shāhnāma manuscript
with the shelf mark Ms. 956 kept at the Rezā Abbāsī Museum in Tehran. The first
image (Figure 5.3) contains 20 cells that are filled with 20 half-line of the written
text from the narrative. The second image (Figure 5.4) however, still displays 20
cells dedicated to written material. In the second image, 4 of the cells are filled
with the section heading and the remaining 16 cells are filled with the written text
of the narrative.
As can be seen in this example, the area where the illustration is extended
beyond the outer and top sides of the text frame on the folio face does not affect
the spread of half-lines on the folio. Therefore, only areas of illustration which
cover the text frame affect the placement of written material in manuscripts.
Extension of illustrations into the marginal spaces can be viewed as a technique
used by painters to appropriate the available space on the folio to create the visual
impact they require.
Illustration size is sometimes perceived as a fixed area on the folio. In other
words, the largeness of the illustration engulfs the written words in such a way that
the entire folio can be perceived as one uniform full-page illustration. When this
feature repeats throughout the manuscript, it seems that the size of illustrations
in the manuscript has remained constant, regardless of the amount of written text
displaced. In this case, the boundaries of illustrations are extended beyond the
borders of the text frame at a constant rate. This constant extrusion into marginal
space creates a visual impression in which all illustrations seem to be of the same
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size. However, within the borders of the text frame different illustrations occupy
different areas, hence displacing different amounts of written words.
To elaborate on this, let us compare two illustrated folios (figures 5.5 and
5.6) from a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. 656 kept at Rezā
Abbāsī Museum in Tehran. These two folios demonstrate how the image has
engulfed the written text so that the written area has in effect become part of the
illustration. The written area appears to contribute to the illustration composition
in an indirect manner. However, despite the visual effect, folio 58b (Figure
5.6) contains 16 half-lines of written text, while folio 146a (Figure 5.5) contains
24 cells of written text. It seems that the uniform effect created by the visual
dominance is not inspired by the content of the narrative – nor is it really inspired
by the content of the illustration. Although the two images seem to have the
same dimensions, one clearly displaces more text than the other. The model in
this study discriminates between these two folios based on the number of written
cells that are displaced. Based on the number of written lines displaced, one
illustration is deemed more salient (i.e. larger) than the others.
The nature of salience can also be expressed as the relative surface area. In
this example for instance, the illustration with portrait orientation displaces 72
half-lines whereas the landscape illustration displaces 66 half lines. As far as the
area of the written text is concerned, the first illustration is more expensive in
terms of number of half-lines of written narrative that are displaced. Although the
difference is a small number of half-lines, in relative terms, the first illustration is
far more expensive than the second one.
The layout scheme of folio 271a (Figure 5.7) accommodates a total of 100
cells of which 72 are taken by the illustration making its area 72% of the text frame
area. The detached sheet (Figure 5.8) however is designed to create 180 cells of
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which 66 are taken by the illustration. This means that, while the first illustration
occupies 72% of the available space on a text frame, the second illustration only
takes up roughly 37% of the text frame area. In other words, despite the fact
that the portrait example occupies twice as much area as the landscape one, in
relative terms, this model only sees the difference as 6 half-lines between the two
schemes – regardless of the cost.

5.1.2 Illustration shape
The shape of the illustration contour also impacts the illustration distribution.
There are various reasons for an illustration to assume a range of contour forms.
This study suggests that some illustrations demonstrate a close affinity between
illustration content and illustration contour. We find that manuscript illustrations
display three distinct categories of shapes: rectangular, stepped, and irregular.
All three categories manifest themselves in two varieties. Either the illustration
is bound within the borders of the text frame or there is a tendency for a spillage
into the marginal spaces. Marginal space is defined here as the space outside the
limits of the text frame layout.
Assuming a constant width, depending on the height of the text frame,
a rectangular contour may be either in landscape or portrait orientations. The
two examples (Figures 5.7 and 5.8) are selected to demonstrate the effect of
orientation on the overall design of the manuscript. The first example (Figure
5.7) is from folio 271a in a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. 73-1
kept at Rezā Abbāsī Museum. In this illustration, the height is larger than the
width, making it a portrait orientation. This is conducive to illustrations whose
contents require a greater height. The second example (Figure 5.8) comes from
a framed detached sheet belonging to a dispersed manuscript also known as the
“second small” Shāhnāma. This sheet too, is currently part of the Rezā Abbāsī
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collection with the shelf mark Ms. 601. Unlike the first example, this type of
rectangular contour is conducive to illustrations that require greater width.
It is obvious that within the same manuscript, landscape illustrations displace
fewer lines of text. Thus, as far as the model is concerned, portrait illustrations
are always larger than the landscape ones within any given manuscript. That is,
in any given manuscript, portrait illustrations displace more text than landscape
illustrations. There is no evidence to suggest that the orientation of an illustration
can be predicted by a computational model based on the textual content.
The model here is not expected to make an informed suggestion about the
orientation of illustration based on the content. Instead, it has to be informed
about how many half-lines are to be displaced as a result of illustration placement
because it needs to make necessary adjustment in suggesting the physical location
of the next illustration in the document.
In the case of the Shāhnāma manuscripts, at some stage during the manuscript
production, illustrators might have been given a scribed folio on which an empty
space is allocated for an illustration. Here are two examples (figures 5.9 and
5.10) of the types of folios an illustrator may receive from the scribe to illustrate.
The first example (Figure 5.9) is from an anthology that contains the Shāhnāma
at the centre frame and the Khamsa of Nizāmī in two frames wrapped around the
centre frame. This manuscript is kept at John Rylands Library in Manchester
with the shelf mark Ryl Pers 9. In this example the illustration area is well
defined using the ruled borders. The second example (Figure 5.10) is a folio
from another Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Browne V 69 (14) kept
at the Cambridge University Library in Cambridge, UK.
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Unlike the first example, where the illustration area seems to be rigid, the
second example seems to offer a certain degree of freedom to the illustrator to
manoeuvre around the written cells. The data gathered from numerous unfinished
manuscripts suggest that the scribe has to write on the folio first and leave a blank
space for the illustrator to paint in. There is no evidence of cases where the
illustrator paints an image before the scribe fills in the written text. It is therefore
safe to assume that the illustrator receives a folio in one of the two forms presented
in Figures 5.9 and 5.10: either ruled borders exist or the folio is not ruled.
There are two possible ways in which the size and contour of an illustration
can be agreed upon. The first way is for the painter to inform the scribe about
the size and contour intended for the illustration. This also applies to the cases
where the scribe and the painter are the same person. The second way is when
the decision about the size and contour is made by a person other than the painter.
In such cases, it is plausible that the size and contour of illustrations are part of
a series of design parameters that are kept constant throughout the manuscript.
Examples of these will be presented when layout is discussed.
One reason for this study to avoid predicting illustration size is because
there is evidence to show that illustrators have the propensity to assert changes
after a space is provided for them. The following examples illustrate this point.
Illustrators do not always celebrate the amount of space given to them by
manuscript designers. In the absence of an input from an illustrator, the designer
of the manuscript may perceive a space to be adequate for an illustration.
However, when the illustrator receives the folio, the space may not be enough for
the kind of content planned for depiction. In this case, there is a certain level of
frustration that is displayed by the illustrator. The side effect of this frustration is
observed in some of the cases where the boundaries of the illustration are pushed
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beyond the text frame border. This extension into the marginal spaces can be in
a uniform way where the rectangular contour is maintained. Here, there are two
examples (Figures 5.11 and 5.12) where the illustrator is clearly feeling boxed in
and decides to spill over to the marginal space. These examples come from folios
72b and 129b in a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. Or. fol. 4255
kept at Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin. Folio 129b (Figure
5.11) only has one illustration. In each case the bottom edge of the allocated
space for illustration touches the bottom edge of the text frame. This has
allowed the illustrator to exercise the freedom to spill over to the bottom margin.
However, there are three illustrations on folio 72b (Figure 5.12). The top two
illustration spaces are restricted by the surrounding written text. However, the
bottom illustration seems to be a case where the frustration of the illustrator has
spilled over. Among 87 illustrations inserted in this manuscript, there are only 5
that display such extensions into marginal spaces. It is therefore hard to imagine
that the designers originally meant to spill over the text frame borders.
Such a display of frustration becomes more obvious in cases where the
rectangular contour of the illustration – observed within the text frame – is not
maintained in the marginal extensions. The two folios (figures 5.13 and 5.14)
are examples of allocating inadequate space for illustrations. These illustrations
come from folios 147a (Figure 5.13) and 149a (Figure 5.14) in a Shāhnāma
manuscript with the shelf mark Ryl Pers 909, kept at John Ryland Library. These
two folios epitomise the constant protest of the illustrators at the lack of adequate
space for illustration. In fact, this manuscript alone manifests this by constant
irregular invasions into the marginal spaces. Sometimes the extensions are
tasteful and pleasant and sometimes they lack visual aesthetic attraction.
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It is not unusual to come across examples where the illustrator and the scribe
both seem to have come to a consensus about this lack of adequate space. In
these cases, it seems that the artist has incorporated the extensions as part of the
design rationale. That is, the extension into the margins is a visual property that
is observed throughout the manuscript. It seems that the scribe has left some
space within the borders of the text frame in such a way that the illustrator can
exercise a free hand to extend the boundaries of the painting into margins. The
following two illustrations come from folios 191a (Figure 5.15) and 240a (Figure
5.16) in a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. Or. fol. 3380 kept at
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin. These two are examples of
how this tactic is repeated with a high frequency throughout the manuscript.
This design policy may also be implemented using irregular contours in the
regions outside the text frame. In other words, extensions into marginal spaces
do not necessarily have to obey a rectangular or stepped contour. There are
numerous examples where the contour pattern is random and irregular outside the
borders of the text frame. However, all these examples follow a common theme:
they follow a predetermined design policy and therefore appear to be carefully
planned by manuscript designers. They are not isolated cases of visual explosions
that could not fit the allocated space within the text frame. Such design policy is
most likely intended to enforce the visual effect of the illustration.
By way of example, it is fitting to visit two such folios from the celebrated
work of Shāh Tahmāsp Shāhnāma (figures 5.17 and 5.18). The two illustrations
chosen here come from detached folios 143a (Figure 5.17) and 229b (Figure
5.18), which are now kept as part of the collection of Iranian Contemporary Arts
Museum in Tehran. As can be seen from both examples, irregular extensions are
also subjective design features. Extensions in general cannot be attributed to the
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narrative content. They are subjective decisions made by the artists.
The final form of contour to discuss in this thesis is the stepped contour.
There is a particular interest in stepped contours as they display a variety of
functions in the overall design with respect to the illustration placement policy.
It must be emphasised again that the model being developed in this thesis pays
particular attention to what happens within the borders of the text frame. That is
because it is within the text frame borders that the illustrations tend to displace
written half-lines. What happens outside the text frame border has little or no
bearing on illustration distribution. Therefore, the focus of attention here is
directed to the contour of illustrations within the limits of the text frame.

5.1.2.1 Stepped contours
As discussed previously, the text frame is normally designed to fit a certain
number of written half-lines. Once the size of an illustration is decided upon,
the written lines are pushed back to free up some cells for the illustration. These
half-lines can be pushed back in a variety of different ways. Depending on the
purposes, different forms of contours can be achieved. Let us demonstrate this
with an example where the total number of half-lines displaced on a folio face
has remained constant across different folios. Here, while all folios belong to the
same manuscript, different illustrations have different contours. The following
examples (Figures 5.19 and 5.20) come from another celebrated dispersed
manuscript, the Great Mongol Shāhnāma. The first example (Figure 5.19)
is on the reconstructed folio number 12a currently kept as part of the Sackler
Gallery of Art collection in Washington. The other illustration (Figure 5.20) is
on the reconstructed folio number 195b currently kept as part of the Rezā Abbāsī
Museum in Tehran.
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Both of these illustrations have caused 108 half-lines to be displaced.
However, folio 12a has a rectangular contour while folio 195b has a stepped
contour. The height of the illustration on folio 12a is equal to 18 rows of text
within the text frame. The height of the illustration on folio 195b, on the other
hand, varies from a minimum of 16 rows on the sides to a maximum of 22 rows
of text at the centre of the frame. In other words, while the relative area of the
illustration is constant in both illustrations, folio 195b has a larger maximum
visual height.
Although these illustrations possess different shapes, the model in this study
considers them to have the same effect on the half-line displacement. As can be
seen from all of the examples explored so far, the content of the narrative does
not govern the contour of illustrations. There is, on the other hand, evidence to
show that there are cases where the effect of the illustration content is emphasised
using the contours. But there is no evidence to show that narrative content – or
illustration content for that matter – restricts the contour to a specific form.
For instance, in the current illustration corpus, there are 137 cases where the
scene of “Rustam stabbing the white dīv” is depicted. The contour and size of
illustrations vary throughout the 137 cases. It is very rare to find identical size
and contour between two illustrations. It is difficult therefore to assert that the
content of the narrative dictates a specific shape and form for an illustration.
There are cases, however, where the illustration content is better served through
specific contour forms.
Illustration contours are affected by various factors. One very important
factor is the visual design of the manuscript. This will be taken up again in the
next section. However, there are various cases where an illustration capitalises
on special compositional features – relating to the illustration content – to create a
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visual effect that highlights certain aspects of the illustration content. Three types
of such effects will be presented through examples here.
The first effect that is accentuated by the contour is the sense of vertical depth.
In the following example (Figure 5.21) an illustration is taken from folio 117a of
the Ms. Or. fol. 4255 Shāhnāma at Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz. It
depicts the scene where Rustam pulls Bīzhan out of the well. There are clearly
two visual segments in the content of the painting: the well which is a space
under the ground and the area around the opening of the well which is above the
ground. In this case, an inward intrusion into the illustration forms the ground
line below which is the space in the well and above which is over the ground.
Comparing this illustration with another one depicting exactly the same scene
shows how the contour is not necessarily constrained by the narrative content.
The second illustration (Figure 5.22) comes from Ms. 4361 kept at the Iranian
National Museum. Clearly in the second example, the illustrator has opted for a
rectangular contour form.
It is very likely that manuscript designers and illustrators copy some
forms previously encountered in other manuscripts. It is also plausible that the
same painter might repeat the same visual effect over and over again in other
illustrations. For instance, the stepped contour displayed in Figure 5.21 is very
similar to the contour of an illustration from folio 187b Ms. 2245 (Figure 5.23)
kept at Gulistan Museum. This striking similarity does not necessarily mean that
one has copied the contour from the other. It does however emphasise that the
stepped contour has been used to create a sense of vertical depth in illustrations.
The more it occurs, the more it impacts our propensity to interpret the indentation
as the visual demarcation of “what is above” and “what is below”. Both these
cases of stepped contours are clever uses of illustration area. In effect, both these
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stepped illustrations have managed to fit more half-lines on the folio surface by
narrowing parts of the illustration – replacing the rectangular contour form.
Illustration contours can also create the effect of height. The following
two examples (figures 5.24 and 5.25) are chosen from folios 32b and 37a of a
Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark Ms. 1946 kept at Gulistan Museum.
Both these examples display stepped contours. However, one clearly emphasises
the visual effect of mountains (Figure 5.24). The other accentuates the height of
the fort (Figure 5.25). However, the presence of the mountain and building is not a
sufficient motive for stepped contours. In both of these cases, there are activities
that are taking place at the height. The first illustration (Figure 5.24) is the
depiction of Sām visiting mount Damāvand in search of his abandoned son Zāl.
While Sām and his army search for Zāl at the foot of the mountain, Sīmurgh and
Zāl are depicted at the summit of mount Damāvand. The stepped contour directs
the attention of the viewer from the ground level to the top of the mountain and
back to the ground again in a progressive manner.
The second illustration (Figure 5.25) too depicts activity at the height. Here
the scene of Zāl’s visit to the castle of Rūdāba is depicted. This celebrated scene
depicts Rūdāba at the top of the castle. Zāl is depicted at the foot of the wall
trying to find a way to climb to the top. In this case too, the stepped contour
directs the viewer to the presence of Rūdāba on top of the castle and back to
the standing Zāl at the foot of the castle. This clever use of contour assists the
viewer in scanning the image for relevant visual information. The similarity of
the two illustration contours is striking. This evidence suggests that the illustrator
was fully aware of the impact of contour on the visual scanning behaviour of
the reader. In fact, the painter seems to have applied this principle consistently
between these two illustrations. For instance, despite the fact that the illustration
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on folio 32b (Figure 5.24) has three steps, while the one on folio 37a (Figure
5.25) only has two steps, the visual effect served by the middle step is created in
5.25 by the contour of the brick structure and the top of the arch structure within
the image itself. In a sense, while the external contour only has two steps, an
internal contour with three steps serves the smooth progression from ground level
to the top of the castle.
While the previous two examples show cases where the illustration contour
directs the attention to certain activities within the illustration, there are also cases
where the attention is directed to individual actors that are of central importance
to the illustration content. For instance, on folio 11a of Ms. 1946 (Figure 5.26),
the contour directs the attention to Zuhhāk who is seated on his throne. Similarly,
in the illustration on the folio reconstructed by Brian as folio 38 (Figure 5.27)
in the Great Mongol Shāhnāma, the stepped contour directs the attention to the
talking tree, with whom Iskandar holds a discourse. In both these cases, the
centre of attention is not the event but the actors involved in the event. Here
again, the attention is directed from both sides to the centre top of the illustration
where the talking tree’s most important feature is depicted – the personifying
heads mounted on its branches.
All of the above cases – of stepped contours – display a desire to create a
visual effect in illustrations. It is very difficult to associate this stepped feature
with specific passages in the written narrative, because there are numerous other
illustrations that depict identical scenes in different contour forms. As is the
case above, various explanations may be provided to explain the way in which a
contour creates these visual effects. However, incorporating these rationales into
the model as determinant factors for illustration placement needs further solid
evidence to show that there is an empirical method to suggest contour shapes
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based on written narrative. So far, there is a great deal of heuristic evidence for
contour. These heuristics link the contour to illustration content only. Illustration
shape cannot be linked to a stretch of lines in the discourse. Therefore, the model
in this study will ignore contour, and needs only to be informed about the number
of half-lines displaced as a whole.

5.2 Visual form in manuscripts
Regardless of any attempt to study text illustration as an isolated
phenomenon, the end product of illustration will have to be placed in the
context of the visual presentation in a document. Intellectual activities have
a long history, and manuscript production can be considered as one of the most
important components in preserving an intellectual tradition. The producers
of manuscripts are members of a visual culture whose ability to add a visual
dimension to the text has shaped the mind of the literate community. They have
triumphed over pure verbalism by transforming the way in which the content of
written text is perceived. In doing so, they have a monopoly over the presentation
of knowledge. This monopoly dictates the rules of engagement in reading and
producing documents.
As the laws of spreading the words on the surfaces of manuscripts became
increasingly canonized, the industry of knowledge and information dissemination
became more regulated. This enterprise of shaping the flow of the written word
instils a sense of anticipation in the reader, which in turn provides structured
experiences for discerning visual reality on the page. Manuscript layout was as
influential on the literate culture during the pre-print era as typography became
in the age of print technology. The overall consistency in the visual form of
manuscripts induced a homogeneous effect on the literate community. This can
be observed in the collective mass of existing manuscript traditions. A survey of
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western, Arabic, Persian, and Turkish manuscripts carried out as part of this study
reveals that the canons of book design are almost universally applied regardless
of where they were produced and when (Mahdavi 2003). It is as if they were all
designed by the same hands with the same design principles in mind.
The visual information in a manuscript is conveyed through the folio surface.
Effectively, every time a reader flips a folio, a double page spread is encountered.
In fact, a reader can only view the manuscript content one double spread at a
time (in other words, the double spread is the maximum exposure level to the
content of a manuscript at any time). Nonetheless, the consistent use of the
visual conventions helps the reader to see the folio face in the greater context of
the manuscript as part of a continuous piece. However, the interaction between
words and images happens at a folio face level.
It is the visual information received from the folio that is constantly
interpreted. In this model, only those visual aspects that affect the interaction of
illustration content and manuscript content are investigated. There are two sets
of visual information that are communicated on the manuscript folio: the visual
information related to the written narrative, and the visual information relates to
the extra-textual graphic elements; that is, the non-written material.

5.2.1 The visual form of the written words
Conceptually the written narrative is a long string of text. However, the
visual realisation of the words requires a two dimensional plane. While the
words themselves do not have size, shape, or colour, their surface realisation does
possess all of these features. When words are memorised or recited orally, they
do not have a visible form; hence these visual properties do not apply to them.
However, on the surface of a folio, they occupy an area. This area is perceived as a
two dimensional surface. On a two dimensional surface, the words of a narrative
Doctoral Dissertation
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can be presented in a variety of ways.
The simplest form to present a written narrative is to create a very long chain
of words representing the sequence of words in a narrative. If one were to read the
entire narrative on a single line, the end result will be a long tape on which words
appear next to each other. For practical reasons, this long tape can be broken
down to equal segments and pasted one below another in a single column of lines
of words creating a long scroll. Advancements in manuscript technology have
enabled the manuscript producers to divide the scroll into folios; hence, creating
a codex. Unlike a scroll, the content of a codex can be accessed randomly. In
other words, to see the 2000th line in a scroll one must scroll through the first
1999 lines, while in a codex one does not necessarily have to flip every folio to
reach the 2000th line. Instead one can go directly to the folio on which the 2000th
line is written.
Although a codex breaks the long chain of words into smaller lengths to fit
the width of the manuscript folio, the linear progression of narrative must not be
disturbed. Any discontinuity or irregularity in visual flow of the surface form
causes a rupture in the linear progression of the narrative. The written words of
the narrative take a visual form that may vary from one manuscript to another.
When emphasis is put on the aesthetics, visual elements too are co-ordinated
in such a way that they create a harmonious balance between them. In fact,
manuscripts owe their aesthetic beaty to the harmonious co-ordination of visual
elements. On the other hand, some manuscript designers place the emphasis on
preserving the text rather than aesthetic of presentation. In these cases, beauty
becomes secondary to capturing the correct text.
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Narratives have semantic substructures that group the words into logical
categories. Every time a new structure is added to the content of a manuscript, the
visual presentation would have to adopt more complex ways to display a visual
cohesion between related substructures. It must also prevent visual interference
between these semantic substructures. For instance, in modern prints, formation
of lines, paragraphs, sections, chapters, and parts are all represented in a visual
form to inform the reader of the demarcation between each of these categories.
The visual structure of the document, with respect to illustration, functions in
two ways. Illustrations create visual ruptures in the flow of text. Secondly, the
position of an illustration facilities the comprehension of the semantic relations
between the image and text.
The visual grouping in manuscripts happens in two ways. The first way is
to capitalise on the inherent properties of the visual elements to group them into
visual chunks. In the case of written elements, the inherent visual properties are
the style of calligraphy, size of the pen, and colour of the ink. The second way
is when extra-external elements are introduced to visually demarcate stretches of
text. For instance, lines, borders, decorations, and the use of spacing are other
elements that can achieve similar visual effects.
In poetic forms, unless the boundaries of lines and half-lines are demarcated
visually, a novice reader may not be able to correctly identify the poetic form.
Similarly, a mixed mode of prose and poetry can benefit from visual conventions
to demarcate the boundaries between the two forms. Manuscript designers have
used two to achieve such visual demarcations between segments of the narrative;
i.e. visual conventions and verbal tags. The following example shows the
effective use of the visual properties such as size, style and colour. This example
(Figure 5.28) comes from folio 134a of an Abridged Shāhnāma with shelf mark
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I. O. Islamic 1798 kept at the British Library. This excerpt is a sample page from
the glossary section of the manuscript. Here, a combination of calligraphic style,
pen size, and ink colour is used to group the text into logical subparts.
The original folio uses red ink only, however, for the purposes of demonstration,
the top half of a black and white photocopy of this page is coloured in various
colours. In this glossary, words are categorised alphabetically according to their
starting letters. The category heading is written in naskh (a style of calligraphy)
and in red ink. In this example, the category heading is originally coloured in red
to show this visual effect. In this case, the heading indicates (Figure 5.29) the
categories starting with letter “G”. The same style of calligraphy (i.e. naskh) is
also applied to the entries (Figure 5.30). In addition to the red ink, term entries are
also visibly smaller than the category headings. However, for current purposes,
each entry term is now painted blue to give a visual sample of term entries. For
every entry, verbal tags such as Awwal (‘first’) and Duvvum (‘second’) (Figure
5.31), and so on, are used to enumerate the senses of the term. These verbal tags
are written in the same style – which is called shikasta, meaning broken – and
in the same colour as the definition text stretch. However, a non-verbal symbol
– that looks like a bar – is placed on top of the number to indicate that the number
is not part of the main text. Here, to highlight this combination of verbal tags and
symbolic markers both are painted in yellow.
In this example, a verbal tag alone, originally in red, is used to mark the
beginning of a sample extracted from the text of the Shāhnāma. Here (Figure
5.32), the combination of a verbal tag, which reads ‘wa lahu’ (meaning ‘and
for it’, or ‘it has’ in Arabic), and a distinctive red colour are used to visually
demarcate between an example of the term usage and the text of the gloss. As can
be seen here, like the tags for demarcating the senses, the style of calligraphy is
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still shikasta. It is only the colour that changes. Although the original text uses
red ink for this tag, this tag is painted pink here, to distinguish it from other verbal
tags. One last form of visual grouping that is used in this example is the use of
non-verbal symbols (Figure 5.33) to demarcate the half-line (misra) boundary in
a line of poetry (bayt). This non-verbal symbol, which looks like three inverted
commas, signals the end of the first half-line and the beginning of the second half.
This symbol too is originally marked in red ink so that a visual distinction can be
made from other verbal elements on the page. Again for demonstration purposes,
the colour of this symbol is changed to green to highlight the use of symbols as
visual markers.
As can be seen in the example above (Figure 5.28), in the bottom half of the
image, where verbal and non-verbal tags are converted into grey scale, it is rather
difficult to distinguish visually between various components. However, a simple
use of writing style, colour, size, and some non-verbal symbols has transformed
visually what seems to be a normal run of lines into easily identifiable subparts.
This particular example is drawn from a lexicon. The genre of lexicon has a
structure which is very different from that of the general narrative. Nevertheless,
this technique can also be applied to other genres of narrative including the epic
narrative of the Shāhnāma.
It is important to note here that some of these visual elements such as
the verbal tags and the non-verbal symbols are extra-textual. That is, these
components are not part of the main composition. As the level of design
sophistication increases in a manuscript, these conventions begin to give way
to the use of purely visual factors to group the written narrative. These purely
visual factors can be a combination of the visual characteristics of the written
words such as size, style, and colour, visual arrangements of words, alignment
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of passages, and finally inserting gaps between stretches of text. The use of pure
visual factors eliminates the extra-textual components that require interpretation;
hence, reducing the risks associated with interfering with the original text. For
instance, in the above example, the use of three inverted commas to demarcate
the half-line may not always be interpreted correctly. And if there are too many
extra-textual elements throughout the manuscript, the reader will have to always
remember what each of them stands for. By contrast, inserting a visual gap
eliminates the interpretative aspects peculiar to extra-textual signs. It relies on
visual perception to organise text chunks. The conventions for visual grouping
vary from one manuscript to another. However, the principle of applying these
conventions is similar in all manuscripts.
A few samples are chosen here to demonstrate this transition from
a combination of verbal tags and non-verbal symbols to resorting to the more
inherent visual characteristics of the manuscript components in order to group the
content. These samples are all chosen from the abridged version of the Shāhnāma,
otherwise know as Tārīkh-i Shamshīrkhānī. This work provides a summarised
version of the Shāhnāma, in which the summaries are in prose, juxtaposed with
a large amount of selected poetic lines of the Shāhnāma interspersed throughout
the work. The literary structure of this work mixes stretches of prose with poetry.
It provides an interesting example to demonstrate how visual demarcation is used
to group the stretches of the text that form a unified unit.
The first sample is a folio from Additional 5619 (Figures 5.34 and 5.35),
kept at the British Library. This page too is written in a uniform style of
calligraphy. However, verbal tags such as Bayt (poetic line) and Qat’a (piece)
are used along side the non-verbal symbol, which looks like four diacritic dots.
Although the calligraphic style does not change, red ink is used to visually mark
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these tags (Figure 5.35). A close examination of the manuscript reveals that these
elements may have been added to the manuscript at some later point in time. The
calligrapher who scribed the manuscript only left small visible gaps to signal the
end of one form and the start of the other. It seems that the non-verbal symbol,
whose primary role is to fill the gap between two half-lines, has not been part
of the original design of the manuscript as there is a clear sign that the four-dot
symbol often does not fit in the gap. It is sometimes placed slightly above the text
baseline, presumably because the gap was not big enough. However, compared
to the grey scale image, the use of red ink combined with the verbal tags and
symbols shows an immediate improvement in the visual demarcation.
Sample two (figures 5.36 and 5.37), which comes from a folio in manuscript
Additional 6611 at the British Library, combines verbal tags to signal the mode
switch. This sample too uses symbols to fill the gap between half-lines. In this
example, there is an additional symbol that signifies the names of significant
characters in the Shāhnāma. In addition to the extra-textual verbal tags such
as nazm (poetry), section headings are also inserted directly into the text. The
section headings too are written in red ink (Figure 5.37). It has to be noted that
section headings are not always extra-textual. Some section headings are, in fact,
placed by the author. However, there is no indication as to which of these section
headings have been introduced into the narrative at later stages of copying by
scribes other than the original author.
The third sample (Figure 5.38) comes from a folio in manuscript I. O.
Islamic kept at the British Library. As can be seen in this sample, none of the
techniques above are used. The text is uniformly written. There is no verbal
or symbolic marker here to signal a change in the mode of writing. Instead,
spacing and alignment are used to group the two modes of narrative together.
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The prose segments in this example are continuous runs of text. Every time the
poetic passages are encountered in the narrative, the half-lines are realigned to
form two parallel columns of written half-lines. Two columns of half-lines are
spaced using a void gap. However, there are also auxiliary ruled lines that form a
visual gutter between two columns of text. This very simple alignment technique
has eliminated the need for the use of the verbal tags seen in the previous two
examples of the same work. The insertion of gaps between half-lines creates
a visual pause, which was achieved using symbols in the previous examples.
Therefore, rearrangement of written components has achieved the intended goal
of grouping related passages using purely visual factors.

5.2.2 Manuscript layout
As mentioned above, one way to achieve segmentation of the document is
to adjust the visual properties of the written words such as style, size, and colour.
Calligraphic form is one way to enhance the visual aesthetics of the written
word. Depending on the function and visual appeal, different parts of the written
narrative can be presented in various calligraphic styles. The visual properties
of calligraphy, such as pen size and ink colour, affect the way stretches of text
are interpreted. They also allow for visual components to be grouped together to
form single units.
These types of groupings function like signposts to tell the readers that until
they encounter the next sign, they should treat the following stretch of words as
similar. The similarity is therefore circumscribed by the signposts such as the
verbal tags and symbols. However, it was demonstrated in the last section that it
is feasible to remove these explicit signposts along stretches of text and replace
them with visual interruptions using spaces or solid lines. Rearrangement of
word stretches guides the eyes of the reader through the flow of the text. Every
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time there is a rupture in the visual flow, the reader is signalled to expect a change
in semantic interpretation or the property of the word span. This is the essence
of layout design in medieval manuscripts. It is a leap into allowing further
coordination between aesthetic elements. However, if these elements are not
used carefully, they may interfere with the way the narrative is intended to be
comprehended.
Visual design capitalises on the visual perception of the reader as well as
the visual properties of the document elements. Humans tend to perceive the
visual signals in a very structured way. Psychologically, the interpretation of the
visual signals is governed by a series of principles. These principles are known
as the Gestalt principles.2 In the context of the Persian manuscripts, the success
of design in illustrated manuscripts depends greatly on how the reader perceives
the finished work. This section will suggest that the success of illustration
comprehension3 depends solely on how various design devices contribute to
the overall presentation of illustrations in the context of the surrounding text.
Manuscript layout, in other words, plays the primary role of ensuring that the
illustrations are perceived in their correct context.
The principles discussed here are now considered to be classical psychology
(Ellis 1938). However, examples are chosen from copies of illustrated Shāhnāma
to demonstrate the use of these principles in the context of Persian manuscripts.
The common theme in all these examples is the way in which humans make sense
of the environment using perception. We rarely see our environment as a senseless
arrangement of things. The mind is constantly active to find a meaningful
relationship to attach to the things we see in our visual field. In the manuscript
environment, perceived relationships can exist between words, geometric shapes,
and the visual properties of various elements. It will be demonstrated in this
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section that every layout element is used to establish an association between
the visual components on the folio surface such as geometric shapes, images,
symbols, words, and spaces. In other words, association relationships are used
to group these elements together. Psychologically, among other principles, we
tend to perceive group association through principles of proximity, similarity,
common region, connectedness, continuation, and closure. These principles will
be discussed in the context of Shāhnāma manuscripts.

5.2.2.1 Proximity
This principle maintains that the smaller the gap between stimuli, the more
likely those stimuli are to be seen as belonging together in some sense. The
gap can be spatial or temporal. This principle is observed in several types of
groupings in Persian manuscripts. The most prominent example is the grouping
of words to form columns. The following example (Figure 5.39) is from folio
6a of a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark C1654 kept at the Institute
of Oriental Studies at St. Petersburg. This folio comes from the foreword of
the manuscript which depicts the story of Firdausī, the author of the Shāhnāma,
meeting the poets at the court of Sultān Mahmūd. The first two lines of the folio
contain a sequence of half-lines. The space that demarcates the end of one halfline from beginning of the next is greater than the space between words within
the same half-line. This guides the reader to interpret the words of the half-line
to belong together.
Another prominent use of this principle is in placing an illustration in the
context of the surrounding text. There are two notions of proximity at work
when illustrations are placed next to the stretches of text. The first notion is
the sense of space. Spatially, the closer an illustration is to the stretch of text it
tends to depict, the stronger the perception of association created in the reader.
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The second notion is sense of time. When the narrative unfolds one word at
a time,4 there is this notion of time proximity. The closer the illustration to the
sequence of events in the narrative it depicts, the more likely is the perception of
association in the reader.
In fact, these two senses of proximity are the primary connections that link
an illustration to the narrative in illustrated manuscripts. This is especially true
when illustrations are uncaptioned. The only aid to assist a reader with illustration
identification is the sense of proximity to the narrative text induced in the reader.
When this principle is applied consistently throughout the illustrated manuscript
tradition, the literate culture is programmed to anticipate a connection between
an illustration and the narrative words in its proximity. The data collected for
this study place a vast majority of illustrations in the context of text stretches
that are visually on the same plane; i.e. the same folio surface. A large number
of illustrations display physical adjacency between the illustration and the
surrounding half-lines.
For example, in the following two illustrations (figures 5.40 and 5.41),
a man is grappling with a daemon. The immediate sense of anticipation forces
the eye to search for the nearest line that describes this grapple. It is expected
that the illustration and the narrative passages occur in close proximity. The
first illustration (Figure 5.40) comes from folio 72a of a Shāhnāma manuscript
with the shelf mark Ms. 1096 kept at the Library of the Parliament of the
Islamic Republic of Iran in Tehran. In this example, the line being depicted is
immediately adjacent to the illustration at the bottom right corner. The second
illustration (Figure 5.41), which comes from folio 73a of another Shāhnāma
manuscript with shelf mark Ms. 2255 kept at the Gulistan Palace Museum in
Tehran, is depicting the same event. Here, the half line being depicted is further
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away from the illustration; it is nearly 3 rows below the illustration.
In both cases, the half-line being depicted is not complete on its own. The
half-line reads, “he [Rustam] planted the dagger in his [daemon’s] side and pulled
his [daemon’s] liver out of his [daemon’s] chest.” The information about the
identity of the warrior and white beast comes from a series of passages in the
surrounding proximity of the illustration. Otherwise, the half-line being depicted
does not contain explicit information about the content of the illustration.
Therefore, the closest semantic link between the illustration and the narrative
is revealed through the depicted half-line because it contains the event being
described. The notion of temporal proximity of the illustration can be expressed
in terms of the real time of the reader. The reader is exposed to the illustration
content as soon as the folio is opened. However, the line containing the depicted
event is not read for some time. Therefore, spatial and temporal proximities
facilitate the correct semantic link both with the text and the illustration.
This experience is not always serendipitous in all manuscripts.

The

following example (Figure 5.42) is when the content of the illustration cannot be
linked to the stretches of text in the visual proximity. In fact, the content of this
illustration cannot be linked to any stretch of lines in the narrative for a long way
in either direction. The illustration is on folio 275b of a Shāhnāma manuscript
with the shelf mark Per 869 kept at John Ryland Library in Manchester. The red
section heading which is attached to the top of the illustration reads, “feat two:
the battle of Isfandīyār with the lion.” However, there is no lion depicted in the
image. The illustration depicts a warrior who has fallen off his horse. Another
warrior is standing over him mounted on his horse. The temporal proximity
places this illustration at a time when the reader is reading about Isfandīyār
embarking on his second feat, when he fights a lion and kills it. The stretch of
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text, for hundreds of lines in either direction, does not include any scene where
two warriors can be found in the depicted arrangement. There are two ways to
interpret this illustration. The first interpretation would be to suggest that the
illustration belongs to another area in the text and was mistakenly placed here.
This suggestion fits the strength of the proximity principle for discerning the
content of illustrations. The second reading would be to suggest that the artist
simply did not understand the episode correctly and has depicted a different
interpretation of the text. This suggestion too supports the proximity principle
because it is suggesting that the surrounding context would have had to be used
for depiction and only misinterpretation could lead to the wrong content. The key
element in this illustration is the absence of a lion. The absence of a key actor in
the action renders the illustration content irrevocably ambiguous.
The following illustration (Figure 5.43) from the same manuscript depicts
one warrior captured by another and being led by chain. This illustration occurs
in the temporal proximity of Rustam’s battle with Isfandīyār. The occurrence
of the names Isfandīyār and Rustam in the proximity of the illustration provides
the visual cues to anchor the two main warriors to be Rustam and Isfandīyār5.
However, the illustration that suggests that some kind of chaining takes place in
the story at this point. In the absence of such strong links based on the proximity
principle, the content of these two illustrations are deemed either incorrect, or
ambiguous. The emphasis in this study is therefore placed on the principle of
proximity as the chief visual link between the illustration and the narrative.
Subsequent analysis is designed around this principle; hence the three types
of address for referring to the location of an illustration in a manuscript. Thus,
the trends in illustration placement are measured against the backdrop of the
proximity principle as the guiding force which leads the reader to the correct
semantic link between illustrations and the narrative.
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As mentioned in the opening of this chapter, suggesting an event for depiction
is not enough to compute the physical location of the illustration. Depending
on the size of the illustration and the visual location of the cut-off line, it may
not be possible to fit both – the illustration and its critical line – on the same
folio. Unless the position of the critical line is realigned, the visual realisation
of the proximity principle becomes impossible to implement. Therefore, either
the illustration has to be placed on the next folio causing a visual distace, or the
illustration might have to be eliminated all together.
There is substantial evidence to show that the proximity of illustration to the
depicted event is carefully planned by manuscript designers. The overwhelming
evidence comes from techniques used to align text spans with illustrations.
Realignment of text happens in various ways, the majority of which involve
occupying more space prior to an illustration. Filling extra spaces ensures the
correct position of the illustration – the physical address of the illustration – on
the folio surface. It is difficult to establish whether tampering with the narrative
content is used as a technique for managing the spacing in such a way that
illustrations coincide with the correct line span. In other words, it is difficult to
examine whether scribes delete, insert, and rearrange half-lines intentionally so
as to ensure the correct placement of the illustrations. However, the practice of
text preservation suggests that tampering with manuscript content is not used as a
standard realignment technique.
There are two significant ways in which scribes tend to displace stretches of
lines to achieve the correct positioning of the illustrations. The more prominent
of the two ways is to write the text on slant paths rather than horizontal rows.
By rotating the run of text, a half-line that normally takes one cell on the text
frame can sometimes occupy up to four cells. This means the scribe is able to
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displace three additional cells by simply writing a half-line diagonally. The first
example here (Figure 5.44) comes from a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf
mark Corpus Or.202 kept at the Cambridge University Library. In this example,
the half-lines of one row are written on the diagonals of the rectangular areas that
are four rows tall. This text rotation has effectively displaced 12 additional cells
(three additional rows).
In areas where a large number of half-lines would have to be written in
slant orientations, manuscript designers tend to capitalise on the opportunity to
create a motif to enhance the aesthetics of the page. Sometimes, the book artists
add additional decoration to the page to fill in the empty spaces created by this
technique. Decorative elements act in two ways. In addition to filling the large
spaces created by slant lines, the decorations guide the reader through the correct
flow of the written lines. The following two examples (figures 5.45 and 5.46)
come from the celebrated work of Shāh Tahmāsp Shāhnāma. These two folios
provide examples of various motifs that can be achieved in manuscripts.
The second technique used by scribes to displace short stretches of narrative
lines is to insert or remove section heading boxes. Section heading frames are
designed with a preset number of rows and columns in a manuscript. Every time
a section heading is inserted into a folio, a number of half-lines are displaced to
accommodate it. The level of variation in section headings amongst Shāhnāma
manuscripts, in terms of their number and their content, suggests that there
is a degree of arbitrariness in capturing the section headings in manuscripts.
However, the design of the frame for section headings remains consistent within a
manuscript. In other words, all section headings in a manuscript tend to occupy
the same number of cells. Therefore, inserting new section headings or deleting
some assists the text alignments. However, this method can only be used for
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displacing a small number of half-lines. The use of slant lines and insertion
of extra-textual elements ensures the correct alignment of illustrations with the
desired text spans. Therefore, our distribution model can almost suggest any
depictable event in a story and yet compute a text alignment scheme. A sample
of this computation is presented for the interpolation of the Great Mongol
Shāhnāma in chapter 8.

5.2.2.2 Similarity
The principle of similarity states that things which share visual characteristics
such as shape, size, colour, texture, value or orientation are perceived as belonging
together. The grouping based on common ink colour, writing size, and style of
calligraphy has already been discussed in detail. The orientation, however, is
another very interesting similarity that manuscript designers tend to capitalise
on when trying to demarcate the text of two or more distinct literary works in an
anthology. The following manuscript is a good example of such grouping.
These illustrations (figures 5.47 and 5.48) come from folios 32a and 24b
of an anthology with the shelf mark Ms. Or. fol. 209 kept at Staatsbibliothek
Preussischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin. Here a combination of horizontal, vertical
and slant orientations, which repeat themselves in the same pattern and in the same
place on every folio, groups the textual content of the folio into compartments that
belong to different works. This type of grouping instils a sense of expectation in
the reader to look for the same type of line orientation on each folio to follow the
flow of the narrative.

5.2.2.3 Common region
According to this principle, areas that are bound by the same enclosure
are perceived to belong together. In other words, things enclosed by a closed
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path are perceived to be one unit. Some of the most popular enclosures used
in manuscript design are created using frames and borders. Occasionally, lines
are used to create visual compartmentalisation. Compartmentalisation occurs in
two major ways: grouping of text elements, and grouping of graphic elements.
In Persian manuscripts, borders and lines are used to group written elements
in various ways.

Sometimes, borders are used to group logical divisions;

for instance, to separate section headings from the main text of the narrative.
However, borders can also be used to break the main text into columns of halflines. The following two examples (figures 5.49 and 5.50) demonstrate the
impact of borders on emphasising the compartmentalisation of text regions into
smaller visual components.
The first example (Figure 5.49) is a folio from a Shāhnāma manuscript with
the shelf mark Ms. Or. fol. 189 kept at Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz
in Berlin. This folio has been ruled with a distinct pattern to create distinct visual
regions. The text frame has a double-line border format. The columns have singleline border formats. However, the gutter between the column spaces creates the
visual effect that resembles a double-line border separating the columns. In this
example, the section heading frame is one row by two columns and has a single
line border. Therefore, this folio has effectively compartmentalised the written
areas into meaningful regions.
The second example (Figure 5.50) is from another Shāhnāma in the same
collection with the shelf mark Ms. Or. fol. 4252. This folio is not ruled and
the visual impact of column division and section heading demarcation is not as
prominent as the first example. The section heading colour has added to the
perception of grouping based on colour similarity. However, the use of border
for section heading frame in the first example further emphasises the visual
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demarcation. As can be seen in the second example, the columns seem to have
a curved contour as a result of uneven half-line lengths. One of the impacts of
borders is to enforce the straight alignment of columns.
Framing has been introduced already in the cases where more than one work
appears on the folio of an anthology. Without the help of framing and borders,
identification of lines belonging to each work is extremely difficult. In addition
to the Berlin anthology introduced above, the anthology in Figure 5.51 is also an
example of two works being presented side by side on the same folio, namely
the Khamsa of Nizāmī and the Shāhnāma. This example (Figure 5.51) comes
from folio 80b of this manuscript with the shelf mark Ryl Per 9 kept at John
Ryland Library. In this manuscript, the central frame holds the Shāhnāma while
the single column that runs around the central frame is reserved for the Khamsa.
The distinct framing and bordering separates the two narratives throughout the
manuscript in a similar fashion.
With respect to illustration placement, the framing and borders are useful
to create an enclosure around the text area to which the illustration belong. This
obviously applies especially to anthologies where more than one work is written
on the same folio frames and borders, in this case, help to ensure that a Shāhnāma
image is not confussed with that of the Khamsa. This type of grouping provides a
semantic link both with the image and the text.

5.2.2.4 Connectedness
The idea of connectedness works hand in hand with the principle of common
regions. The principle of connectedness proposes that when similar regions are
arranged in uniform ways, all of the small units are perceived as one connected
unit. The subdivision of text into columns and rows is an obvious example of
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this principle. Manuscript designers use uniform spacing between rows. This
uniform spacing allows all of the half-line rows in a column to be perceived
as one column of half-lines. Similarly, arrangement of columns with uniform
spacing between them creates the perception that all columns on the folio are one
unit forming the text frame. In a sense this perception of connectedness allows
the viewer to perceive the visual components as part of one single unit. Therefore,
the arrangement of visual components on a folio in a uniformly spaced fashion
gives the perception that they are all part of the same unit. This visual technique
eliminates the need for an extra-textual tagging.

5.2.2.5 Continuity
The principle of continuity is that lines with smooth continuity are preferred
over abrupt changes of direction. This principle is constantly at work in Persian
manuscripts to signal changes. Ruptures in the flow of what seems to be
continuous columns or rows of text signal the reader to anticipate the presence
of a new element. These are elements that would have to be interpreted as
elements that have different structural integrity. For instance, breaking the flow
of visual columns of the main text by placing section heading frames signals the
demarcation of a new literary section. Similarly, disrupting the visual continuity
of properties such as colour, size, and style of writing enhances the principle of
similarity.
The continuity of elements on the folio can be disturbed by extra-textual
structures such as section headings, decoration, and illumination. However,
the discontinuity may also be caused by other elements. For instant, placement
of an illustration on the folio interrupts the flow of text columns. In this case,
the illustration divides the folio into large visual sections. Insertion of an
illustration causes a long pause in the flow of the narrative text. Such a long
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pause instils a sense of anticipation in the reader to link the illustration content
to relevant passages in the close vicinity. Illustrators can also benefit from these
interruptions to create the desired contour for the illustrations. The fact that
illustration contour directs the viewer to specific regions on the illustration has
already been discussed.
Text frames too can be used to interrupt the flow of the illustration to produce
certain visual effects. The following example (Figure 5.52) is on folio 91b of a
Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark H 1479 kept at Topkapi Saray Muzesi,
in Istanbul. This illustration depicts the moment when Rustam has rushed to
Bīzhan’s rescue. Bīzhan is imprisoned at the bottom of a well. In this illustration,
Rustam is lifting the heavy stone used to secure the mouth of the well. On this
folio a single row of text runs between the ground level where Rustam is standing
on and the underground where Bīzhan is imprisoned. This break in the continuity
of the illustration signals a change in the space.
Decorations and illuminations are other examples where the natural
continuous flow of the narrative text is interrupted for the benefit of signalling
a change to the reader. In addition to the decorative elements used for filling
the gaps created by slant lines, floral decorations in the marginal spaces of an
illustrated folio tend to interrupt the continuous feel of the page and to lift the
entire folio to a higher aesthetic level. Such uses of the decoration sometimes
signal the anticipation of an illustrated folio. The following examples (Figure
5.54) highlight the use of illuminations to signal a significant shift in the content
of the narrative. The size of illumination is irrelevant to the notion of signalling
a significant change in the narrative content. Figure 5.53, too, signals a major
landmark in the manuscript; perhaps a new chapter, or begining of a volume.
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Most manuscripts signal the beginning of the book by a large illumination
that may spread over a bi-folio. A significantly large illumination at the beginning
of the book celebrates the start of the book. However, such illuminations also
signal to the reader that in fact the manuscript is complete from that end. It is
not unusual to find old manuscripts that have been damaged badly. Usually, the
beginning and end of the manuscript take the brunt of the damage. However,
when a frontispiece or illumination is intact, it is a sign that the manuscript
has survived the damage and there are no folios missing.

The following

double-spread illumination (Figure 5.53) is extracted from folios 2b and 3a of a
Shāhnāma manuscript kept at the Institute of Oriental Studies in St. Petersburg
to demonstrate one important occasion for celebrating a new beginning in
the narrative of the Shāhnāma is the start of the book of Luhrāsp. There are
various reasons to celebrate the start of this chapter in the narrative. The reign
of Luhrāsp marks the end of the Kīyānīyān period in the history of the Persians,
which also means the definitive victory of the Iranians over the Turks after the
fall of Afrāsīyāb. It is the beginning of the establishment of a long tradition of the
official state religion, zoroastrianism. In terms of the manuscript structure, the
reign of Luhrāsp also marks the end of book two and the beginning of book three.
In fact, the beginning of Luhrāsp’s reign crosses the midpoint of the narrative of
the Shāhnāma. Therefore, it does provide the reasons for celebrating with an
illumination. Again the size of the illumination does not determine the extent of
the jubilation. The two examples in figures 5.54 and 5.55 show the placement of
the illumination as the chapter on Luhrsp is encountered. The main point which
both of these folios have in common is that the continuity of the main run of text
is interrupted by an illumination and that is a signal for a significant change. The
first folio (Figure 5.54) comes from Ms. 2245 kept at Gulistan Museum in Tehran
and the next is on folio 283b of Ms. 4361 kept at the Iranian National Museum.
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Both these illuminations coincide with the depiction of Luhrsp’s enthronement.
Therefore, when combined with the principle of proximity, continuity is one
way to interrupt the flow of the text after the cut-off event in the narrative. The
interruption of the text flow at the critical line strengthens the link between the
illustration and the critical line established by proximity.

5.2.2.6 Closure
The principle of closure applies when the mind tends to interpret complete
images even when parts of the information are missing or detached. If combined
with other principles, the application of this visual principle can provide a very
strong tool for illustrators to create a visual effect. One example of closure can
be seen in the picture introduced previously in Figure 5.52, where Bīzhan is
being rescued by Rustam. The illustration is divided into two distinct visual
frames. However, both frames are interpreted as part of the same illustration.
Similarly, when an illustration divides the text frame into two disconnected areas
of text above and below the illustration, the closure perception helps the reader to
perceive the ruptured segments to be continuous.
The most commonly practiced examples of closure are when illustrators
tend to continue to paint in the top margin even when a large number of rows of
lines separates the main part from the separated marginal section. The following
are two examples of closure used in Persian paintings. The first illustration
(Figure 5.56) is on a detached sheet with the shelf mark 129-2521 from Reza
Abbs collection in Tehran. The second example (Figure 5.57) comes from
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folio 11a of a Shāhnāma manuscript with shelf mark C 822 kept at the Institute
of Oriental Studies in St. Petersburg. In Figure 5.57, the closure is perceived
between the extensions of illustration into the left and top margins. As can be
seen in the image, the three parts of the illustration are separated by a complete
column on the left and five complete rows on the top. However, the entire painted
region is perceived as one illustration and not three.

5.2.2.7 Symmetry and Balance
Before bringing this chapter to an end, two more principles of design have to
be discussed. Similar to the Gestalt principles outlined above, these two principles
are instrumental to the understanding of the layout. These are principles of balance
and symmetry in visual design. Balancing the visual weight and distributing the
heaviness of various elements is a design principle that tends to achieve a visual
harmony. Balancing the visual component in illustrated Persian manuscripts is
achieved in two ways. These are formal balance, otherwise known as Symmetry,
and informal balance. The most common act of balancing in Persian manuscripts
occurs when stepped contours are encountered.
Previously in this chapter, contour was introduced under the heading of
illustration form. It was suggested that some contours are informed by the
content of the illustration. This was demonstrated using examples. However,
the discussion surrounding cases where contour is informed by a design rationale
rather than illustration content will be picked up here. When illustration width
covers the width of the text frame, it creates visual segments which fall above
and below the illustration. The area of each segment gives that segment a visual
weight. The way an illustration distributes the text regions into the space above
and below is an act of balancing the weight of the text region. To achieve this
balance, manuscript designers sometimes resort to creating stepped contours.
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In addition to techniques of using stepped contours to accommodate larger
illustration height and creating visual effects to guide the viewer through
the image, stepped contours are also responsible for breaking the boredom
of the rectangular frames in a manuscript. In other words, stepped contours
add dynamism to the overall visual flow of the layout elements by breaking
the monotonous rectangular shapes. The beauty of stepped contours is better
appreciated when a heavily illustrated manuscript displays a tremendous fluidity
in design by generating a large catalogue of stepped formations. In fact, a vast
majority of illustrated manuscripts display a consistent application of stepped
contours. That is, every time a manuscript design has opted for applying stepped
contour at all, almost all of its illustrations have stepped contours. Where
manuscripts predominantly display rectangular contours and only occasional
stepped contours, the stepped contours have shown signs of accommodating the
illustration content.
How do contours and balance concern our model? The short answer is that
they don’t! However, there are claims that the narrative content is responsible
for creating the steps in the contours. If this is true, we would expect our model
to indicate where a half-line imposes stepped contours. However, this thesis
disputes the claim and asserts that contours of an illustration cannot be confirmed
based on the narrative content.
In a series of unpublished papers, Farhad Mehran argues that scribes use
contour to communicate to the illustrators what needs to be depicted. If this is
true, an illustration placement model too can use this to signal the location of an
illustration. His argument follows the principle of proximity. He postulates that
a step is formed by a “break line” which is the moment in the narrative that the
scribe wishes to choose for depiction. Therefore, the scribe breaks the flow of
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writing instead of filling the remaining cells on the row. According to Mehran,
that last line of poetry which breaks the flow of the text is the ‘break line’. He
expresses a ‘break line’ based on its relative position to the illustration: it is the
line of poetry that occurs immediately before the illustration. Mehran asserts that
it is this last line before the illustration which drives the content of the illustration.
Therefore, when the scribe cannot accommodate a rectangular contour, he breaks
the flow of the row to ensure that the last line before the image is in fact the line
that is being depicted by the illustration.
Although this theory seems to explain the evidence for some illustrations,
it does not cover the case of stepped contours convincingly. There is sufficient
evidence to counter Mehran’s claim. In particular, the notion of ‘break line’
seems ambiguous. The following examples (Figure 5.58 to Figure 5.64) show
that the ‘break line’ cannot be derived empirically using his definition. The first
two examples (Figures 5.58 and 5.59) are cases where his definition holds. The
first example (Figure 5.58) comes from a six-column design on folio 19a of a
Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark C 1654 kept at the Institute of Oriental
Studies in St. Petersburg. This illustration captures the moment when Tūr is
about to behead his brother Īraj. Īraj is depicted to be pleading for his life. The
break line – the last line before the illustration – is identified unambiguously to be
the line immediately to the top left corner of the illustration. The second example
(Figure 5.59) is a four-column design on folio 24b from another Shāhnāma
manuscript with the shelf mark Or.-Nr. 494 kept at Leiden University Library.
This example too follows the definition of break line accurately. However, the
illustration depicts the moment when Tūr plants the dagger in the side of Īraj.
In the case of illustrations whose width is smaller than the width of the text
frame, Mehran’s definition of the break line yields more than one line. The
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following two examples (figures 5.60 and 5.61) are chosen from six-column and
four-column designs to demonstrate this ambiguity. The first example (Figure
5.60) is a six-column design on folio 15b of a Shāhnāma manuscript with the
shelf mark Ms. Or. fol. 4255 kept at Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz
in Berlin. This example is also chosen from the same scene, when Tūr murders
his brother Īraj. In this example, the illustration breaks the flow of 12 rows.
Potentially, there are 12 half-lines on the right-most column that qualify as break
lines before the illustration. There is another line to the immediate top left corner
of the illustration that qualifies as a ‘break line’. The question is “which one is to
be chosen as the break line?”
The second example (Figure 5.61) is chosen from a four-column design on
folio 13b of a Shāhnāma manuscript with shelf mark Oriental 1403 kept at the
British Library in London. This illustration is another example where the run of
text remains uninterrupted in at least one column in the frame. In other words,
there is at least one column in the text frame whose flow is not interrupted by
the illustration. This example too shows an ambiguity when trying to determine
the ‘break line’ before the illustration. There are eight rows of half-lines that are
interrupted by the illustration in the right-most column of the frame.
Mehran’s definition of ‘break line’ becomes even more difficult to apply
to illustrations with stepped contours. Indeed, there is only one case where the
definition can be applied successfully. That is when the height of the step is only
one row. One example (Figure 5.62) of such case is on folio 25b of a Shāhnāma
manuscript with shelf mark D 377 kept at the Institute of Oriental Studies in
St. Petersburg. This illustration depicts the murder of Īraj by his senior brother
Tūr. The moment captured by the illustration is when Tūr stabs Īraj in his side.
According to Mehran’s definition of ‘break line’, the step created at the top right
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is the break line before the illustration. According to his stepping theory, the
scribe has created this step so that the line depicted by the illustration coincides
with the line where the flow of the text is broken by the illustration. There are
two problems with this argument. The first problem is that even if the top right
step was necessary to align the break line with the depicted line, there was no
need to create a step at the bottom left of the illustration. Secondly, the line that
is depicted by the illustration is in fact placed at the bottom left step and not the
step on the top right. The depicted line reads:
“”ﺑﺪان ﺗﯿﺰ زﻫﺮ آﺑﮕﻮن ﺧﻨﺠﺮش ﻫﻤﯽﮐﺮد ﭼﺎک آن ﮐﯿﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﺮش
Bedān tīz-e zahrābgūn khanjarash
Hamī kard chāk ān kīyānī barash
“with that sharp and poison-treated dagger
he [Tūr] ripped open his [Īraj’s] royal side.”
However, the scribe could have very well fitted the line in the top side of the
illustration and completed the row. In that case, the contour would have been
rectangular and there was no need to break the narrative flow half way through
the row. Clearly, this illustration does not provide the evidence to show that the
scribe has communicated the intended illustration content by stepping the contour
to ensure that it is the last line before the image.
Mehran’s theory of stepped contours also fails to cover the cases where no
specific half-line is being depicted. Rather than a specific event moment in the
narrative, some illustrations depict a much broader situation. One such example
is an illustration on folio 36a in a Shāhnāma manuscript with the shelf mark
MSS 544 kept at Nasser D. Khalili Collection in London (Figure 5.63). This
illustration depicts Zāl meeting Rūdāba in her chambers. The situation being
depicted is that of jubilation. Here, the narrative describes the jubilation of Zāl
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and Rūdāba. Most of the narrative in the surrounding area of the illustration
contains dialogues. In effect, the illustration could have been placed anywhere
in the vicinity of a long stretch of lines that describe a general situation. Clearly,
there was no reason to create a step in the top right corner of the illustration. The
line on the immediate top right corner of the illustration reads:
زدﯾﺪﻧﺶ روداﺑﻪ ﻣﯽﻧﺎرﻣﯿﺪ ﺑﻪ دزدﯾﺪه در وی ﻫﻤﯽ ﺑﻨﮕﺮﯾﺪ
Ze dīdansh Rūdāba mīnāramīd
Bih duzdīda dar vay Hamī bingarīd
Rūdāba became restless as she saw him [Zāl]
Stealthily, she glanced at him
The event being depicted in the illustration is definitely not that of glancing.
Even if it were, there was no need to create a double-row step. The scribe could
have easily continued on the first row and could have completed the last two cells
on the first row. This would have ensured the same status for the line – being the
break line before the illustration – and still would have maintained the rectangular
contour. It is therefore safe to assume that the manuscript designers had other
reasons for creating the stepped contour than aligning narrative lines with the
illustration; especially, in light of double-row step at the bottom left corner. This
contour definitely signals a symmetry in design.
Mehran’s theory does not explain the multi-stepped contours. Multi-stepped
contours are clear cases where Mehran’s assertion about stepped contours – that
is, steps are created in order to ensure that the break line is a point of rupture in
the narrative flow – fails to apply. Figure 5.64 is an example of a multi-stepped
contour. This illustration comes from folio 96b of a Shāhnāma manuscript with
the shelf mark Ms. O. 117 kept at Bibliotheque Publique et Universitaire de
Geneve in Geneva. This illustration depicts the moment in the narrative when
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the hero of the Shāhnāma, Rustam, finds out that he has just killed his own son,
Suhrāb, in combat. He is distressed and is about to expose his chest as a sign
of grief. The half-line that is depicted in this illustration is almost buried under
the first row of text after the illustration at the bottom-left corner. Clearly, if the
scribe intended to communicate this line to the illustrator, he would have ensured
that this line would have fallen on the top right step of the image. It is important
to note that there is no evidence to show that the illustrator has made a mistake.
All other half-lines in the cells adjacent to the illustration are not depictable.
The lines adjacent to the top edge of the illustration are the contents of Suhrāb’s
dialogue with Rustam. The lines adjacent to the bottom of the illustration are
Firdaus’s description of a non-physical state. In fact, the half-line being depicted
in the illustration is the closest depictable half-line to the illustration. Again, even
if the scribe intended the half-line in the top-right step of the illustration to be the
break line, there was no need to create a double-step contour over three rows. It
could have easily been a straight edge. Equally, it could have been a two-step
contour covering two rows of text. There was no need to create a multi-step
contour over several rows.
Therefore, it is safe to assume that the reason for creating stepped contour
in this illustration is not text alignment. Based on what is evident from the
illustration, the contour is not creating a special effect to direct the viewer to
specific locations in the composition either. It does however support the design
goal of maintaining a symmetric contour.
All of the examples given here have a common under-pinning design
principle. The stepped contour is formed to create a visual balance on the page.
In some cases the balance is achieved through symmetric steps and sometimes
through asymmetric shapes. The notion of visual balance is also very strong in
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the case of illustration composition. In other words, forming a stepped contour to
guide the viewer’s attention through certain parts of the illustration is also a design
factor. It has already been seen that a variety of techniques are used to ensure text
alignment. Such alignment conforms to the principle of proximity. However,
there is no convincing evidence to show that stepped contour has been used by
manuscript designers to primarily fit the proximity rule. The existing evidence
for such cases is mostly circumstantial or serendipitous. To put this differently,
the majority of the cases where the cut-off line falls immediately adjacent to
the stepped contour of illustration also show clear evidence of conforming to
principles of visual balance (be it symmetrical or asymmetrical).
Therefore, it is possible that the designer first formulated a stepped contour
and then implemented techniques to ensure proximity of the ‘critical line’ with
the illustration; the critical line being the line (or half-line) that contains the
critical moment in the narrative which is being depicted. Unlike the ‘break
line’, the ‘critical line’ does not have to be the line where the illustration breaks
the flow of text. The critical line can occur almost anywhere with respect to
the visual location of the illustration which depicts it. However, as discussed
under the principle of proximity, a high proportion of illustrated folios show
that the illustration and the critical line occur on the same visual plane (i.e. folio
face). The exact positioning of the critical line with respect to the illustration
is a subjective art. Ideally, the two should be adjacent to each other. However,
the general rule of thumb is that the closer the two are, the stronger the link is
between the illustration and the critical line.
In conclusion, illustration form and manuscript form interact in various
ways. The visual form of the manuscript dictates the way narrative words are
grouped into smaller visual components. The visual properties of the written
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words are used as a signal for subdivisions of text that share visual similarity;
for instance, section headings. Stretches of words are also spread into visual
segments such as frames, columns and rows – visual compartments, per se
– based on semantic structures such as the literary structure and event structure
of the narrative. The visual elements in manuscript are mainly text frames and
graphic frames. Graphic frames can be illustration, illumination and decoration.
Drawing, painting, and graphs are all types of illustration because they contain
visual references to the narrative words. In addition to their aesthetic values,
illuminations and decorations are visual elements that are used as space filler
to signal the boundaries of logical segments in the text. The most important
properties of the visual elements that are used for grouping and association are
size, colour, contour shape, borders, and styles.
One of the most important functions of the visual form in illustrated
manuscripts is to synchronise the words of the narrative with the occurrence
of illustrations in such a way that the line describing the critical moment of the
narrative being depicted – the critical line – falls within the visual proximity of
the illustration. Therefore, our model for illustration placement would have to
refer to an illustration based on the physical location of the illustration – i.e. its
folio number.
The evidence provided in this chapter indicates that computing the location
of an illustration is a visualisation problem and depends on the visual constraints.
The visual constraints explored in this study do not provide evidence to show
that the visual characteristics of the illustrations can be determined using the
text of the narrative. However, the cases used in this chapter indicate that the
placement model requires the visual parameters of the illustrations such as size
to compute the physical location of the critical half-line and its illustration. The
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data studied here also indicates that amongst many placement strategies, Gestalt
principles can be used to help to insert uncaptioned illustrations into a narrative.
The most prominent Gestalt principle that strengthens the semantic link between
an illustration and the critical half-line is proximity. The data also indicates that
visual proximity of the illustration to the sentence that contains the cut-off event6
forms a perceptual bond that binds the illustration to the event in the narrative.
The strategy for placement in this study is therefore to strive to re-align the
text area in such a way that the illustration falls in the closest visual proximity
to the moment being depicted in the illustration. In order to compute the
illustration position, the model requires a series of parameters describing the
visual constraints. The model in this study is therefore expected to accept a set
of parameters such as illustration size – in terms of number of cells – rows and
columns of text in the text frame. The model is also expected to be provided with
the number of cells displaced by extra-textual elements such as section headings,
illuminations and the slant lines.
The constraints are applied in chapter 8 to the reconstruction of the Great
Mongol Shāhnāma to determine the foliation.

Notes
1

One such heuristic has been granted a US patent number EP94517 under the
title of “Footnote assembly management”. See http://gauss.bacon.su.se/
EP/9/4/EP94517.html.

2

Gestalt theorists state that the mind perceives things in the context of their
surroundings. In other words, things are affected by their environment.
According to this view, the mind does not need to access the whole. Some
parts of the whole are sometimes enough for the mind to complete the
perception of the whole. For a detailed discussion on Gestalt theories see,
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Gregory, Richard L. "Gestalt Theory." The Oxford Companion To The
Mind. 288-291: Oxford, UK, Oxford University Press. 2001.
3

For the lack of a better term, illustration comprehension is used to describe
the condition when a reader correctly establishes a semantic link between
the illustration content and the narrative.

4

This is the reader’s time axis on which the words of the narrative are
encountered. Incidentally, this is the same time axis on which the reader
encounters the illustrations. Temporal proximity here is stated in terms of
the time when a reader reads a sentence and the time the reader encounters
its depiction.

5

In fact, there are other visual cues such as the peculiar head gear worn by
Rustam as well as the hull-headed mace he is holding. Isfandīyār too is
recognisable by his injured eyes.

6

Cut off events is the last sentence/event being depicted by an illustration.
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6.1 Narrative database
At the outset, this study faced the challenge of digitising the text of the
Shāhnāma. The Shāhnāma Project was still at the design stages of data collection

Chapter 6: Data
Collection

database. Data analysis did not become possible till the fourth year of the project
when a critical mass of data on illustration was reached. However, finalising
a standard edition of the Shāhnāma in digital format also had to run in parallel
with illustration data collection. The most fundamental step in this study was
to achieve a standard edition of the text. Despite the difficulties of working
with incompatible technologies that barely supported the Persian UNICODE
characters, the digitisation was essentially just a labour intensive process. The
real issue arose when the rationale surrounding the choice of a standard edition
had to be developed.

6.1.1 Digitising the Shāhnāma
The first logical step in this study was to have access to a machine-readable
text of the Shāhnāma. The digital copy had to be machine-readable so that the
annotators can select the content of the text. The available digital texts were all
developed commercially. The digital versions of the Shāhnāma in the market
were images of text pages, rather than machine-readable electronic text. This
flagged the need for digitising the Shāhnāma as a machine-readable text. The
next step was to decide on a version of the text to be digitised. As mentioned
above, the ramification of diversity in the corpus was not so clear at the time.
The decision to select ‘a’ text was purely personal at the start of the project.
The text selected for digitisation was Bertels’ critical edition, the first text that
was available through the university library. In the absence of an OCR (Optical
Character Recognition) software for Persian, it was a long task ahead to re-type
the entire text. MS-Excel was used as the package of choice for typing the text
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in the native UNICODE Persian font. However, due to Excel’s limitation of a
maximum of 65,536 rows on every worksheet, the text had to be transferred to
MS-Access to overcome this major limitation.
While the design of the illustration database was under way at the Shāhnāma
Project, the typing of the Bertels’ edition continued in parallel for 9 months. The
digital text simply contained the volume number, chapter number, section number,
and the line number of the half-lines. A sample of this text is shown here.

Half Line

Line

Page

Section

Chapter

Volume

Table 6.1 A sample of digitised text of the Bertels’ edition.

Text

1

1

1

74

1259 1

ﭼﻨﯿﻦ داد ﭘﺎﺳﺦ ﻛﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺷﻬﺮﯾﺎر

1

1

1

74

1259 2

ﺑﮕﻮ اﯾﻦ ﺳﺨﻦ ﻫﻢ ﭼﻨﯿﻦ ﯾﺎد دار

1

1

1

74

1260 1

ﻛﻪ ﻣﺎ را ﺑﻪ ﮔﺎه ﺟﻮاﻧﻰ ﭘﺪر

1

1

1

74

1260 2

ﺑﺪﯾﻦ ﮔﻮﻧﻪ ﺑﻔﺮﯾﻔﺖ اى دادﮔﺮ

As illustration data collection progressed, the inadequacy of the Bertels’
edition as a standard text surfaced as a major issue. One of the characteristics
of the Bertels’ edition is that it relegates the suspect lines into the footnotes.
As a result, the number of misses for the critical lines depicted by illustrations
increased. That is, the level of recall dropped. This is not to say that these lines
were not captured by the Bertels’ edition. Most of them were relegated to the
chapter appendices and footnotes. The multiple versions of the line stretches
in the Bertels’ edition signalled the need for an alternative text as the standard
edition.
The second choice for the standard text was Mohl’s critical edition. However,
the initial decision was to compile a union list of lines from both editions, namely,
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Bertels’ and Mohl’s editions. This required text alignment strategies. For the
purpose of text alignment, Mohl’s text – which contained more text – was chosen
as the base text against which the collation took place. This time, six native
speakers carried out the task of alignment for a period of four months.
During the collation process, Dabir-Siyaqi’s edition was examined against
the text of Mohl’s edition. Volumes 3-4 from Dabir-Siyaqi’s edition were
collated against the Mohl’s edition. The line difference was not significantly
different, although it definitely would have amounted to a larger union text, were
the collation to continue. However, the alignment of Dabir-Siyaqi’s text was
abandoned because of time constraints and resource limitations. The completion
of digitisation also gave rise to a useful by-product. It provided a searchable
concordance to the text of the critical editions of the Shāhnāma. Despite the
long hours spent on the collation of the three texts, the product could not be
used for the annotation. There was a difficulty in reconciling the differences
between different editions when it came to choosing a variant between the two as
the standard event. In other words, although the collation process successfully
produced a union text, at the half-line level, there was a high degree of variation
between the two texts. Each variant, at a half-line level, gave rise to multiple
versions of events. The placement model could not cope with more than one
sequence of events for a narrative. Ultimately, against all losses, Mohl’s text had
to be chosen as the standard text for annotation.
The collated half-lines gave rise to a total of 110,686 rows, of which 105,256
rows are captured by the Mohl’s text. The remaining lines account for variants
that were found in Bertels’ and Dabir-Siyaqi’s volumes 3 and 4 but were not
found in Mohl’s edition.
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6.1.2 Text Annotation
In addition to the literary division in the critical edition, an event division had
to be added to the digital text. There is a need to link illustrations to the event
structure of the narrative. The demarcations of events do not always coincide
with the demarcations of the half-lines. In other words, the text of an event may
run across a few half-lines. This incompatibility requires an efficient meta-data
design so that the one-to-many relationship between events and half-lines is
captured accurately. Unfortunately, the current design of the database assumes a
critical half-line contains at most one verb, which is definitely wrong. However,
to avoid spending more time on redesigning the database, the action event is
linked to the half-line that contains the main verb. The shortcoming of this
method is that half-lines containing more than one event cannot be annotated
accurately. In order to avoid loss of data, the multiple events are joined using the
conjunct ‘And’.
The literary structure of the text is captured by the corresponding ‘chapter
name’, ‘chapter number’, ‘section heading’, and ‘section number’ for all editions.
Additionally, running offset numbers are added to capture the half-line order. An
offset number indicates the distance of each half-line from the beginning of the
text. The offset indicates how many half-lines are before the current half-line in
the story.
The event structure was annotated by 35 native speakers of Persian who have
had minimum two years of post-secondary education. Over a period of 4 months,
the annotators spent over 11,000 hours dissecting the text of the Shāhnāma into
its sentences. A total of 121,603 sentences were identified by the annotators.
These sentences are made up of 303,775 components, which were identified via
1,605 unique noun phrases, 52,686 main verbs in all tenses, 17,802 adjectives,
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adverbs, adjectival phrases, adverbial phrases, prepositional phrases and other
verb complements. The annotation process yielded 977 distinct verbs in the
infinitive form. However, not all of these verbs have contributed to sequences
of depicted events. The annotated verbs account for all action events in the
Shāhnāma including action events that are part of dialogues, monologues, and
other potentially non-depicted text spans.
Once the events were annotated, depictable events were translated into
English. During this process, only sntences that contained action verbs as their
main verb were translated. A side effect of using the translation is that verbs that
are deemed action verbs in Persian, due to lack of better translation, may appear as
non-action verbs. In this case, if the persian verb is an action verb, the English is
also annotated as action, even if it is not an action verb in English. The translated
annotations form 550 depictable event types. A total of 11,285 depictable
events are annotated. It must be acknowledged that the translations are rough
translations. However, one characteristic of the translated annotation scheme
is the structured way in which it is composed. Every event is characterised via
a simple sentence containing only one verb. The actors are all resolved without
ambiguity. In other words, the use of pronouns in event description is limited to
the entities within the event. The pronouns do not refer to entities outside the
event. The location information and time information is only captured if the
event refers to them explicitly. Time and place are not inferred. In this method,
the offset of the critical half-line from beginning of the narrative is used as a
unique number to refer to an event in the narrative.
The digitisation and annotation of a standard text have been significantly
time consuming processes. The digital text is required to capture the literary
structure of the narrative as well as the event sequence in terms of the address of
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the half-lines that contain the verbs of depictable events. The offset of the event is
also used as a unique identification number to be referred to when an illustration
is annotated for the links to specific events within the narrative. Nonetheless, the
narrative annotation is only half of the battle. The real challenge begins with
capturing the information contained in illustrations. The data collection and
annotation concerning the illustrations will be dealt with in detail in the following
section.

6.1.3 Annotation Activity
The text database is an initiative that is developed as part of this thesis and
has not received input from other sources. In fact production of a standard text
has been a monumental task that has taken this thesis project almost two years
to complete. The rough translations are provided (translated by Amin Mahdavi,
the author of this thesis) as a rough guide to assist with identifying the event
type. The translation has also been provided to make this research accessible to
the English speaking scholars. However, it has introduced an unfortunate side
effect. In the process of translation, some verbs that correspond to action events
may have been transformed into verbs denoting states. This is sometimes because
of the lack cognate in the target language. In such cases, the original main verb
was given priority for deciding whether it is an action event or not. This rough
translation is later adopted by the Shahnama project as a guide for identifying
scene titles for Shāhnāma illustrations.
Text annotation was performed on an MS-Access database. The database is
designed in such as way that a half-line in the standard text is linked to zero or
more sentences. Annotators were instructed to convert the poetic half-lines to
standard modern prose. For every sentence, annotators are given instructions to
identify the verb (as well as the adverbs), actors (as well as their ajectives), time
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entities if present, spatial entities if present, and finally flag if a sentence is part of
a dialogue or a monologue. The detail statistics of these data points are reported
in section 6.1.2. However, the instruction given to the annotators is as follows.
- Read the next half-line
- If the half-line does not contain a main verb goto next half-line
- If the half-line contains a main verb, associate the half-line with the
sentence. If there are more than one sentence in a half-line, add all
sentences to the association list.
- For every sentence associated to a half-line do the following.
- if the sentence is part of a character’s dialogue flag “Dialogue”
- add the main verb to the space allocated on the form
- for every verb do the following
- if the verb has adverbs assciate the verb to all its adverbs
- if the sentence has actors associate the sentence with all its actors
- for every actor do the following.
- choose the role of the actor.
- determine if the actor is a “doer”, “receiver”, or “instrument”
- if an actor has adjectives add them to the adjective list
- if an actor has associated clause, add it to the clause list
- if an actor is a pronoun, resolve it to a noun (if known)
- if the sentence has time entity, enter time entities to the list
- if the sentence has spatial entity, enter spatial entities to the list
- goto next half-line
In order to ensure the reliability between annotations done by different
coders, it is feasible to design a sample text which is fully annotated. If the
annotator manage to capture a desired poportion of the annotations, it is safe to
assume an inter-coder reliability. However, for the purposes of this study, The
annotations of the coders were examined by a master coder to ensure accuracy.
Since the study relies heavily on the accurate annotation of the main verb of the
sentence, the master annotator was in charge of ensuring that main verbs were
coded correctly. It is expected that future study would have to put in place to
ensure that the annotation is reliable.

6.2 Illustration database
This study relies heavily on access to a substantial amount of illustration data
in order to find a trend in illustration placement. While illustrated Shāhnāma
manuscripts prove to be a rich source of illustration data for this study, access
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to the material is still the most problematic aspect of this study. The immediate
challenge faced in this study was the lack of a central pool of illustration data to
tap into. In other words, the surviving manuscripts are not located centrally in a
one massive collection. They are scattered in various libraries, museums, private
collections, and auction houses. The first task ahead was to collect the data on
manuscripts. This initiative was already underway via by the Shāhnāma Project.
A database had been designed by the Shāhnāma Project to catalogue, as much
as possible, the Shāhnāma illustrations. A large number of fields collected by
the Shāhnāma Project were not directly relevant to this study. However, there
was a significant overlap between this study and the data being collected by the
Shāhnāma Project: the physical address and the contextual literary address of the
illustrations.
A significant issue that needed to be addressed was the integrity of the
data. This was a challenge that this study had in common with the Shāhnāma
Project. The immediate concerns that needed to be addressed in this study were,
“Where are the Shāhnāma manuscripts?”; “How many illustrated manuscripts
are there?”; “How many illustrations are there?”; “How many are ‘intact’,
‘fragments’, ‘dispersed’, and ‘detached folios’?”; “What is the status of these
illustrated manuscripts (completed, incomplete)?” The answers to many of these
questions were not readily available. This signalled the need for a preliminary
list of the illustrated Shāhnāmas.

6.2.1 Illustration data collection
A preliminary list consisting of all items relating to illustrated Shāhnāmas
was prepared from the fragments of data scattered in various forms in the public
domain. The data for the preliminary list came mostly from printed catalogues,
hand lists, articles, published and unpublished theses, sales catalogues, journal
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articles and books. On various occasions, personal leads were followed to
identify the unknown collections.
The preliminary list contained 500 entries of codices, albums, detached
sheets and dispersed items covering over 12,700 Shāhnāma illustrations.
These 500 entries came from 105 different collections scattered over 59 cities
in 25 countries around the world. The items gathered in this list came from
anthologies, intact manuscripts, fragments, albums, and detached sheets relating
to the Shāhnāma, abridged versions of the Shāhnāma, as well as some imitation
works related to the stories of the Shāhnāma such as Burzūnāma, Garshāspnāma,
Bahmannāma, and Sāmnama. The items are mainly in Persian, Turkish, and
Urdu languages.
Although the preliminary list provided a starting point for the data collection,
the content of the list was far from accurate. It soon became apparent that the
data regarding most items were out-dated. It signalled new challenges in the
way of data collection. A series of problems relating to nature of data in the list
surfaced; the major ones are as follows. The list contained items that have been
moved to other collections. This was either because the materials were on loan,
or the ownership had changed since the data was last recorded in catalogues. This
is particularly true of the material that travelled through the auction sales from
time to time. In addition to this some items were given new accession numbers.
There were significant inconsistencies between the reported items and the actual
manuscripts. The inconsistency could vary anywhere from the dimensions
reported for manuscripts and illustrations to folio address and illustration counts.
However, the most important problem with the list was that it was incomplete. It
merely contained the physical address of the illustrations. Most of the catalogues
did not contain the descriptive data needed to identify the illustrations. In fact
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over 90% of the data were missing from the list. This meant that the collections
had to be visited and reliable data to be collected from scratch. However,
inspection of manuscripts that are heavily guarded by curators and collectors was
not without its challenge.
Collecting, collating, and compiling a comprehensive set of illustrated
Shāhnāma manuscripts required visiting libraries, museums, auction houses,
private collections, universities, and various organisations throughout the world.
The bureaucracy surrounding permissions and access to these collections has
been an added and unanticipated burden to this study. These little details and
challenges intensified the pressure on the data collection team at the Shāhnāma
Project.
Three years into the data collection process, a critical mass of illustration
data had been amassed through the efforts of my colleagues and myself at the
Shāhnāma Project. The new statistic on the gathered data is somewhat different
from the preliminary list. The data in the database is collected from 94 different
locations scattered over 56 cities in 24 countries amounting to a total of 11,801
illustrations coming from 571 items. These 571 items form 469 manuscripts
– complete and incomplete. Out of all 11,801 illustration records in the database,
only 9,085 were annotated by the time the data for this study were compiled. Of
the 9,085 annotated illustrations, 386 were non-Shāhnāma items.
Admittedly, despite the ambitious aim of the Shāhnāma Project and the
long and tedious efforts of the data collection team, the database is far from the
complete list of known Shāhnāma illustrations. It is very likely that the actual
number, once all of the known materials are introduced into the database, may
reach around some 20,000 Shāhnāma illustrations. However, the still unknown
material may contribute to another significant sum of up to 5,000 illustrations.
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6.2.1.1 Data contributions
As mentioned in chapter 2, while Shāhnāma images were collected as part of
the Shanama project efforts, the data fields relating to this thesis were designed
and populated independently of the Shahnama project. These fields include,
scene titles, critical line offset, event types depicted by each illustration, number
of cells above the illsutration, number of cells below the illustration, illustration
contour, and illustration extensions into the marginal spaces. In the case of items
that were dated, this thesis benefited from the dating information of manuscripts
indirectly. more detailed description of the data is provided in the following
sections.

6.2.2 Selecting the dataset
At the time when the dataset was compiled for this study, it was not possible
to include the complete set of annotated illustrations in the database. Only a subset
of the database therefore lends itself for the purposes of data analysis in this study.
Thus, a subset of 118 manuscripts was selected based on a set of criteria. The
manuscripts selected for the purposes of this study have been closely examined
to ensure that they meet these strict criteria. The most important criterion is that
the manuscripts have to be complete, save for the exception of a few important
incomplete and dispersed manuscripts from the 14th century. These incomplete
manuscripts provide the medium to test the placement model. The model can be
used to interpolate the positions of the missing illustrations in the set. Thus, for
the purposes of this study, all of the manuscripts must cover the entire text of the
Shāhnāma.
The manuscripts have to be dated; preferably, in the colophon section.
The original dating helps to identify the degree to which illustration placement
strategy is time dependent. In other words, it helps to investigate if in different
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periods in history, some specific events or event types became more favoured
than others. The set of manuscripts must cover a range of dates spanning over
a few centuries. This helps the study of illustration behaviours and patterns over
a long period of time.
The manuscripts have to cover a large range of illustration counts. This
allows a close examination of the impact of illustration count on the distribution
pattern. In other words, illustration count and frequency information help to
identify if having more illustrations in a manuscript might change the placement
policy. This might shed light on whether manuscripts with similar numbers of
illustrations follow similar illustration distribution.
Ideally, it would be desirable to have a complete set of information about the
location in which every manuscript was produced. This information also allows
a systematic study of the impact of locations and communities on the illustration
patterns. Similar to the dating information, location of production helps to
investigate if illustration pattern is culture-bound – be it the culture of specific
schools of production such as Shiraz and Tabriz, or the more general culture of
people of various geographic regions such as Iran and India.
Another ideal scenario is when the function and patronage of the manuscripts
are known. This allows for the study of the impact of audience on illustration
trends. For instance, royal manuscripts may vary in their thematic approach
compared to commercial manuscripts. Investigation into patronage can help
to identify whether commissioning an illustrated work impacts the thematic
placement of the illustrations, in addition to providing the financial support which
impacts the illustration count in an illustrated manuscript.
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6.2.3 Identifying the data fields
There are two types of variables concerning illustrations; the dependent
variables and independent variables. The dependent variables are the data items
that keep track of the address and content of the illustration. The independent
variables are external information about illustration such as dating, origin,
patronage, illustration count, illustration dimension and so on. Independent
variables may provide values for the dependent variables. They can be studied to
see if they impact the illustration placement pattern. The following sections will
elaborate on how these data fields are annotated.

6.2.3.1 Physical address
The physical address is captured in a combination of ways in the illustration
database. In ideal situations, every manuscript is a single, complete entity.
However, in the case of manuscripts in this study, manuscripts can have two or
more physical volumes. Medieval manuscripts lack pagination numbering. The
foliation marks are added by the collectors to identify the illustrations by their
foliation mark. The foliation numbering is not carried out consistently in various
locations. Some curators increment the folio number by one and additionally
assign a face value such as recto and verso. However, some curators for instance
in Iran, increment a folio by value of 2 and avoid the terms recto, and verso. The
physical address in the database has to be standardised.
Moreover, some curators reset the foliation value to 1 when a new physical
volume is foliated. This causes a disparity between the amount of written text
and the folio numbering. Detached sheets and dispersed folios pose a similar
problem. To rectify this problem, a new imaginary manuscript volume is created
to serve as the parent manuscript for multiple volumes and dispersed folios.
When the folio number is reported from fragmented items, two different values
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would be reported. The first value is the current physical address. The second
value is the physical address in the parent manuscript. The following screen
shots (Figures 6.1 - 6.4) demonstrates the way these fields are captured in the
illustration database.
Generally, two fields are used to refer to the physical location of a manuscript.
The first field reveals the name of the collection where the item is kept. The
second field captures the accession number of the item. If the manuscript is
intact, the manuscript will have two identical addresses for the current and parent
manuscript. However, if the item is a fragment manuscript or a detached folio,
the physical address of the current collection will be different from that of the
parent.

6.2.3.2 Literary address
The contextual information about where the illustration is placed within the
literary structure of the narrative is captured by the literary address of four lines
on an illustrated folio. The first line and the last line on a folio define the visual
extremities in which an illustration falls. This means the illustration co-occurs
visually within the stretch of lines that fall between the first and last line on a
folio. This range provides the visual proximity for the illustration. Two other
lines are the immediate visual proximity. These lines are defined based on Farhad
Mehran’s theory of break-line. However, the break-line here is defined slightly
differently. The general rule for the immediate line before the image is to pick the
last line on the last row adjacent to the top edge of the illustration contour. If the
top edge is stepped, the line falls on the lowest step. The line after is defined as
the first line of the first row adjacent to the bottom side of the illustration contour.
If the bottom edge is stepped, this line falls on the highest step. If there is no
written text before the illustration on the folio, the last line on previous folio is
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selected as the break-line. Similarly, if there is no text after the illustration, the
first line from the next folio is chosen as the break-line after the image.
The literary address captured for these four data points consist of the line
number along with the corresponding chapter in four different critical editions,
namely Mohl’s, Bertel’s, Khaleghi-Motlagh, and Dabir-Siyaqi. Although four
editions are captured in the illustration database, only Mohl’s edition will be used
for this study.

6.2.3.3 Event address
The event instance which links the illustration to the written narrative comes
from the narrative database. Every illustration is annotated with the offset value
of the critical line which comes from the narrative database. The critical line is
defined – in the narrative database – as the line which contains the depicted verb.
This links the illustration to an event instance. The event instance captured in
the narrative is used as a caption for the illustration in the illustration database.
It has to be noted again that although in their current state, a vast majority of
illustrations in manuscripts lack a caption, an event instance can be applied by
the model to cite the content of the illustrations. Moreover, in cases where the
model is applied to the narrative for suggesting an illustration placement to
produce a manuscript from scratch, an event instance can be used as illustration
caption. The following screen shot (Figure 6.3) demonstrates the annotation page
for capturing an event instance for an illustration. At the top, there is a search
engine, which can use a variety of methods to find candidate event instances in
a drop down list. At the bottom the event instance is captured along with the
literary address of the critical line in Mohl’s edition.

6.2.3.4 Visual salience
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As described in chapter 5, the effective surface area of an illustration which
impacts the layout scheme of a manuscript is the area bound by the text frame. In
other words, the intersection of the text frame area with illustration surface area
is the area that affects the layout of a manuscript. This area is measured by the
number of cells it occupies. Therefore, the visual salience is presented here as
the ratio of number of cells taken by the illustration over the number of cells in
the text frame.
The number of cells in the text frame is computed by multiplying the
number of columns by the number of rows in a text frame. The number of cells
taken by the illustration is computed by adding the number of illustrated cells
in every column. The number of illustrated cells in every column is calculated
by deducting the number of non-illustrated cells from the total number of rows
in a column. The relative area occupied by the illustration in the text frame is
used as a measure of visual dominance of illustration over the written surfaces.
The following screenshot (Figure 6.4) displays the page where visual dominance
is computed using layout information. In addition to the visual dominance,
information about the contour of the illustration is also captured on this page.

6.2.3.5 Miscellaneous
Additional annotation is added to illustrations to capture the dating
information as well as the production origin. Such external evidence is introduced
to the model to investigate the influence of factors such as significant changes in
the production environment on the illustration placement policy. However, when
the model is used to produce a manuscript from scratch, these external factors
are not relevant. They are simply added to the model to investigate these effects
on the existing illustrated manuscripts. Although the database at the Shāhnāma
project captures the dimensions of the illustration, they have little impact on the
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visual dominance measurements. This is because dimensions are measured in
millimetres. There is very little evidence to show that medieval manuscripts
were measured in terms of absolute values of inches or millimetres. In fact,
there is evidence for grid layout in Persian manuscripts. A full argument about
grid layout is presented in the proceedings of the first Edinburgh Shāhnāma
conference in March 2001 (Mahdavi, 2002).
Some details about the source manuscripts are also captured in the database
to ensure that the manuscripts fit the selection criteria for this study. In addition
to capturing the independent variables, additional bibliographic references are
added to the illustrations. It must be noted that although the data collected in the
illustration database are meant to serve the specific purpose of answering questions
regarding the patterns of illustration placement in manuscripts, the illustration
database in general may serve as a useful by-product for researchers interested
in studying Persian paintings. Therefore, a copy of the database is provided on a
CD covering the large amount of data gathered throughout this study. However,
the images are not included as part of this database. For a comprehensive set of
images, the Shāhnāma Project database must be consulted.
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This chapter provides an analytical dimension to this study. The intention
is to address some fundamental questions raised by Robert Hillenbrand (1996).
In regards to the much celebrated Shāh Tahmāsp Shāhnāma, Hillenbrand raises
questions such as, “… what governed the choice of illustrations or their frequency,

Chapter 7:
Analysis and
Results

what its principal themes are – essentially, what it means – what impact it had on
subsequent painting, …” (Hillenbrand, 1996). Although he raises these questions
in the context of the Shāh Tahmasp Shāhnāma, they are relevant to the study of
narrative illustrations in general.
While information about the impact of a single manuscript illustration on
subsequent painting traditions cannot be determined through this data-driven
model, the data gathered in this research can be analysed so as to present
a quantitative picture of manuscript illustrations. The content of this chapter
provides a quantitative analysis of narrative illustrations in general. However, the
points will be argued in the context of Shāhnāma illustrations.

7.1 Illustration pattern
In the context of Shāhnāma illustrations, there is an expressed but
unpublished consensus amongst art historians that the Shāhnāma illustrations
are “front loaded”: that is, there are more in early parts of a manuscript than in
later parts. The standard view explains this phenomenon in economic terms.
That is, Iranian manuscript designers had a bad sense of budgeting illustration
projects. Therefore, half way through the manuscripts, the designers would have
realised that the resources were running very low; hence cutting the project short
by only inserting a few illustrations in the latter half of the manuscript. Surely,
it is feasible that this view can hold for a few projects in a large set of illustrated
manuscripts.

However, claiming that every illustrated Shāhnāma project

suffered lack of adequate fund management is farfetched. Nonetheless, this view
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is generally expressed as unconfirmed suspicions. But is it really true? Is there
a front-loaded pattern in the Shāhnāma illustration placement? It is time to find
out if it is all a myth.
The data collected for 118 Shāhnāma manuscripts yielded 5,408 annotated
illustrations. The illustration count for every 500 lines of poetry was plotted
against the cumulative percentage of illustration count for the run of text in the
Shāhnāma. The histogram in Figure 7.1 confirms the suspicion about a slight
front-loaded trend in the illustration pattern. However, there are a few anomalies
that cannot be explained by this economic theory.
Although there is a steady decline in the rate of increase in cumulative
percentage, there are periods of highs and lows in the illustration count throughout
the narrative range. If the general hunch of the art historians were to be true, there
should have been a steady climb towards the half-way mark in the narrative and a
sharp decline in the second half. In fact, the illustration count trend indicates that
between lines 5,000 and 15,000 of the Mohl’s edition, there is a downward trend.
This range is in fact in the first half of the narrative. If the skewed illustration
pattern was because of fund mismanagement, the period of decline should have
not occurred so early in the first half of the narrative. Yet that is what happens.
Immediately, one can speculate about the reasons for such an illustration
pattern among Shāhnāma manuscripts. A slightly modified version of the
economic theory can be offered here as one speculation. That is, since the
resources are limited, the designers have tended to shift some extra illustrations
to the beginning of the text. This is not quite the same as claiming shortage of
resources pre-empted the completion of the project as planned. Instead, it claims
that the designers were aware of the funding limits; hence, they decided to spend
most of the resources in the beginning of the narrative. But, why?
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Perhaps the fatigue factor is an important factor to consider. The first
kind of fatigue is the reader’s fatigue. Anyone who has attempted reading the
Shāhnāma will have realised that enthusiasm dies away as the novelty wears
off. One of the characteristics of the Shāhnāma is that it is heavily laden with
repetitive and potentially confusing sequences of events. The sheer number of
characters in the story to keep track of as well as locations and other pieces of
information such as “what happened to whom and when” puts strain on the
reader. The rate of progress in reading slows down. Therefore, it would make
sense for the manuscript designers to insert more illustrations in the first half of
the Shāhnāma. This would give the reader the opportunity to take more periodic
breaks by scanning and admiring illustrations. Since most of the characters in the
Shāhnāma are introduced early on in the narrative, inserting illustrations in the
first half assists the reader in internalising the events via the use of illustration. It
re-inforces the memory of the reader.
To check this empirically, it helps to consider the length of the Shāhnāma
narrative. Mohl’s edition of the Shāhnāma contains 105,256 half-lines. On
average, every half-line contains six words. This translates into 631,536 words.
If the reader can manage reading 10,000 words a day and retain the information, it
will take a reader 63 days to finish the story. To present this differently, consider
the section headings in the Mohl’s edition. There are 998 sections. Every section
corresponds to a series of events in the story. Retaining the detailed accounts of
events in 998 different episodes – regardless of how lengthy the accounts are – is
a monumental task for one’s memory. It is no wonder that one might expect the
readers to give up half way through the story of the Shāhnāma.
The second fatigue factor is the artist’s fatigue. Artists too have a fatigue
threshold for maintaining interest in the project. Again, as the novelty of the
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project fades away so does the interest of the illustrators. This would mean that
the illustrator is likely to produce fewer illustrations in the second half of the
project span than the first half. Therefore, it is expected that the designers would
spread the load in such a way that the majority of the illustrations are concentrated
in the first half of the text.
None of the speculations above are convincing arguments for a large number
of manuscripts. Artist’s fatigue factors may explain a few odd cases from the
large number of manuscripts in a set. Moreover, this project is not designed
around fatigue factors. The interest here is to find an explanation that is informed
by the content of the narrative. Narrative content in this study is reported using
the literary address and the event address. Therefore, the first step is to find out if
there is a pattern in the text itself that forces the pattern observed in Figure 7.1.

7.2 Distribution of depictable events
Theoretically, the maximum number of illustrations that can be placed in
a manuscript depends on the number of depictable events in the narrative. This
also offers the initial clues about how these events are distributed in the narrative.
To say this differently, it has already been established that the great majority of
the illustrations are placed in the visual proximity of the cut-off event depicted in
the illustrations. Therefore, to find out how illustrations can be distributed one
would have to see how events are distributed in the narrative itself.
As explained in the narrative annotation section, depictable events are
marked in the Shāhnāma narrative. The literary address of an event is marked
with the offset of the half-line containing the event verb. The type of event is also
marked as the root verb of the event verb in the narrative. Figure 7.2 shows how
the depictable events are distributed throughout the narrative. The trend line, in
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a red curve here, displays three distinct periods of rise and fall in the number of
depictable events as the narrative progresses. This suggests that a similar kind of
trend also has to exist among illustrations.
Here, narrative is broken into categories of 500 lines of poetry (bayt). The
count of depictable events is given on the Y-axis. However, these numbers are
converted into relative frequencies to determine the cumulative percentage at each
category point. Relative frequency converts the count values into percentages of
the total events. The relative frequency reveals what proportion of all events fall
in each category. The cumulative percentage in Figure 7.2 displays a slightly
more homogeneous progression than the trend in Figure 7.1. However, when
comparing the set of events presented by both the illustrations and the narrative
together, there is a similarity in the rise and fall periods. Figure 7.3 shows that
the trend curve for illustration population displays similar points of inflections as
the trend curve of the text. Here, the data series plotted in green show the event
distribution in the narrative. Compared to the illustrated events distribution, there
is a slight variation that is worth investigating. Obviously, there are distinct peaks
in the illustrated event series (shown in brown here). These abnormally high
peaks may signal two facts about the events in those categories. The sudden rise
is either caused by the high frequency of individual popular scenes that tend to
recur in the majority of manuscripts such as “the seven feats of Rustam”. The
second reason for such high peaks may be the favourite event types in those
categories. That is, if a specific type of event is favoured by most manuscripts,
there is a probability that some categories may have higher counts of such
favourite event types than others. Both of these possibilities will be investigated
in more detail.
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The graph in Figure 7.3 confirms that although there is a general tendency
among manuscripts to have fewer illustrations in the last 20% of the narrative,
the overall distribution pattern of illustrations follows the event distribution in the
text of the narrative.

7.3 Archetypal events
While Figure 7.3 confirms the relationship between the event distribution
in narrative and illustration distribution among manuscripts, the fundamental
question is whether illustrations depict the same set of events as the narrative.
That is to say, do illustrations represent narrative events in a consistent manner?
If there are elements of under-representation and over-representation, what is
responsible?
This section puts forth the theory that every narrative has a finite set of
events that it intends to represent. This finite set forms the archetypal events
in every narrative. The great works of Persian literature always tend to speak
an allegorical language. The Shāhnāma is not an exception. In such works life
is presented as an allegory. Only events considered worth telling make it to the
narrative. The rest are mundane ordinary events that happen to everyone on a
day-to-day basis. However, archetypal events offer a purpose for life. In fact,
many great works of world literature share this feature. What sets Illiad apart from
others is how it presents battle as a purpose for life. The Odyssey presents life as
a journey. It seems that the Shāhnāma too sees life through the filter of events
such as contests, battles, fights, wars, love, honour, pain, suffering, feats, giving
thanks for good fortunes, sacrifice, and death. The allegory of good versus evil
seeps through an organised presentation of events. However, these events find
meaning within the scope of individual cultures. The cultural boundaries cross
over time, territories and different walks of life. Painters, manuscript producers
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and designers all belong to different cultures. Some share the same cultural
sentiments as the author, but others find a subset of the events in a narrative to
present their own views as to what is worth painting. In a sense, artists who have
illustrated the Shāhnāma – the Persians, the Mongols, the Indians, the Turks and
the Arabs – have all found a subset of events to focus on in their illustrations. It
is therefore not surprising to find slightly different distribution patterns across
different cultures and different periods. But how extensive is this variation across
time and space? Especially, how extensive is the variation in event representation
among the illustration population? What types of events are over represented?
What types of events are under represented? Table 7.1 captures the top 10
most over-represented and 10 most under represented event types in illustration
population with respect to the narrative.1
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Table 7.1
Total events in illustration
population
Total events in the narrative

Action count in illustration Population
Action count in narrative
Relative action frequency in Population
Relative action frequency in narrative
Ratio of Rp over Rt
Expected frequency in population with respect to narrative
Expected frequency in narrative with respect to population
G Square value with respect to population and narrative
Cp

Ct

374
48
372
85
314
63
207
10
164
17
138
18
157
48
103
21
133
53
89
22
3
80
7 108
10 127
90 428
20 192
3
116
25 223
11 181
35 293
81 3378

Rp

Rt

RpRt

7%
7%
6%
4%
3%
2%
3%
2%
2%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%

0%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
1%
4%
2%
1%
2%
2%
3%
30%

15.91
8.94
10.18
42.27
19.70
15.66
6.68
10.02
5.12
8.26
0.08
0.13
0.16
0.43
0.21
0.05
0.23
0.12
0.24
0.05

Ept

Etp

138.72
283.28
150.23
306.77
123.93
253.07
71.33
145.67
59.50
121.50
51.28
104.72
67.39
137.61
40.76
83.24
61.14
124.86
36.49
74.51
27.28
55.72
37.80
77.20
45.04
91.96
170.28
347.72
69.69
142.31
39.12
79.88
81.53
166.47
63.12
128.88
107.82
220.18
1,137.08 2,321.92

Gpt
571.42
456.42
408.62
387.47
265.69
209.82
164.46
133.11
115.89
105.03
44.64
48.92
51.89
63.04
65.07
71.14
71.28
84.49
88.69
2,104.79

Note

Over represented

Event
verb
behead
shoot
enthrone
stab
split
lasso
strike
club
combat
pull
leave
give
prepare
summon
write
dismount
return
march
send
address

11,281 events

Under represented

Cp
Ct
Rp
Rt
RpRt
Ept
Etp
Gpt

5843 events

As can be seen in Table 7.1, the event type ‘to behead’ occurs 48 times in
the Shāhnāma text. Out of 11,285 event tokens in the narrative 48 tokens were
instances of beheading. This is 0.43% of the total events in the Shāhnāma.
However, out of 5,531 illustrations 374 were depictions of beheading. This is
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6.7% of all illustrations in the population. The ratio of relative frequency in
illustrations over the relative frequency in the narrative is 15 to 1. According to a
statistical method known as the ‘Log Likelihood’ test2, given the observed value
in the narrative, an equal representation in the illustration population should have
yielded 139 instances of ‘beheading’ rather than 374. Similarly, the log likelihood
calculations expect to find 284 instances of ‘beheading’ in the Shāhnāma rather
than 48, if the observed count were to be equally representational of ‘beheading’.
Interestingly, the most under-represented event types in Shāhnāma illustrations
are dialogues and other instances of ‘addressing’. While the table shows over
30% of all event instances in the Shāhnāma are those of ‘addresses’, only 1% of
all depictions in the illustration population are those of ‘address’ event type.
Column ‘Gpt’ in Table 7.1 above refers to the G2 value in the log likelihood
test. This value is compared against the p-value with two degrees of freedom.
If G2 value is greater than 3.8, the level of over-representation or underrepresentation is significant within 95% confidence. Similarly, if the G2 goes
beyond 6.6, the degree of confidence increases to 99%. The table in Appendix 4
indicates that with 99% confidence level, out of 539 event types, 45 event types
are over-represented compared to 45 event types being under-represented in the
depiction population. This means that at 99% level of confidence 449 event
types are represented relatively equally in both the illustration population and the
narrative. This value falls to 400 event types at 95% level of confidence, where 55
event types are over-represented against 84 event types being under-represented.
These results signal a bias in the representation of event types in illustrations.
Although the Shāhnāma narrative itself displays a bias towards certain event
types, the G2 values in Appendix 4 indicates that illustrations do not follow
the same representational priority as the narrative. In other words, while the
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Shāhnāma narrative presents a subset of all event types in Persian language
to report on, Shāhnāma illustrations presents yet a smaller subset from this
archetypal event subset to depict. Therefore, it is in light of these archetypal
events that illustration distribution would have to be studied.
To reiterate this, every archetypal event in the narrative of the Shāhnāma has a
distribution pattern of its own. If the illustrations focus on a subset of archetypal
events, the distribution pattern therefore is expected to follow the general pattern
displayed by those events within the narrative. Figure 7.5 is a Venn diagram that
demonstrates the expected distribution that would have to be investigated.
If only event types in subset B of the narrative event types (subset A) are
depicted, we expect to observe illustrations where these event types appear in
the narrative. This is because, by principle of proximity, illustrations are likely
to occur in the same visual plane as the events being depicted. Therefore, the
distribution of illustrations would have to be compared against the distribution of
these event types in the narrative.
Referring to the table in Appendix 4, out of 539 event types, only 269
have been depicted at least once in the illustration population. Note that this
is not inconsistent with the idea that 449 event types are represented roughly
equally. This is because infrequent contributions are never illustrated. This
signals an important fact that the distribution of illustrations is dependent on the
distribution of these 269 event types in the Shāhnāma narrative. In other words,
since all other event types are not represented in the illustration population, one
would only expect to find illustrations in the proximity of the represented event
types. The question is ‘how are these represented event types distributed in the
narrative?’
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The graph in Figure 7.6 plots the distribution of 269 event types in common
between the narrative and the illustration population. The event distribution
in narrative – plotted in green – shows similar periods of peaks and troughs.
This suggests that the illustration distribution pattern follows that of the event
distribution in the narrative. However, there are still two areas that need to
be investigated. These are the anomalous peaks that seem much taller in the
illustration population than the narrative text. The second area of investigation
concerns the last 20% of the narrative which seems less illustrated than the rest
of the narrative. In this study two specific factors are investigated in an attempt
to explain these anomalies. The first phenomenon is the popularity of individual
events throughout the illustration corpus.

The second phenomenon being

investigated is the concept of interestingness.

7.3 Event popularity
As observed in figures 7.3 and 7.6, there are several unusually tall peaks in
the illustration frequency in some categories. The reason for this is that some
individual events seem to be “all time favourite events”. These maverick events
cause an imbalance in the overall illustration distribution. In other words, if the
maverick events occur in the first half of the narrative, they tend to raise the peaks
in the first half of the plot. It is therefore possible that popular events in the first
half of the narrative cause the trend shift in illustration distribution.
The table in Appendix 6 lists the individual events that are depicted more
than once in the illustration population. The list is sorted in a decreasing order of
frequency. There are 1,503 distinct event tokens represented by the illustration
population. If an equal representation were observed, every event would have
been depicted approximately 4 times in the illustration population. However, as
it can be seen in Table 7.2, there are events that are depicted far more often than 4
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times. This presents a bias for individual favourite events. In fact it is suggested
here that this popularity in event instances alters that illustration pattern and shifts
the trend towards the early parts of the Shāhnāma.
Table 7.2 is the list of top ten most popular events in the illustration
population. These are unusually high frequencies in a population set that has
109 manuscripts. This table indicates that the event “Rustam shoots Isfandīyār in
the eye with his tamarisk arrow” is illustrated 76% of the time. However, most
importantly, it shows that 83 of 197 events in bin 34, in fact, come from depicting
this one event. In relative terms 42% of all illustrations in bin 34 come from one
event. This has the tendency to skew the trend.
Table 7.2
Bin
34
7
34
10
21
27
12
9
19
1

Offset Event Instance
Rustam shoots Isfandīyār in the eye with his
59743
tamarisk arrow
Rustam stabs the white Dīv in the heart with his
12309
dagger
60717 Rustam shoots Shughād through the tree trunk
18569 Sīyāvush climbs the mount of fire
38402 Rustam pulls Bīzhan out of the well
Kaykhusrau beheads Afrāsīyab with a strike of
48751
his sword
22541 Girūy beheads Sīyāvush
16890 Rustam stabs Suhrāb in the side
33970 Rustam lassoes Khāqān of China
3398 Tūr beheads Īraj

Frequency
83
79
69
67
66
63
62
59
52
50

When the frequency values in anomalous categories are adjusted to reduce
the effect of event popularity, the trend is much more similar to the event
distribution in the narrative. The graph in Figure 7.8 plots the new adjusted
values. As can be seen in the graph, when only a few values in the top 20 popular
scenes are adjusted, the illustration distribution trend follows the general trend of
event type distribution in the narrative.
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This finding highlights two important points. The first point is that the
adjusted values support the theory that illustration distribution follows the event
type distribution in the narrative. The second point is that individual popular
events cause a shift in the degree of event representation. However, this event
representation is not based on the event type representation. Rather, it accentuates
single event representations. In other words, in the narrative, every event is a
unique event; i.e. the same event is not reported more than once. If an event such
as “Rustam mounts Rakhsh” is repeated in various occasions in the Shāhnāma
it is because they have taken place at different moments in the narrative; hence
they are unique events. However, the illustration population may contain many
depictions of a single sentence’s event. Although it increases the frequency of that
event type in the overall population by one, the frequency value for the event type
is biased because it is the same single event being depicted over and over again.
By contrast, depiction of many different events representing the same event type
is more reflective of event type distribution in the illustration population.
Therefore, an illustration placement model has to be able to incorporate
a popularity factor for every event token. This provides a ranking scheme
for individual events. The G2 value, in combination with the ratio of relative
frequencies of events in illustration population and narrative respectively,
provides a general ranking for the likehood of representation; however, popularity
ranking provides a finer criterion based on individual events.

7.4 The interestingness factor
When project resources are limited, manuscript designers would have to
apply further selection criteria to optimise the illustration placement process. It
has been demonstrated above that the Shāhnāma narrative is limited to 539 event
types. However, not every event type is represented in the illustration population.
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The observed results indicate that only 269 event types out of 539 event types
are depicted in the illustration population. However, the popularity ranking in
Appendix 6 indicates that out of 269 depicted event types some are not depicted
with equal frequency. Why is there a variance in the depiction frequencies?
It suggested here that there is an element of ‘interestingness’ that elevates
certain events to a higher level of depictability. To elaborate on this, consider the
‘beheading’ event type. Table 7.3 ranks all beheading events in the illustration
population by the number of times each event is depicted. It immediately
indicates that although they are all of the same event type – i.e. ‘to behead’ –,
there is a popularity factor within the same event type category displayed by the
frequency count. It is suggested that there is something in each event that makes
it more interesting than the next event in the list. But how is this interestingness
measured?
Table 7.3
Bin Offset
27
12
1
32
23
31
42
20
44
5
6
20
59
52
13
31
40
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Event Instance

48751 Kaykhusrau beheads Afrasiyab with a strike of his
sword
22541 Giruy beheads Siyavush
3398 Tur beheads Iraj
56568 Isfandiyar beheads Arjasp
40461 Bizhan beheads Human
55425 Isfandiyar beheads the wolves
74858 Bahram Gur beheads the dragon with his dagger
36339 Bizhan beheads the boars
77749 Bahram Gur beheads a wolf
9679 Afrasiyab beheads Naudhar
12140 Rustam beheads Arzhang
35926 Rustam beheads Akvan
105177 Bizhan beheads the unconscious body of Mahuy
91381 Bahram Chubina beheads Sava
23453 Zavara beheads Surkha with a dagger
55487 Isfandiyar beheads the lion with a strike of his
sword
70831 The executioner beheads Ta'ir
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Frequency
63
62
50
25
21
19
18
16
15
14
13
10
7
6
5
4
4
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43
44
15
13
53
16
24
12
24
24
56
16
18
30
52
2
24

76131 Bahram Gur beheads the second lion in the neck
with his sword
77847 Bahram Gur beheads the dragon with sword and
axe
27934 Bizhan beheads Palashan
23289 Faramarz beheads Varazad
93309 The prisoner beheads Ayingushasp
29220 Giv beheads Tazhav
42800 Gurgin beheads Andariman
22315 Garsivaz attempts to behead Siyavush
42649 Furuhil beheads Zangala
43746 Kaykhusrau instructs his men to behead Giruy
98327 Bahram Chubina beheads the lion monkey
28083 Bahram beheads Kabuda
32669 Rustam beheads Changish
53656 Isfandiyar beheads Bidarafsh
91456 Bahram Chubina beheads the sorcerer
4145 Manuchihr beheads Tur
42705 Bizhan beheads Ruyin

4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

The idea is promising, but we do not pursue it here. Resource limitations do
not allow for a full annotation of the events. However, it is suggested here that
the components involved in each event contribute to the degree of interestingness
for that event. In other words, actor entities, event type, place, and time involved
in the event have a factor of interestingness associated with them. It has been
indicated above that event types are subjected to a filter that determines the
archetypal event set. In terms of actors involved in an event, certain entities
may be deemed more interesting or important to the manuscript community than
others. For instance, if a regular soldier is involved in beheading, it may not be
interesting. But if a king carries out the beheading, it is a degree more interesting
than when an executioner carries out the order. Similarly, when a rabbit is
beheaded, the ‘beheading’ event is not as interesting as when a ‘dragon’, or a
‘lion’ or a ‘king’ is beheaded.
The degree of interestingness also applies to time and place. For instance,
the period of Persian history after King Anūshīravān may not be as important
or as interesting in the context of the Shāhnāma. The Shāhnāma gains its
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strength in reporting about events in a period of the Persian history that is not
readily accessible in the chronicles and historical references. These are the
reports, according to the Shāhnāma itself, that only lived in the memories of
a few individual priests and have been passed on orally from generation to
generation. By contrast, the later parts of the Shāhnāma report on events that
can be found in other early Islamic chronicles. This also provides an explanation
for the distortion in illustration distribution in the population. In other words, one
significant reason for front-loaded pattern in Shāhnāma illustrations is because
the later periods reported by the Shāhnāma are not as important to the manuscript
producers.
To measure the degree of interestingness, this study suggests a separate
ranking for event components based on the interestingness factor of each
component. To elaborate on this, consider the event structure as a 5-tuple in the
form (SOURCE ACTOR, TARGET ACTOR, EVENT TYPE, PLACE, TIME).
The ranking therefore, would involve 5 separate lists, each list corresponding
to an element in the event 5-tuple. Each list will include all entries found in the
narrative for the corresponding event component along with a rating factor. This
ranking factor could simply be a normalised relative frequency of each entry in
the list.
The next step would be to incorporate a depiction rating into each component
of the event 5-tuple. To elaborate on this, there are some elements that are
necessary for a depiction in an illustrations. For instance, in “Rustam beheads the
white Dīv” both ‘Rustam’ and the ‘white Dīv’ have to be depicted for the viewer
to consider the event depicted. However, the time of the event is not depicted.
The place may or may not be depicted. But how crucial is the place, for instance,
to the depiction of an event? Most Shāhnāma illustrations fail to present an
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accurate account of place for events. The sense of time is almost always absent in
the Shāhnāma illustrations. Nonetheless, the event still renders itself depictable
and the depiction is often correctly mapped to the event by the viewer. Therefore,
each event component has a different propensity for depiction. This level of
contribution to depiction can also be factored into the interestingness rating.
For future research, the following recommendations are made here for
computing an interestingness factor for an event. It is recommended here that
each illustration is annotated with a 0 or 1 for depiction contribution of each
event component. For instance, if the ‘SOURCE ACTOR’ is depicted, the flag
for presence of source actor will be 1. Otherwise, the flag is set to 0. Likewise,
the presence of TARGET ACTOR, PLACE, and TIME are flagged. Once the
illustration population is annotated with relevant flags, the depiction contribution
can be reported as the relative frequency of presence for each component. The
degree of interestingness for each individual event is then computed using the
following formula.
{Event interestingness =
(SOURCE ACTOR interestingness rating x SOURCE ACTOR depiction
contribution) +
(TARGET ACTOR interestingness rating x TARGET ACTOR depiction
contribution) +
(EVENT interestingness rating x EVENT depiction contribution) +
(PLACE interestingness rating x PLACE depiction contribution) +
(TIME interestingness rating x TIME depiction contribution) }
The hypothesis being suggested here is that interestingness ranking impacts
the illustration distribution significantly. However, the testing of this hypothesis
is postponed to subsequent studies.
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7.5 Impact of manuscript date on illustration
distribution
The results reported in previous sections of this chapter suggest that artists
from different time periods are likely to impose different subjective criteria
to rank the events for their interestingness, type, and popularity. This section
investigates if there is a significant difference in the illustration pattern from one
historical period to another. To investigate this, manuscript set was divided into
several groups based on the production date. Unfortunately, the data for much of
the 14th Century Shāhnāmas are incomplete. Therefore, this study is only applied
to manuscripts from the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries.
Illustration distribution of manuscripts produced during the 1400s is plotted
against manuscripts produced in the 1500s in Figure 7.10. As can be observed,
the illustration trend is almost identical in both sets of manuscripts.
This process was repeated for manuscripts produced in the 1500s against
those produced in the 1600s. Figure 7.11 shows that the general trend for
illustration distribution is almost identical between the sample set from 1500s
and 1600s. This graph is repeated for various manuscript categories. Illustration
distributions have shown a similar trend line across different date categories.
This similarity is captured in Figure 7.12, where date categories are plotted on
the same graph. The trend lines follow a very similar path in all date categories.
As demonstrated above, the slight difference between different manuscript
categories can be associated to the popular scene frequencies which may vary
slightly from one period to another.
This extreme similarity indicates that regardless of the date in which
a manuscript is produced, the distribution pattern seems to remain unchanged.
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In other words, the illustration insertion pattern seems to be consistent across
different time periods. Therefore, illustration distribution policy does not depend
on the date of the manuscript. This again supports the hypothesis that it is mainly
the content of a narrative that determines the illustration distribution rather than
the economic and fatigue factors.

7.6 Impact of illustration count on illustration
distribution
One last area worth investigating is to see how illustration count in
manuscripts impacts the distribution policy. If the illustration policy developed
through this model is applied to manuscripts with different counts, it is expected
that we will see a ‘common denominator’ of favourite illustrations across all
illustrated manuscripts. In other words, the smallest number of illustrations
would have to be present in all manuscripts. However, in reality that is not the
case. The illustration list does not increase incrementally by simply adding a new
illustration to the worked out illustration list. In the real world, it seems that
every time the illustration count increases, there is a degree of freedom that can
be applied to the selection of each illustration. This will be discussed in more
detail in chapter 9, when the final model is described. However, illustration count
is also related to the illustration dominance factor. The following sections report
on the variation in illustration count across different manuscript categories.

7.7 The economic factor affecting illustration
count
In principle, illustration count in a manuscript is driven by economic factors.
Depending on the category of the manuscript, the number of illustrations can vary
based on the budget allocated for the production of the manuscript. Although this
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study has not undertaken to establish a measure for illustration degree, it looks
into factors affecting the cost of manuscript production. It must be said that the
cost of manuscript production may vary from time to time, and across different
localities. An independent art historical study would have to be undertaken
to examine the correlation between various cost factors and the number of
illustrations placed in a manuscript. Within the scope of this study, it suffices
to say that the decision about the number of illustrations in a manuscript is a
matter of a balancing act between achieving quantity with a reasonable degree
of quality.
While discussions surrounding the iconography and quality of illustrations
in manuscripts will have to be left for later work, it is fitting to present some facts
and figures about the quantities in this chapter. Given the text of a narrative,
there is not enough evidence to show that an effective illustration count can be
derived formulaically. There is no supporting evidence in this study to prove
that illustration count affects the comprehension of the narrative. In fact, there is
also no evidence to prove that there is a correlation between the coherence of the
narrative and the number of illustrations placed in the document.
It may be true that our understanding and comprehension of narrative is
affected by how often visual information is inserted throughout the written
narrative. It is equally likely that over-illustration may prove counter productive
and may hinder the cohesion of the written narrative, when the reader is
interrupted by visual information all too often. The most likely scenario would
seem to be that the speed with which the written words are read is likely to slow
down as a result of over-illustration.
The data gathered from the illustrated Shāhnāmas does not provide cues
to show that the decision about illustration count is informed by a methodical
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cognitive study based on text comprehension. On the contrary, the evidence
points to economic factors affecting the production of illustrated manuscripts.
When illustration count was plotted against the time axis, the resulting graph
indicated that, for the manuscript population, the illustration count fluctuated
between 10 and 256 illustrations per manuscript scattered across different
periods. The solid black line in Figure 7.13 shows the general trend. The trend
line for this plot indicates that the illustration count tends to drop towards the
end of the 14th century – from values above 100 to values between the ranges of
20 to 80. The presence of a few outliers has caused a slight increase towards the
end of the 15th and part of the early 16th century. However, with the exception
of outliers, the trend seems to level off until the second half of the 17th century,
when a visible increase in illustration count is observed. During this period, the
illustration count hovers between 20 to 70 illustrations. In fact, the majority of
the manuscripts in the population set have illustration counts within this region.
To demonstrate this in a cumulative percentage figure, the data table was
sorted by illustration count and a histogram was drawn. As can be seen in
the histogram (Figure 7.14), the cumulative percentage indicates that 81% of
all manuscripts contained 80 or fewer illustrations. This observation raises
the question as to why so many manuscripts display such illustration counts.
Theoretically speaking, just over 11,000 identified instances of depictable
actions in the narrative of the Shāhnāma suggest that any illustrated copy of the
Shāhnāma can have up to about 11,000 illustrations depicting all of the identified
action instances. However, this figure is far from a realistic number. In fact,
the cost of producing an illustrated copy is so high that a high quality illustrated
manuscript could cost a patron a fortune.
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A contract, published recently in Nāmeh-ye Bahārestān (Bakhtiyar 2002),
sheds light on the true cost of such illustrated manuscripts. This document is a
contract between Nāsir al-Din Shāh, the Qājār monarch, and the master painter
of the court. According to this contract, Nāsir al-Din Shāh commissioned the
production of an illustrated copy of the Arabian Nights (A thousand and one
nights). This document, signed and sealed on 10 Dhu al-Qa’da 1268/25 August
1852, set a three-year deadline for the completion of the project.
In addition to the detailed instruction on progress reports, the marginal notes
also contain specific references to the number of painters who worked on this
commission. Among other figures, this document reports that the final figure
paid from the treasury towards the salary of the painters involved in this project
was a total sum of 6,580 tūmāns. To put this in perspective, it is fitting to compare
this figure to the cost of building the Shams al-Imāra palace in Tehran which was
finished 16 years after the completion of this illustrated copy of the Arabian
Nights. Dūst Alī Khān Mudīr al-Mamālik is reported to have commissioned the
building of the Shams al-Imāra palace. The work was completed in 1868. The
surviving documents report the total cost of the building – including the lavish
decorations, expensive furniture, and exquisite Persian rugs – to be under 40,000
tūmāns. Having turned Shams al-Imāra into one of the most luxurious palace
buildings, Dūst Alī Khān presents the palace to Nāsir al-Dīn Shāh.
Disregarding the cost of inflation over the period of 16 years, this means
that the salary of painters alone has cost the monarch almost one sixth of the
total cost of a multi-storey palace – complete with its expensive furniture – that
was built 16 years later. Adding the cost of paper, paint, and other material to
this bulk figure, it is not difficult to imagine the colossal figure that was paid
towards illustrating one work of literature. In fact, I had to compare that with
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the cost of paint in today’s market, when technology has introduced significant
improvements to the production of paint pigments. According to one supplier
in Germany (Kremer, 2004), the cost of 1 Kg of Lapis lazuli, which is imported
from Chile is € 15,594.00. It is not therefore very difficult to have an educated
guess about the cost of 1 Kg of Lapis from Afghanistan. The same supplier lists
the price of 1 Kg of Azurite at € 2,045.00.
It is in light of such prices that perhaps one can appreciate the reasons for
not finding traces of lapis in all 104 images in highly illustrated Shāhnāmas,
produced in India. Likewise, one can fully appreciate the splendour of 256
paintings in the heavily illustrated copy of the Shāh Tahmāsp Shāhnāma, which
is enriched by such highly priced paint pigments and gold leaves. Adding the
cost factor to the sentimental desire of master painters to keep the colours pure
– as opposed to mixing colours, hence polluting them – any illustration project
could soon prove to be a financial disaster. This is a point that has been argued
frequently among art historians.
There is an undocumented consensus among art historians that most book
productions commissioned by patrons have been over-ambitious projects that
have failed to fathom the reality of the financial burden of such an expensive
enterprise. This view has led some art historians to speculate that the reasons
for an observed front loadedness in the illustrations of the Shāhnāma are due to
miscalculation factors. Meaning, half way into the projects the resources would
run out, forcing painters to either abandon the project, or sparsely illustrate the
remaining half of the work. However, the results reported above disagree with
this view. Nonetheless, it is important to mark this fact that economy plays a
significant role in how illustrated a manuscript can feasibly become. The scope
of the argument at this point is however to determine whether illustration count
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as a measure of dominance also impacts the distribution pattern.
To investigate this impact the manuscripts are grouped into categories based
on their illustration counts. The following graphs are produced to compare the
general trend of illustration distribution of two groups of manuscripts against the
illustration population. The first category plotted here is the set of manuscripts
that have 40-49 illustrations (Figure 7.15). The second category is the set of
manuscript that have between 50-59 illustrations (Figure 7.16). The average
number of illustrations observed in every category is plotted against the expected
count for that category based on the population values. Both manuscript groups
show similar patterns as the expected population values in these categories.
In fact when this procedure was repeated for manuscripts in other illustration
count categories, the resulting graphs indicated that regardless of the illustration
count, illustration distribution remains the same. This has at least one promising
implication. It means that for manuscript fragments it is possible to estimate a
total count for the original manuscript.

Notes
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The results presented in chapter 7 confirm that, regardless of the illustration
count and production centre, the general illustration distribution trend remains
relatively constant throughout the manuscript traditions.
For the purposes of this test, a well-studied dispersed manuscript is chosen,
namely, the great Mongol Shāhnāma (GMS). The fragments of GMS are very

Chapter 8:
Reconstructing
The Great Mongol
Shāhnāma

well studied. In a monograph, Grabar et. al (1980) estimate the original number
of illustrations at 120. Blair, however, in a later publication reconsiders this figure
and reports that, "we were able to reconstruct about half of the original manuscript
(approximately 150 of the 300 folios). Thinking of the 58 known illustrations,
we had simply doubled the number and suggested that the manuscript originally
had some 120 illustrations. Instead, we should have doubled the number of
illustrations we were able to posit in the reconstructed half (95), giving a total of
190" (Blair 1989).
In light of the new data presented in this study, the reconstruction method
used in the monograph can be improved several fold. However, it has to be borne
in mind that regardless of the accuracy of the computations, any interpolation
technique is a probabilistic approximation. Every time a new set of data emerges,
the approximated values are bound to alter. Thus, the validity of the reconstruction
performed by Grabar and Blair is not being contested here. Instead, this chapter
offers an improvement based on the result in chapter 7.
The values reported here are those computed from the population distribution
pattern observed in the 109 manuscripts (Appendix 1) gathered for this
experiment. Addition of more complete manuscripts to the population set may
well modify the results reported here. Nonetheless, the modification is expected
to be only a small percentage of the values reported here. Although, Blair reports
95 illustrations posited in their original reconstruction (Blair 1989; Grabar et. al.
Doctoral Dissertation
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1980), this experiment is based on the deterministic values derived from the 58
illustrations in the database that are attributed to the Great Mongol Shāhnāma.
Before the reconstruction begins, it is worth noting that the estimates given
by Blair for folio count can be improved based on the existing illustration data.
She proposes that the original manuscript must have had between 280 to 300
folios (Blair 1980). However, this study suggests there should have been close
to 380 folios. The calculation is based on the total number of lines in the Mohl’s
edition of the Shāhnāma narrative. There are two aspects of spreading the text that
Blair’s reconstruction study does not capture and both affect the amount of cells
displaced on the face of a folio. The first aspect is the amount of text displaced
by the section headings. Based on the text of the Mohl’s critical edition, there
are 998 section headings in the Shāhnāma. This number seems congruent with
the numbering of section headings in most of the manuscripts studied for this
experiment. In the original folios, there are 4 cells allocated for section headings;
spread over 2 rows and 2 columns. Assuming this to be applied consistently – as
it is the case with all the Shāhnāma manuscripts inspected here – the cumulative
count of 998 section headings requires 3,992 cells; hence, displacing 21.5 folio
sides. The second aspect that is overlooked in the original study is the relative
size of the illustrations. The surviving illustrations reported in Table 8.1 take
up 4,924 cells on the folios. Assuming that the original manuscript maintains a
similar average size for all illustrations, each illustration would displace 85 cells
of text. If the estimate of 190 illustrations is correct, the total text displaced by
illustrations would amount to 16,150 half-lines. Given that the Mohl’s edition
reports 105,256 half-lines and assuming that the original manuscript follows
this text relatively closely in terms of total number of lines, the number of cells
required to accommodate the main text, section headings and the illustrations
exceeds 674 folio sides (125,364 cells). If the assumptions are correct here, the
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original Great Mongol Shāhnāma must have had over 337 folios. However, if
the reconstruction proposed here is accepted, this number would have to be raised
still further.
To reconstruct an approximate distribution, it has to be determined whether
the surviving illustrations contain enough information to apply a statistical
method. If one expected a uniform distribution, the illustrations would have to
be distributed evenly. For a manuscript that contains 60 illustrations this means
that if one divides the text into 60 equal parts, the uniform distribution would
secure one illustration for each part. However, this is not the case here. The
current distribution of the 58 illustrations is graphed against the expected values
computed from the illustration population. The plot in Figure 8.1 indicates
two distinct regions of the narrative being represented by the surviving 58
illustrations. These two regions are bin 0 to bin 6 and bin 33 to bin 45. There are
also two minor regions indicated by bin 9 and bin 48 and 49. The graph in Figure
8.17 also indicates another important factor. The height of bars for each category
is much higher than what is expected from the relative value computed based on
the illustration population. In Figure 8.1, the narrative is divided into 60 equal
sections. The relative frequency of illustration in the population for each part
is plotted against the number of surviving illustrations in each part. The graph
shows significant gaps between the distribution of the 58 surviving illlustrations
and illustration distribution in the population.
Table 8.1 is the list of current illustrations in the GMS. There is one
particular range in the list that is worth noting. It seems that the Iskandar cycle
is relatively complete in the surviving set. It is safe to assume that the Iskandar
cycle is relatively complete because the first illustration in the cycle is on line
32 of the Mohl chapter on Iskandar and the last illustration from Iskandar’s
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cycle is the moment when Nāhīd, Iskandar’s mother, mourns his death. There
are 12 illustrations in this cycle. The cycle covers the range between half-line
63,219 and half-line 66,967 in the Mohl’s edition, 3,748 half-lines requiring 20
folio sides. The number of cells taken by illustrations are 1,132, also requiring
an additional 6 folio sides. This means that a total of thirteen folios are required
to fit the twelve illustrations surviving from this chapter. This indicates that
there is the possibility of one missing illustration. Also, the survival of twelve
illustrations from this range already makes this the most illustrated Iskandar cycle
in the whole Shāhnāma pictorial corpus.
Therefore, this range is most convincingly a potentially complete section,
and can be used to interpolate the population data. However, there is also a
semi-reliable range that is believed to be complete, the 9 illustrations from the
end of Gushtāsp reign. Referring to the data in the table the range begins with
half-line offset 57,110 corresponding to line 2467 in Gushtāsp chapter. Similarly,
this range too stretches over 3,752 half-lines. The combined cells taken by the
illustrations and the text cells amount to 12 folios. Given that 9 illustrations
from this range have survived, the range seems to be complete. This flags the

Table 8.1
offset
1247
1571
1955
2269

186

event
Zuhhak is enthroned
Faranak tells Faridun about Abtin
Faridun attacks the palace of Zuhhak
The army drags Zuhhak in his chains
behind a camel
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Section
Heading

Chapter

Line

possibility of up to two illustrations being missing from the cycle.

22
25
27
30

Zahhak
Zahhak
Zahhak
Zahhak

1
163
355
512

Cells
in
Image
72
44
65
64
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2809 Faridun appears as a fire-breathing
dragon to his three sons to test them
3398 Tur beheads Iraj
3434 Faridun receives a coffin containing the
head Iraj
3528 Mahafarid gives birth to a daughter
5953 Zāl throws a lasso and climbs the wall
of the castle
6393 Sindukht summons Rūdāba
7390 Manuschihr receives Zāl
7469 A priest tests Zāl's wisdom
9679 Afrasiyab beheads Naudhar
9944 Zav, son of Tahmasp, is enthroned
10014 Garshasp is enthroned
12377 Rustam and other commanders of
Kaykavus leave
57110 Isfandiyar meets with Gushtasp
57663 Rustam embraces Bahman
59013 Rustam combats Isfandiyar
59136 Zavara kills Nushazar with the strike of
his spear
59743 Rustam shoots Isfandiyar in the eye
with his tamarisk arrow
60027 Pashutan leads Isfandiyar's funeral
procession to Iran
60717 Rustam shoots Shughad through the
tree trunk
60801 Faramarz carries the bodies of Rustam,
Zavara, and Rakhsh to Zabulistan from
Kabulistan
60862 Faramarz shoots arrows at the heart of
the army of the King of Kabul
61643 Darab sleeps under an old arch
61718 Rashnavad's army battles the army of
Rum
63219 Iskandar is enthroned
63457 Kayd summons Mihran
64351 The army of Iskandar battles the army
of Fur
64421 Iskandar splits Fur in half with the
strike of his sword
65368 Brahman receives Iskandar
65543 Boars attack the army of Iskandar
65654 The army of Iskandar kills the dragon
65966 Iskandar meets the talking birds
66044 The army of Iskandar emerge of the
dark mountains
66132 Iskandar build two wall on two sides
of the valley of Yajooj and Majooj
streching to the top
66244 Iskandar visits the talking tree
66967 Nahid mourns the death of Iskandar
67472 Gulnar slips into Ardshir's bed

36

Faridun

240

84

42
43

Faridun
Faridun

534
552

72
108

44
68

Faridun
Manuchihr

599
661

64
92

72
80
81
103
106
107
127

Manuchihr 881
Manuchihr 1379
Manuchihr 1419
Nauzar
494
Zav
15
Garshasp
2
Kay Ka'us 668

76
52
60
102
118
114
116

572
578
590
591

Gushtasp
Gushtasp
Gushtasp
Gushtasp

2467
2744
3419
3480

89
64
54
102

596

Gushtasp

3784

84

598

Gushtasp

3926

102

603

Gushtasp

4271

72

604

Gushtasp

4313

70

605

Gushtasp

4343

102

616
617

Humay
Humay

158
195

114
114

633
636
646

Iskandar
Iskandar
Iskandar

32
151
597

88
96
126

646

Iskandar

632

90

654
655
656
659
660

Iskandar
Iskandar
Iskandar
Iskandar
Iskandar

1105
1193
1248
1404
1443

72
82
98
76
80

661

Iskandar

1487

126

Iskandar 1543
Iskandar 1905
Ashkaniyan 202

84
114
62

663
671
678
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67833 The army of Ardshir lines up before the
army of Bahman
67898 Kharrad takes Ardavan to Ardshir
68662 Ardshir drops his poisoned drink

681

Ashkaniyan 383

78

682
690

415
34

90
108

68791 The treasurer hands over the package
left by the priest
70439 Bahram III is enthroned

691

99

56

1

84

71812 Shapur II hangs Mani at the gates of
the city
72497 Bahram Gur tramples over Azada with
his camel
74583 The priest find two golden bulls with
their heads in a feeder filled with
precious stones
74858 Bahram Gur behead the dragon with his
dagger
74963 The wife of the peasant milks her cow

722

Ashkaniyan
Ardashir
Babakan
Ardashir
Babakan
Bahram
Bahramiyan
Shapur
Zu'l-aktaf
Yazdagird
Bazakar
Bahram
Gur (1)

619

108

198

90

549

96
60

76242 Bahram Gur staples the head of a male
onager (buck) to its side with his arrow
76923 Bahram Gur appoint his brother Nirsi
as the governor of Khurasan
77749 Bahram Gur beheads a wolf

761

83157 Kasra Anushiravan summons his
advisors
83536 Kasra Anushiravan rewards
Buzarjumihr
83801 Kasra Anushiravan summons the
relatives of Mahbud
84410 Kasra Anushiravan writes a letter to
Khaqan
84759 Mihransitad visits the daughter of
Khaqan

831

Bahram
686
Gur (1)
Bahram
739
Gur (1)
Bahram
1378
Gur (1)
Bahram
5
Gur (2)
Bahram
418
Gur (2)
Anushirvan 1416

833

Anushirvan 1605

56

835

Anushirvan 1738

120

841

Anushirvan 2042

92

843

Anushirvan 2217

70

708

729
752
777
754

740
776

60
68
64
96
64

These ranges are compared with the overall distribution in the illustration
population. As demonstrated above, regardless of the manuscript date and the
number of illustrations in a manuscript, the manuscripts tend to show a consistent
trend. There are three distinctive regions of over-representation manifested in
three peaks. These are the prominent peaks in Figure 7.12.

Incidentally, the

cycles of Iskandar and Gushtāsp both fall within the regions of peaks. These
areas of over-representation can be interpreted as heavily illustrated regions. That
is, the majority of manuscripts display a concentration of favourite illustrations in
these regions. The regions of Gushtasp and Iskandar in the Shāhnāma narrative
therefore are popular regions where illustrations are not sparse. This ensures
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a high rate of common hits because of popular events. Generally, the wider
the band of continuous folios in the surving fragments the more accurate the
interpolation is likely to be. However, for our purposes, these two segments
provide relatively long sequences of uninterrupted half-lines.
Illustration information on these two regions is extracted from the population
in two separate tables in Appendix 7. There are 105,256 half-lines of poetry in the
Shāhnāma narrative according to Mohl’s critical edition. These have given rise to
a total of 11,281 depictable events (Appendix 3). However, the population only
captures 1,463 events in total. Given that there are 5,843 illustrations (Appendix
2) in the population, this means some depictable events are more popular than
others. According to the figures, the likelihood of a half-line containing the
critical line is 11,282 over 105,256. The likelihood of a half-line being depicted,
however, is 1,463 over 105,256.
In the case of the Iskandar cycle in the GMS, the population only captures
10 illustrations. This means that two of GMS Iskandar illustrations are not
represented in the population. There are 71 illustrations in this region that are
illustrated by either the fragment manuscript (i.e. GMS) or the population. In this
case two are only depicted by GMS and not captured by the rest of the population.
This also means that out of 1,463 depicted illustrations, 71 illustrations come from
the cycle of Iskandar. A simple ratio calculation reveals that the GMS Iskandar
illustrations should also maintain the 71 to 1,463 ratio. Given that GMS covers
10 common illustrations with the population, there should have been roughly
206 illustrations in the manuscript. This is roughly in line with the probabilistic
methods. The ratio of 1,463 over 105,356 means that, for a range that covers
3,748 half-lines, one would expect to find around 53 illustrations. The fact that
there are 71 depicted illustrations in the population, agrees with the fact that there
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is an over-illustration tendency for this region. This is also supported by the
earlier graphs.
Similar simple calculation applied to the Gushtasp fragments yields
approximately 204 illustrations for the GMS. This value was calculated based
on 6 events commonly depicted by the population and the GMS, although there
are 9 illustrations for the Gushtasp cycle in the GMS. This claculation is roughly
in line with the earlier estimate of 206. However, according to the likelihood of a
half-line being depicted (1,463 over 105,356), the 3,752 half-lines in the Gushtāsp
range would approximately yield 52 illustrations for the GMS. However, the
population captures a lower count of depicted events for this range. In fact, there
are only 43 depicted illustrations in the population for this range. This means
that this part in the Gushtasp chapter is under-represented in the illustration
population. While the Iskandar range is over-represented by 9 illustrations in
the population, the Gushtāsp range is under-represented by 9 illustrations. This
means that the average of the computed values above is a safe estimate for the
illustration count, i.e. 205 illustrations.
More complex methods were also applied to the manuscripts in the population.
A correlation coefficient matrix indicated that the GMS distribution pattern is
very similar to the Metropolitan New York 13.228.22 and Additional 18188 from
the British Library. It might seem strange since both of these manuscripts have
only 73 illustrations. However, both these manuscripts display a ratio of 4 to
3 for their illustration counts in these two segments (i.e. Iskandar vs Gushtasp).
This is the same ratio for the corresponding ranges in GMS. However, following
this model would estimate the illustration count to be 216 illustrations. A full
report on the lengthy computation for the correlation coefficient method is left to
future publications. It involves a series of somewhat complex computations, but
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it suffices to mention here that illustration count by these estimates is still placed
higher than 205. For the time being, it is reasonable to accept 205 until a higher
level of confidence can be reached for a different estimate.

8.1 Missing illustrations
Having reached the estimated count of 205 for the total number of
illustrations, the job of estimating where they might have been is slightly easier
to achieve. There are many ways that the text of the Shāhnāma can be grouped
into categories. In the case of GMS, the text can be divided into 205 equal parts
based on the estimated illustration count. The text can also be divided based on
the number of cells that can fit on the folio, i.e. 186 cells. The latter division is
slightly more complicated since every time an illustration is inserted into a folio
side, on average, 85 cells of text are displaced. For the purposes of reconstruction
here the text is divided into 205 equal segments based on the illustration count.
Therefore, every category would have close to 514 half-lines.
If the distribution is uniform, one would expect to find one illustration
in every text category. However, the observed data in the database indicate
otherwise. Some categories have proven to be over-illustrated compared to
other segments of the text. The cumulative relative frequency for every category
provides a relative representation factor for that category. In other words, the
cumulative frequency of events depicted in each category can be applied to the
estimated 205 illustrations in GMS to arrive at an expected cumulative illustration
count for that category.
The table in Appendix 8 summarises the illustration activities in 205 categories
of the text. The fluctuation in illustration frequency between categories indicates
that some segments of the text are more heavily illustrated. The cumulative
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illustration count for each category can be used to sort the list in descending
order. Within each category, the depicted events can be sorted in descending order
of their depiction frequencies in the illustration pool. The next step is to fill in
205 illustration positions. The surviving 58 illustrations, obviously, fill the top of
each respective category. The remaining 147 illustrations can be filled according
to the sorted list and the expected total illustration count for each category. The
resulting estimated list is reproduced in ascending order of their respective
position in the Shāhnāma text (Appendix 9).
It has to be noted here that the estimated reconstruction is based on the events
represented by the illustration population. However, as apparent in Appendix
9, there are 18 illustrations that are depicted in GMS and not represented in
the illustration population. It is therefore conceivable that GMS did not depict
some of the estimated illustrations. Also, there may be illustrations that are not
represented by the illustration estimate and in fact were depicted by GMS. After
all, the list proposed here is only an estimate; only one possibility out of many,
but a very probable one.

8.2 Folio reconstruction
Although a foliation scheme already exists for the surviving fragments of
the Great Mongol Shāhnāma, the new information in this study suggests an
alternative estimate for the foliation scheme. As mentioned previously, every
non-narrative element that is introduced to the surface of a folio in a manuscript
tends to displace the text of the narrative. Among non-narrative elements used in
Persian manuscripts, illuminations and section headings were discussed earlier.
Illustration is also introduced as an element on a manuscript folio that causes text
displacement. While regular occurrences of section headings and illustrations
cause considerable shift in the location of subsequent illustrations, occasional
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illuminations do not cause a significant content shift in the grand scheme of the
manuscript foliation. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, illuminations are
considered negligible and are left out of the foliation estimation.
To compute the location of each illustration in a manuscript, it is important
to know how many cells are required to accommodate the text of the narrative,
the text of the section headings, and the illustrations that have occurred prior
to the current illustration. The amount of cell space required to fit the text of
the narrative is determined by the cumulative number of the half-lines prior to
the current illustration. In this study, this cumulative number is captured by the
offset of the critical line. The number of cells required to accommodate all of
the section headings prior to the current illustration is computed by multiplying
the cumulative number of section heading prior to the current illustration by the
number of cells occupied by each section heading. Finally, the number of cells
required to accommodate all of the illustrations that have occurred prior to the
current illustration is captured by the cumulative size of illustrations prior to the
current illustration.
Once the grand total of cells required to fit all of the elements occurred
prior to the current illustrations has been calculated, it is a matter of dividing the
grand total by the maximum number of cells that can fit in a text frame. This
will compute the number of folio sides required prior to the current illustration.
The remainder of the above division indicates the number of cells on the folio
that fall above the current illustration. At this point the visual constraints can be
applied to the current folio to ensure that enough cells remain on the last folio to
fit the current illustration. If there are enough cells to accommodate the spillage
from the previous folio side and the current illustration, the last computed folio
can be assigned as the address of the current illustration. However, if the current
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illustration cannot be fitted on the last folio, adjustments would have to be made
to fill the rest of the folio side with text and realign the position of the current
illustration on the next folio. As discussed previously, there are various techniques
used by manuscript designers to make such adjustments. The examples of slant
lines, deletion and insertion of section headings were discussed earlier in this
thesis. This adjustment is also incorporated in the computation of foliation for
subsequent illustrations.
Appendix 10 outlines the specifications for each estimated illustration. The
table in Appendix 10 indicates how many cells are required to accommodate
the main text, section headings, and illustrations up to the occurrence of each
illustration.

If an illustration has survived, the specifications are reported

according to the real values.

For the estimated illustrations, however, the

illustration size is set to the average illustration size of the fragments. It is
obvious that the foliation is no longer an exact science as these values may
not correspond to the original manuscript. However, as an approximation, it is
likely that the overall foliation captures the balance between the over-estimated
illustration sizes and the under-estimated ones.
Appendix 11 incorporates the specifications outlined in Appendix 10 into
the computational method described above. The first set of computed numbers
indicates the foliation before any adjustments. The next set of values computes
the distribution of cells to indicate the number of cells occupied by the illustration,
number of cells before the illustrations that have spilled over from the previous
folio, and the number of cells left to be filled by text after the illustration. The
negative value in the cells after the illustration indicates that the illustration
does not fit on the folio side and adjustments would have to be made to move
the illustration to the next folio. The following set of columns compute the
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amount of adjustment that is required to realign the illustration to the next folio
according to the specifications. For each illustration, the cumulative number of
cells adjusted is added to the cumulative number of cells occupied by all elements
prior to that illustration. The final set of numbers indicates the number of text
frames required after the adjustment. Given that each folio side contains one text
frame, this value can be divided by 2 to yield the folio number and the folio side
on which each illustration would end up.
As can be seen clearly in Appendix 11, the gap between the reported folio
numbers and the estimated foliation widens as the narrative progresses. The
last illustration in the sequence of fragments (Mihrānsitād visits the daughter
of Khāqān), is reported to have been on folio 234v. However, this illustration
is now estimated to be on folio 314v. Such a wide gap between these values
can only be explained in light of the adjustments made and the incorporation of
section headings in this study. Previous studies do not seem to have taken into
account the amount of text that is displaced by section headings and slant lines in
the manuscript. However, it has to be emphasised here that both these values are
estimations of what the original might have been.

8.3 Heuristics and Algorithms
There are three major computational procedures that have emerged from this
study. The first and most important step is the collection of the training data set.
The training data set is crucial to the algorithms being suggested in this study.
The procedure for collecting the training data set is summarised here in section
8.3.1.
Once the data set is collected, there are two main ways in which the data
can be applied. The training set can be used to estimate a distribution pattern for
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a given number of illustrations for a given narrative text. It can also be used to
approximate the reconstruction of missing illustrations in an existing manuscript.
These two applications are explored here in sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3.

8.3.1 Data collection
This section is a summary of the method in which the data was collected for
this thesis. For any given narrative, the following steps must be taken to prepare
a data set.

Ø Take the machine readable text of the narrative.
Ø Create

a text database in which the following relations are
captured.

Ø Break

the text into sentences and give every sentence a serial
number from 1 to n.

Ø For

every sentence identify the main verb and capture the
infinitive form.

Ø For every main verb identify the adverbs.
Ø For every sentence identify the embedded clause.
Ø For every sentence identify the temporal entities.
Ø For every sentence identify the spatial entities.
Ø For every sentence identify the actors.
Ø For every actor identify the role (doer, receiver, instrument).
Ø For every actor identify the adjectives.
Ø Take all of the available illustrations and create an illustration
database that captures the following.

Ø For every illustration identify the source manuscript/book
Ø Link every illustration to all sentences that are depicted by the

illustration. In other word, link this illustration to every sentence
in the textual database for which this illustration is a depiction.

Ø Create

an augment matrix whose row heading is the sentence
serial number from the textual database and column heading is
the unique serial numbers for every manuscript/book that is part
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of the training set. Populate the matrix with either 0 if sentence
k is not depicted in manuscript/book m. Otherwise assign 1 if
sentence k is depicted by an illustration in manuscript/book m.

Ø Create

a sentence summary matrix using the augment matrix
whose row headings are the serial numbers of the sentences in the
textual database and the column headings are the cumulative sum
of the row in augment matrix that corresponds to each sentence
serial number. This matrix should represent the number of times a
particular sentence k is depicted by the data set.

Ø Create a verb summary matrix using the augment matrix so that

the row headings are the infinitive form of the main verbs in the
sentences. The matrix should contain two columns. Column 1
should be populated with the cumulative sum of all instances of a
given infinitive form of a verb which appears in the text. Column
2 should be populated with the cumulative sum of all instances
where a particular verb is depicted by the illustration set.

These three matrices will be used to suggest a distribution for a future
narrative illustration project.

They can also be used to approximate the

reconstruction of the missing illustrations in an incomplete manuscript.
For the purposes of this thesis, the training set has been chosen from amongst
the surviving manuscripts of the Shāhnāma. However, this does not have to be
case. The training set can be formed from multiple sources of manuscripts, books,
or illustrated narrative narratives. The structure of the three formed matrices will
remain the same. However, it is likely that the introduction of several genres of
illustrated narratives may improve the overall performance of the distribution
model in general. On the other hand, the performance of the model with
respect to specific genres of narrative may fall since the training set is no longer
homogeneous.

8.3.2 Illustration distribution
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of an algorithm to
assist book illustrators to identify areas of text as potential markers for inserting
illustrations based on the training set. The algorithm offered in this section uses
the verb summary matrix to rank verbs based on the number of times a verb
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appears in the text database compared to the number of times that verb is depicted
by the illustration training set. The algorithm is presented as a pseudo-code
procedure.

Ø Ask the user for the desired number of illustrations, N.
Ø Take the verb summary matrix.
Ø For every verb use the log-likelihood formulas (see Appendix 5)

to compute the values of G2, Et, and Eo, where Et is the expected
occurrence of the given verb in the text based on the observed
value of its depiction. Eo is the observed occurrence of the verb
(as depicted by the illustration set) based on the occurrence of the
given verb in the text.

Ø If

Eo is greater than the observed value in the verb matrix
(cumulative depicted value), assign –G2 to be the representation
factor, R. Otherwise, use G2 as the representation factor, R.

Ø Create a depictability measure matrix whose row headings are the

sentence serial numbers. This matrix will have a column populated
with the R factor corresponding to the main verb of the given
sentence. Another column will be populated with the cumulative
number of time a sentence is depicted by the illustration set.

Ø Divide

the sentences in to N groups, N being the number of
desired illustrations in a manuscript/book

Ø Sort the groups by the total number of sentences depicted.
Ø For every group compute the contribution of that group to the

total depictions in the illustration set (C). Compute C using the
following formula: C = number of sentences depicted by the
group / total number of illustrations in the training set.

Ø Compute the expected contribution of each group to the N number

of illustrations. Compute this contribution using the following
formula: Cn = C * N. Round this number to the next integer.

Ø Sort every group by two factors.

The first factor is the R factor.
Within the R factor category, sort the sentences by the cumulative
number of times a sentence is depicted.

Ø For every group, select the top Cn sentences to be the potential
marker for inserting an illustration.

Ø This will produce an over estimate which, at worst, suggests 2N
markers for illustrations; and at best N markers. The user can trim
the list down to N final markers for illustration insertion.
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It has to be noted here that the accuracy and performance of the model relies
greatly on the number of illustration and the size of the text database. The larger
the illustration set and the more types of events captured by the text database, the
more likely it is for the model to suggest a more realistic distribution to the data
set.

8.3.3 Reconstructing fragments
An attempt is made in chapter 9 to suggest a practical application for the
distribution model. The application explored in chapter 9 is the reconstruction of
manuscripts based on the surviving fragments. It is proposed that if the training
data set is large enough to provide a representational view of the illustration
distribution for a given literary text, it is possible to approximately reconstruct
the missing illustrations in a manuscript fragment. This is done by first estimating
the total number of illustrations contained in the original manuscript. Once the
estimate of the total number is reached, steps introduced in section 8.3.2 are
followed to find the distribution model. The following is a pseudo-code procedure
for reconstructing the missing illustrations in a manuscript fragment.

Ø Find the largest continuous span in the surviving fragment.
Ø Using the training set, compute the ratio of the number

of
illustrations in the illustration set that corresponds to this span
of text over the total number of illustrations in the training set of
illustrations. Call this ratio ‘r’.

Ø Multiply the inverse of ‘r’ (i.e. 1/r) by the number of illustrations
in the fragment that comes from this span in the text. This
provides an estimate of the total number of illustrations (N) in the
original manuscript.

Ø Once the total number of illustrations (N) is estimated, follow the
procedure outlined in section 8.3.2 to

Ø Because

there are n surviving illustrations, the priority has to
be given to the surviving illustrations over the estimated ones.
Therefore, the number of illustrations estimated should be N-n.
Moreover, once the text is divided into N group and sorted as
outlined in 8.3.2, illustrations should only be chosen from groups
for whom the number of surviving illustrations is less than Cn.
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It must be emphasised here that reconstruction is only possible if
a significant number of illustrated manuscript/book on the identical
literary work has survived. In the absence of such strong training set,
the estimate arrived at by this procedure is totally unreliable.

8.3.4 Evaluation of the algorithms
As a safety measure the algorithms suggested here can be tested to ensure the
reliability of the model. In terms of the fragment reconstruction, if a significant
training set exists, it is possible to simulate the dismantlement of various
manuscripts (one at a time) and perform the reconstruction procedure on the
resulting fragments. This can be repeated a few times in order to increase the
reliability of the test.

As far as the distribution model based on the event type, it is also possible
to remove a manuscript from the set, repeat the data collection procedure in
section 8.3.1 to arrive at a training set. Once the training data set is arrived, based
on the total number of illustrations in the removed manuscript, it is possible to
follow the instructions in section 8.3.2 to produce an estimated distribution. This
distribution can be examined against the actual manuscript. For a more accurate
test, this test can be performed several times using a different manuscript each
time. It is hoped that future studies will run such tests to provide a reliability
factor for the distribution model introduced in this thesis.
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9.1 The model
The data collected through this study can be used in various ways. As
was shown in chapter 8, the collected data can be applied to the study of
individual works of illustrated documents. The reconstruction of the Great

Chapter 9:
Concluding
Remarks

Mongol Shāhnāma in chapter 8 is an example of how illustration distribution
patterns inferred from a collection of other illustrated Shāhnāmas can be used to
interpolate missing information in surviving fragments of medieval manuscripts.
This chapter concludes by showing how the collected data can be used to derive a
model of automatic illustration insertion.
Although this study has been based on a small number of manuscripts of
a single literary work comprised of 5,531 illustrations, the methodology can be
applied to a larger number of narratives with a larger number of illustrations. A
larger corpus of illustrated narratives is likely to provide a more reliable account
of the practice of narrative illustration.
The intention in this study was to produce a model of illustration distribution
that relies solely on the text of the narrative and without resorting to extra-textual
knowledge. Without resorting to the deep semantic structure of the narrative, it
sought to suggest a plausible distribution for illustrations.
The model can be presented in two phases: data collection and results. The
data collection itself has to be performed in two stages. The first stage of data
collection phase is comprised of corpus preparation. During this phase, which is
hopefully a one-time effort, the corpus of narrative sentences is tagged along with
an appropriate tag that will flag whether the sentence is depicted or not. Each
sentence in the narrative would have to be annotated with information about the
type of the sentence: whether it is describing a state, an event (change of states),
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or an action. All sentences have to be annotated with the root of their main verb.
The root of the main sentence verb is treated as the verb type. The temporal and
spatial information (about the time and the place the sentence holds true) should
also be captured during the annotation phase. In the case of action events, the
actors involved in the action would also have to be annotated. This rather simple
level of annotation is likely to reveal useful statistics about the illustrated corpus.
Some useful statistics, for instance, would be the occurrence of each verb type
and the frequency with which it is depicted. At this stage the verb types are
ranked based on their relative frequency and their sum total of depicted instances.
The pair of <rank, (relative frequency * % of depicted instances)> would have to
be stored along with every verb type. This pair provides an indication as to which
verb types are popular subjects for illustrations and are likely to be interesting to
depict.
The second stage of the data collection phase is an interactive exercise
between the user and the model to assign a set of constraints. Although the
results of this model can be improved by many fold if the statistics about nouns
and noun phrases are also incorporated, for the purposes of this study the model
presented here focuses entirely on the statistics about the verb types. During
the constraint specification stage, the model is expected to extract the verb types
from the narrative being studied. The model is then expected to sort the verb
types according to their rankings derived from stage one of the data collection.
The user is expected to interactively rearrange the verb type list according to
the desired ranking of the verb types. The user can also adjust the value (i.e. of
relative frequency * % of depicted instances) for every rank to reflect the desired
interestingness and popularity for any given verb type. During the interactive
stage, the user is also expected to provide information about the desired number
of illustrations for the given narrative and also some specifications about the
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layout.
At the second phase, the desired ranking values are applied to the narrative.
The first step would be to determine an expected number of occurrences for
each verb type in the illustration distribution based on the desired number of
illustrations for the narrative. The sentences of the narrative are sorted based
on the new ranking values. Based on the computed expected occurrence for
each verb type, the user is given a chance to either allow the model to pick the
top sentences for each verb type or alternatively, select the desired token of
sentences. Once the specific tokens of sentences are selected, a tag is inserted
after each token of sentence in the narrative to mark the position of an illustration.
The distribution achieved through this model reflects the popularity of verb type
and the interestingness of each verb either based on the data collected from the
corpus or from the adjusted values provided by the user.
This model can also be adapted for specific types of genre. By associating a
tag that flags the type of genre of each document in the corpus, the user may decide
to narrow the scope of the model to the statistics from specific types of document.
Also, as mentioned earlier, the model can be improved by incorporating ratings
on nouns and noun phrases that represent ‘time’, ‘space’, and ‘actors’ in the
narrative. A combination of the popularity and interestingness values for verb
types, nouns, and noun phrases is likely to yield a distribution trend that reflects a
better representation of event types and event constituents.
Although the current model is a clear improvement over the uniform
distribution trend for narrative illustration, a more accurate result depends
entirely on the availability of a corpus that is representative of the ordinary usage
of illustrations in illustrated documents. Thus, as part of the more immediate
future endeavours in this area, it is suggested that an illustrated corpus consisting
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of larger numbers of illustrated documents to be put together.

9.2 Future improvements
Other areas of research that are likely to improve the results of illustration
placement pattern are the incorporation of semantic constraints on illustration
placement. This model can also potentially be used in content-based image
search systems. The statistics generated through this model can enable a search
engine to predict the content of an image based on its surrounding text. This is of
course assuming that image placement follows the same coherence assumptions
as the model here. Otherwise, this model would have to be adapted for noncoherent image insertion where the image is not the depiction of the surrounding
text in the narrative.
The current thesis was designed based on the text of the Shāhnāma. Such
design limits the model to the genres of epic literature that are similar to the
Shāhnāma. It is possible to expand the domain of the model to cover a wider
range of sentences that come from other genres of narrative literature. Preparing
a training corpus that contains multiple illustrated documents may improve the
predictions of the model.
This study has not taken into consideration the rhetorical relations that may
exist between events in a narrative. As a result the impact of certain relations
on the possibility of an event being depicted is not explored in this thesis. It is
likely that the introduction of RST relations may improve the performance of the
model. This is an area that needs to be explored in future studies.
Because of the constraints imposed by the poetic structure, the current design
is not able to capture every event that is reported by a half-line. It is recommended
to alter the design so that the poetic form is converted into prose and a sentence
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is chosen as a text span. The design of the database would also have to be altered
so that every sentence can be linked to many events. These alterations are likely
to improve the performance of the model.
It is also possible to perform reliability test (as explained in section 8.3.4)
to determine whether categorisation of narrative type and production context
(production origin and production date) would improve the performance of
model. If so, the classification categories can be introduced to the training data to
improve the result. It is already mentioned in section 7.4 that an interestingness
factor might determine whether an event token or an event type is interesting
enough to be depicted. One possibility is to present these additional categories in
the context of interestingness factor. For instance, depiction of a beheading may
be a prominent feature in Indian painting. Similarly, fencing might become more
prominent than beheading during a particular century. Therefore, it is expected to
see improvements in light of these additional categories.

9.3 Follow up studies
Another possible follow-up would be to conduct a recall study, where
various sets of illustrated documents are selected as the test cases while the model
is trained based on the remaining set of documents. This study would have to be
repeated several times on various sets of documents to see how well the model
performs.
At its present state, this study lacks the ability to predict physical properties
of illustration. For instance, properties such as illustration outline (contour)
mentioned in chapter 5 might be predictable based on the narrative text. If
the study is adapted in such a way that the physical properties of actors that
participate in an event (or a scene) can be tracked, it might be possible to predict
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if a preference can be given to non-rectangular contour layouts. Similarly, the size
of an illustration is not fully explored in this study. Given the text of a narrative,
it might be possible to determine the most effective size of illustration to create
a balance between illustration and text content on a given page. Future studies
are required to examine the effect of size and contour on the overall design of the
book. Such study might also be able to suggest whether physical properties can
be deduced from the textual content of a narrative.
At its present state, the model does not take into account the rich set of
semantic relations (or RST relations) that might exist between extra-textual
elements (visual elements such as illumination, section headings, decorations,
and so on) on the folio. As mentioned in section 3.2, it is also likely that rhetorical
relations might exist between visual components of the illustrations. In other
words, RST relations might exist at three levels. The first level is between the
visual parts of an illustration. The second level is when RST relations hold
between various visual elements on the page. The third level is when RST
relations hold between parts of an illustration and text spans in the narrative. In
fact, this thesis is an adaptation of the third level, where the <depicted> relation is
explored between a sentence in a narrative and an illustration in its entirety.
The first two levels of rhetorical relations are not explored here. Future
studies are required to investigate ways in which an illustration can be broken into
smaller visual spans. In addition to this internal rhetorical relation, illustrations
and their smaller visual parts can also hold rhetorical relations with other visual
elements on the page. Future studies may be able to tie these relations with the
greater issue of illustration placement techniques. For instance, in this model
the desired position of an illustration is immediately adjescent to the sentence
it depicts. However, for more complex narratives, an RST approach may reveal
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more effective layout strategies. Particularly, if there exist rhetorical relations
that exist between elements that might act as layout constraints. Inter-element
rhetorical relations is already explored in GeM project as a strategy for more
effective and coherent layout. The notion of rhetorical relations deserves a serious
study. I hope that future endeavours would fill in this gap by producing a set of
rhetorical relations that exist between images and text in illustrated narratives.
Similarly, the notion of rhetorical relations between layout elements would have
to explored in order to identify the impact of certain relations on the likelyhood
of finding an illustration on a given page (and in what shape or size).
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relative frequency indicates three distinct periods of rise and fall. This also indicates that the front loaded theory is inaccurate.
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Figure 7.6 Relative distribution of event types that are in common between the illustration population and the narrative text for every 900 lines of poetry.
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